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**Where to Go, Who to Ask**

**Just arrived? Visit the Registration Desk!**

As soon as you arrive at the conference, please check in at the Registration Desk located in Hunter Hall. Our Registration Desk staff will give you a badge, badge holder, and conference program, and make note of your arrival. Hate standing in line? Well, if you are in Glasgow on the afternoon of July 11th, you can skip the crowds by checking-in at our Early Registration Desk. Also located in Hunter Hall, the Early Registration Desk will be open from 3:00pm to 5:00pm. So, skip the crowds and come on by!

**Payments & Certificates of Attendance**

A CES staff member will be on call throughout the conference to facilitate on-site registrations, finalize payments, and answer administrative and financial questions. Visit us at CES Administrative Services, next to the Registration Desk. To request an e-Certificate of Attendance, simply email certificate@ces-europe.org, and we will send your certificate to you digitally.

**Places to Go Between Sessions**

Looking for some tea/coffee and a place to work between sessions? The Concert Hall will be designated as a meeting and work space for the duration of the conference, and coffee/tea stations can be found outside Hunter Hall next door.

---

**Technology**

**Powerpoint and Projectors**

Every session room is equipped with a computer, projector, and projection screen. Session organizers are strongly encouraged to collect all presentations on a USB flash drive before the conference and then to arrive early to pre-load these files. This will help prevent technological delays during the session.

Attendees wishing to test their presentations on projecting equipment prior to the start of their sessions are encouraged to arrive early at their session room or to inquire about alternative testing sites by visiting the Registration Desk.

**Remember! You must bring your presentation on a flash drive.**

**WiFi Access**

The conference venue and all rooms are covered by Eduroam WiFi. Please use your own institutional login details to access Eduroam. For those delegates without an Eduroam account, individual WiFi access has been arranged and you should have received an email from the University of Glasgow with login details. If you have not received this email please speak with a member of staff on the CES Information desk in the Hunter Hall.

---

**Social Media**

Follow along on social media throughout the conference using the official conference hashtag:

#CESConf

@CES_Europe
@europenowjrnl

@CESEurope
@europenowjournal
Europe and the World: Mobilities, Values and Citizenship

The intensification of migrant flows and capital mobility in Europe in an era marked by economic instability and security crises has generated widespread political backlash that poses fundamental threats to Europe’s core institutions. Understanding these developments necessitates the careful study of the wide-ranging and powerful processes of mobility, both from within and outside of Europe, that are reconfiguring identities and citizenship regimes across European nation-states. Because mobility processes are shaped by economic, cultural, and geopolitical factors and the challenges they raise span the domains of political governance, party politics, economic policy, security, and collective self-understanding, this topic requires interdisciplinary engagement across the social sciences and humanities. Many of the challenges facing Europe raise questions about the position of Europe in the world. What is specific about the European political crisis and what features does it share with comparable developments in the United States and Asia? To what degree are these changes fueled by transnational cooperation and the diffusion of strategies among political actors? What are the possible consequences of the ongoing migration patterns and the associated rise of populist politics for democratic institutions and the welfare state? How are mainstream parties on the left and the right responding to the challenges from the radical right, both in terms of electoral strategy and policy? How can tensions between essentialist views of ‘European values’ and the reality of mass migration be addressed through creative policies aimed at social and cultural inclusion?

In light of these concerns, the aim of the conference is to discuss the dimensions and dynamics of the nexus between existing and emergent (im)mobilities, values, and citizenship. While proposals on all topics related to Europe will be considered, special attention will be given to research that emphasizes the cultural, social, and political challenges related to Europe’s experience with internal and external migration. Projects that place the predictors, consequences, and lived realities of these developments in a comparative and international perspective are especially welcome. Specific topics may include, but are not limited to the following:

- Subnational, national, and European collective identities
- Practices of citizenship
- Social, cultural, and intellectual exchange
- Civic engagement and global responsibility
- Values, citizenship, and immigrant incorporation
- Governance
- Mobility and social exclusion
- Politics of heritage and memory
- Education and global citizenship
- International migration
- Pilgrimage, exploration, and migration
- Borders and security
- Anti-immigration politics

We welcome proposals in all these areas, including cross-thematic and interdisciplinary papers. Proposals may be submitted from August 8 to October 2, 2017. Priority will be given to panel submissions. Participants will be notified of the Program Committee’s decision by December 15, 2017.

Jan Willem Duyvendak, Chair
University of Amsterdam

Carla Santos, Co-Chair
University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign

Bart Bonikowski, Co-Chair
Harvard University
Dear CES Community:

After years of financial, economic and political crises, there finally seems to be some more positive developments in Europe. Far right parties have been beaten in Austria, the Netherlands and France, which shows that right-wing populism is not necessarily the bleak future of European nation-states. These victories have – in combination with economic recovery – given some self-confidence to pro-European parties, opening up possibilities to reform the EU and to seriously look at the negative sides of neoliberal globalization. The renewed élan also helps in confronting some barely democratic governments within and on the periphery of Europe—in Hungary, Poland, and Turkey—openly flouting European Union norms and reversing the forward march of democratization and respect for human rights.

The anti-EU mood in the UK (Brexit, even a soft one) and the US (the Trump administration) seems to have an interesting and unexpected effect: continental Europe is more ‘on its own,’ having to look for new partnerships around the world, and having to take the lead in one of the most important battles of our times: the fight against global warming. This year’s CES conference theme “sustainability and transformation” is therefore extremely topical. The Paris agreements have an even broader meaning than the battle for the future of our planet. It shows new political configurations: among nations, but also among governments and social movements. During our conference, we have a broad understanding of the theme: sustainability is not just about ecological topics, social and economic transformations have to be sustainable as well.

Over 1200 scholars from a wide variety of disciplines participating in over 300 panels, roundtables and plenaries will analyze the challenges Europe faces and the developing and promising responses dealing with these challenges, hopefully leading to a more prosperous, fair and politically stable European future. The conference will also feature art works and films that will explore these and other topics. In short, these three days in Glasgow promise to provide discussions and debates about the necessary transformation and continuity for a sustainable future.

Along with all our participants, this conference could not happen without the tireless work of the CES staff, including our executive director, Nicole Shea, PhD, the efforts of the program chairs (Akos Ronatas and Jonathan Hopkin) and the program committee (Eamonn Butler, Kim Schepppele, Karen Anderson), and the support provided by our local organizing committee (Eamonn Butler, Maria Fletcher, Helen Hardman, Per Johansson, Kelly Kollman, Francis McKee, Clare McManus, Martin Petrov, Anthony Salamone, Myrto Tsakatika). In addition, the conference is supported by funding and in-kind gifts from the Centre for Contemporary Arts, The Conversation, Delta, European Commission, European Parliament, Glasgow City Council, The Mellon Foundation, People Make Glasgow, Scottish Centre on European Relations, University of Glasgow, Visit Scotland, and the World of Film International Festival.

Thank you all for attending and contributing to our discussions, debates and the success of CES’s 24th International Conference of Europeanists.

Warmest regards,

Jan Willem Duyvendak  
Chair, Council for European Studies (CES)  
University of Amsterdam
I am delighted to welcome the 24th Council for European Studies International Conference of Europeanists to the University of Glasgow.

Founded in 1451 by Papal Bull, the University of Glasgow has always been a university in the great European tradition. Europe is at the heart of the university, and is embodied by not only our heritage, but by our many staff and students who come from across the European continent and its islands, by our research and teaching collaborations with other European institutions, and by our engagement with European organisations and learned bodies.

The University is acutely aware of the many challenges that we in Europe face today and it is pertinent that we seek to better understand and address these, whether they be societal, political, economic, or environmental in nature. The issue of Brexit, in particular, has created a sense of unknowing and insecurity for our institutions and the freedoms that we have become accustomed to. Therefore, the questions raised by the conference theme of sustainability and transformation in Europe are highly relevant. Through this conference, the Council for European Studies brings together individuals from around the globe with an interest and desire to debate and engage with these questions, helping to move forward our understanding of Europe, as well as to imagine and perhaps even shape its future.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to wish all participants well and hope that you enjoy not only the conference, but have time to experience the city, which this university calls home – Glasgow.

Professor Anton Muscatelli
Principal of the University of Glasgow
EuropeNow Film Festival

Centre for Contemporary Arts, 350 Sauchiehall Street, G2 3JD*

The Council for European Studies, as part of the 24th Annual International Conference of Europeanists, is proud to present the EuropeNow Film Festival, hosted in collaboration with the World of Film International Festival Glasgow (WoFF).

The festival will take place at the CCA: Centre for Contemporary Arts in the City Centre of Glasgow with a wide array of film screenings, including both feature length and short films. The festival will open with the documentary Brexitannia, an 80-minute reflection on the Brexit Referendum in the UK where leave voters explain why they voted leave. The electorate’s comments are interspersed with the views of leading academics and commentators including Noam Chomsky, Saskia Sassen, Guy Standing, Nick Srnicek, Heidi Mirza and Federico Campagna.

All selected filmmakers compete for an audience award – one for Best Short Film and one for Best Feature Film – based on votes cast by audiences after individual festival screenings. The winning films will be announced on the last day of the festival and will be featured on the Visual column of EuropeNow, an interdisciplinary publication that features research, commentary, and journalism on Europe, alongside visual art, literary nonfiction, fiction, poetry, and translations.

Entry to the screenings is free although a suggested donation of £3 per screening is encouraged. All donations will go towards the audience selected Filmmaker Prize.

*PLEASE NOTE that the EuropeNow Film Festival is hosted offsite at the Centre for Contemporary Arts. To reach the venue, you can take the simpliCITY4 (firstbus) bus from the bus-stop on University Avenue at the Boyd Orr Building OR University Library and get off on Sauchiehall Street at the Dental School (which is next door to the CCA). Buses are every 10 minutes and the journey is 13 minutes. Alternately, it is a 25 minute walk or a 7 minute taxi ride to CCA. The nearest Subway stop to the CCA is Cowcaddens and it is a 7-10 minute walk. For more information about the CCA please see its website: http://www.cca-glasgow.com
FEATURE FILMS

Brexitannia
Wednesday July 12, 8.30 pm - CCA: Centre for Contemporary Arts
Director: Timothy George Kelly. Documentary, 80’, 2017, Russia / UK


On/off. Yes/no. Leave or Remain? While referenda always divide people, Brexit did so in a manner unprecedented in modern British history: old pitted against young, nationalists against migrants, the countryside against the city, and “the people” against “the elite.” But underneath these binaries we find human beings whose individual stories influenced the outcome of this historic and perplexing vote. In the referendum the UK was torn apart by debates over the great themes of our age: migration, waning empires, work and its decreasing relevance in an outsourced world that is becoming ever more automated. BREXITANNIA is a portrait of a democracy in all its impossible and ugly glory. With subtle force, yet without judgement, it presents the people of a once powerful empire as they negotiate their identities in a world that is changing faster than ever and in which power appears to lie further and further from people’s own hands.

The Islands and the Whales
Thursday July 13, 3.30 pm - CCA: Centre for Contemporary Arts
Director: Mike Day. Documentary, 81’, 2016, United Kingdom

Synopsis: In their remote home in the North Atlantic, the Faroe Islanders have always eaten what nature could provide, proud to put local food on the table. The land yields little, so they have always relied on harvesting their seas. Hunting whales and seabirds kept them alive for generations, and gave them the way of life they love; a life they would pass on to their children. But today they face a grave threat to this tradition. It is not the controversy surrounding whaling that threatens the Faroese way of life; the danger is coming from the whales themselves. The Faroese are among the first to feel the effects of our ever more polluted oceans. They have discovered that their beloved whales are toxic, contaminated by the outside world. What once secured their survival now endangers their children and the Faroe Islanders must make a choice between health and tradition.

ReEvolution
Friday 14 July, 3.15 pm - CCA: Centre for Contemporary Arts
Director: David Sousa Moreau. Political drama / Thriller, 101’, 2016, Spain

Synopsis: ReEvolution is a suspense and action film with a political and social plot, which many consider to be the first artistic work proposing an economic, political and philosophical close-up on the European crisis. The most sensational “media crime” investigation of history has started. In ReEvolution the flashbacks and the interrogatories weaves challenge the audience to rebuild the story of four individuals whose lives, stricken by the crisis, have arrived at their limit.
SHORT FILMS: WESTERN PROMISES
Wednesday July 12, 3.15 pm, CCA: Centre for Contemporary Arts

A selections of short films from Eastern Europe. Untold stories of men and women, families; their mission to embrace the change and fight for the unknown while nostalgically reminiscing all those unkept promises from the past.

**Felicita** by Yannis Zafiris / Greece, 10’, 2016
On a barren wintry scenery, an abandoned football field, unravels the story of a man, a woman and a child. The man and woman withdraw inside a car, while the child remains outside, despite the cold, kicking a ball. When man's efforts for reconciliation fail, woman and child come closer together.

**Wall** by Maya Tsamprou / Greece, 13’, 2015
Friday afternoon. Nine people before a wall. Waiting. Who has the right to see?

**Hominid** by Alexandros Salimis / Greece, 20’, 2017
A peaceful and rational man turns into a beast when it gets great pressure from the staff and his working environment.

**Monica** by Dimitris Argyriou / Germany, 5’, 2016
Monica wanted to become a hair dresser when she was young. Things went wrong. This is her story. Based on a real interview with a human trafficking victim.

**Invisible** by Kostas Gerampinis / Greece, 30’, 2016
Theodore is a lonely 25-year-old who spends his days working out. When he signs up to a new gym, he meets Vicky, a sexy 30-year-old trainer. He tries to claim her attention as he struggles with his shame, image and repressed libido.

**Bus 43** by Alexis Lazaridis / Greece, 16’, 2015
The film deals with the story of a wealthy man who makes a “journey” incidentally with the public bus of the line, where he encounters some moments of his life that have marked his past. More specifically, he contacts with the bus passengers, who are reminiscent of his past at the most crucial periods of his life. His closest passenger is an old ragamuffin, who operates as a deus ex machine, by giving him advice and holding a different attitude than usual. The ragamuffin releases this man from the oppression.

**Spectrum** by Dimitris Gkotsis / Greece, 12’, 2015
Spectrum is used to classify something in terms of its position on a scale between two extreme points. This film documents a slice in the life of five different people living in the heart of the city of Athens and the power relations between them. Priorities entwine, leading to misunderstandings and finally the absolute brutality.
The debates over European identity as well as the continuing refugee crisis are but two examples of how the dynamic matrix of Europe requires continual engagement by the brightest minds. European artistic and cultural influences are integral parts of the greater understanding of both American and European history, as well as the tradition of sustaining and transforming cultural memory and identity. This symposium will be devoted to enhancing methodological design choices and best teaching practices to work within structures of power and using the arts as an accelerator to influence agendas, thereby creating bridges between culture, policy and shifts of thought that bring about lasting transformation.

- "Art and Sustainability in the Anthropocene." Panelists: Melissa Fleming, Visual Artist; Martha Schwendener, The New York Times and NYU; Patrizia Costantin, Manchester School of Art; Weiyi Chang, University of British Columbia; Chair: Julie Reiss, Christie’s Education New York.
- "Provenance Research Across Cultures and Disciplines: Some New Approaches." Panelists: Nick Pearce, University of Glasgow; Jane Milosch, Smithsonian Institution; Christa Roodt, University of Glasgow; Liz Hancock, University of Glasgow. Chair: Nick Pearce, University of Glasgow.
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The 2017 UK General Election: Earthquake or Politics as Usual?

*July 13, 12:45 - 2pm*

*Wolfson Medical Building: Yudowitz Lecture Theatre*

What does the June 2017 snap general election mean for the future of UK politics? Conservative Prime Minister Theresa May called the election early in the hopes of increasing the Conservative Party's majority in Parliament and thereby strengthen the UK’s bargaining position in its Brexit negotiations. Theresa May’s gamble failed spectacularly: the Conservatives lost their majority and is attempting to form a minority government with the support of the Northern Irish DUP (Democratic Unionist Party).

This roundtable considers key issues concerning the causes and consequences of this dramatic election outcome. What explains the surprising success of the Labour Party and its embattled leader, Jeremy Corbyn? How will the election result influence the UK’s Brexit negotiations? What does the election result mean for devolution and the future of social policy?

*Participants:*

*Jonathan Hopkin, London School of Economics*

*Anand Menon, King’s College London*

*Jane Gingrich, Oxford University (TBC)*

*TBA*

*Chair: Julie Lynch, University of Pennsylvania*

---

The Politics and Sociology of Health Inequities

*July 14, 8am - 5:45pm*

*Kelvin Gallery*

Now is the time for multidisciplinary engagement with the problematic of social inequalities in health, given that cutting-edge social epidemiology points toward “upstream” factors like social policy, citizenship and migration, labour markets, cultural configurations, and historical transformations and reproductions as the fundamental causes of long-documented differences between societies and social groups in the distribution of disease. This one-day event, a combined effort by leading researchers from two continents, brings together academics, practitioners and policy-makers concerned about understanding the politics of health inequalities and revitalising efforts to eliminate them.

*This Mini-Symposium is organized by the 24th International Conference of Europeanists, Glasgow 2017 and Special Interest Group on Health Equity in a Glocal World, Wolfson Research Institute for Health and Wellbeing, Durham University*
Towards an Imperfect Union
A Conservative Case for the EU
By Dalibor Rohac
ISBN 9781442270640
PB | April 2016 | £19.95

EU, Europe Unfinished
Mediating Europe and the Balkans in a Time of Crisis
Edited by Zlatan Krajina and Nebojša Blanuša
ISBN 9781783489794
PB | September 2016 | £24.95

Becoming a Movement
Identity, Narrative and Memory in the European Global Justice Movement
By Priska Daphi
ISBN 9781786603791
HB | August 2017 | £80.00

Putin’s Propaganda Machine
Soft Power and Russian Foreign Policy
By Marcel H. Van Herpen
ISBN 9781442253612
PB | October 2015 | £22.95

Narrating European Society
Toward a Sociology of European Integration
By Hans-Jörg Trenz
ISBN 9781498527057
HB | March 2016 | £54.95

The Politics of Eurasianism
Identity, Popular Culture and Russia’s Foreign Policy
Edited by Mark Bassin and Gonzalo Pozo
ISBN 9781786601629
PB | January 2017 | £27.95

Europe’s Radical Left
From Marginality to the Mainstream?
Edited by Luke March and Daniel Keith
ISBN 9781783485369
PB | October 2016 | £27.95

Central and East European Politics
From Communism to Democracy, Third Edition
Edited by Sharon L. Wolchik and Jane Leftwich Curry
ISBN 9781442224216
PB | December 2014 | £37.95

30% off these titles with code RLCESE17
001. Comparative Capitalism and European Integration
(Part 1)
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2
Chair: Alison Johnston, Oregon State University

Participants:
Exporting Assets: The Euro and the Flip Side of Comparative Advantage. Gregory Fuller, University of Groningen
The Political Economy of Austerity: Understanding Variation in Distributive Outcomes in Southern Europe. Sofia Perez, Boston University; Manos Matsaganis, Athens University of Economics and Business

Discussant: Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

002. The Capacity of Liberal states to Enforce Migration Control: Part 1
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255
Chair: Ilke Adam, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Participants:
Inclusive Exclusion: Explaining the Control Gap and Irregular Migration in Europe. Peter O’Brien, Trinity University Glasgow
The Opening and Closing of Borders in Germany: Control Gaps? Patrizia Schneider, University of Hamburg

Discussant: Christof Roos, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

003. The Role of Values in EU Governance: « Human Dignity » from Theory to Practice
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre Room 201
Chair: Oriane Calligaro, Université libre de Bruxelles

Participants:
The Duality of Human Dignity in Europe. Aurora Plomer, University of Bristol
The Role of Human Dignity in EU Bioethics Politics: A Bridge-Building Incentive or a Conflict-Driving Force? Emilie Mondo, Université libre de Bruxelles
Religious Parties, Issue Framing and Morality Policies in EU Governance. Eva-Maria Euchner, Ludwig-Maximilian University Munich

Discussant: Francois Foret, Université libre de Bruxelles

004. Towards a Caring Society? The Role of Cultural Ideas, Institutions and Actors in the Historical Development of Care Policies, Session 1
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre Room 208
Chair: Hildegard Theobald, University of Vechta, Germany

Participants:
Capable to Care? Parenting Support Policies and the Changing Concept of Care. Asa Lundqvist, Lund University, Sweden
Who Cares? Conflicting Ideas on Day Care in an Era of Social Change (Denmark 1930-2010s). Klaus Petersen, University of Southern Denmark
Explaining Cross-National Differences in Long-Term Care Policies - a Historical Study about the Role of Culture, Institutions and Actors. Birgit Pfau-Effinger, University of Hamburg/University of Southern Denmark; Thurid Eggers, University of Hamburg; Christopher Grages, University of Hamburg

Discussant: Per Jensen, Aalborg University

005. Banking in Crisis
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250

Participants:
Central Banking in Hard Times: Revisiting the Eurozone’s Monetary-Fiscal ‘Divorce’. Sebastian Diessner, London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE)
From Frankfurt with Legitimacy? Reassessing the ECB’s (fiduciary) Role During the Eurozone Crisis. Tobias Tesche, European University Institute
International Aspects on the European Banking Union (EBU): Dynamism on the Harmonization of the Banking Supervision. Hideki Sato, Kanazawa University
The EU Last Grand Bargain: Explaining the Creation and Institutional Design of the European Banking Union. Elena Ríos Camacho, University of Bamberg

006. Employers and Unions
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466

Participants:
The Choice of Active Labour Market Policies for Young People - What Role for Employers? Leonard Geyer, Bamberg Graduate School of Social Sciences (BAGSS)
How Do Business Interest Groups Deal with Political Constraints? a Case Study of Germany. Thomas Paster, University of Southern Denmark
Trade Unions Under the Pressure of European Integration, a Question of Optimism and Pessimism? Johannes Kiess, University of Siegen; Martin Seeliger, Friedrich Schiller University Jena
In the Interest of Labor: How Trade Unions Shape Tax Policy in Economically Advanced Democracies. Achim Kemmerling, Central European University;
Despina Alexiadou, University of Pittsburgh
Cultural Obstacles to Transnational Trade Union Cooperation in Europe. Bengt Larsson, University of Gothenburg

007. European Disunion
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A
Chair: Senka Neuman, University of Groningen

Participants:
- Analysing the Processes of European (Dis-)Integration: Annegret Eppler, University of Innsbruck
- The "Rule of Law Crisis" of the EU As Disintegrative Phenomenon: Annegret Eppler, University of Innsbruck
- To Justify Globalization: Patterns of Ideological Conflict in the Public Sphere: Pieter de Wilde, NTNU Trondheim
- The Euro Crisis and the Crisis of Liberal Democracy: Conflicting Justifications of European Interference in Domestic Affairs: Josef Hien, University of Milan and WZB Berlin Social Science Center; Elin Hellquist, Stockholm University and Freie Universität Berlin

008. Foreign Relations
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)
Chair: Ana Costea, National University of Political Studies and Public Administration

Participants:
- The Place of European Neighbourhood Policy in the EU External Governance: A Sustainable Partnership Model? Suhal Semsit, Manisa Celal Bayar University
- The Politics of History As Transformative Force in Relations Between Russia and the West: George Soroka, Harvard University
- Mapping Contestation on Fiscal and Economic Integration: Evidence from New Data: Fabio Wasserfallen, University of Salzburg; Thomas Lehner, University of Salzburg

Discussant: Carlo Panara, Liverpool John Moores University

009. Historical and Contemporary Positions on War and Conflict
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Forehall
Chair: Sarah Kayfi, King's College London

Participants:
- Ethnicity and Ideology: Czech Germans in Interwar Czechoslovakia: Jan Rovny, Sciences Po, CEE, LIEPP
- British Warriors, German Peacekeepers? the Role of History in the British and German Army Officer Corps: Sarah Kayfi, King's College London German Ministry of Defence
- Romani Girls: Resiliency and Caretaking during the Holocaust in Romanian-Controlled Transnistria: Michelle Kelso, The George Washington University

Discussant: Volker Benkert, Arizona State University

010. Identity, Integration and Disintegration: European Trajectories
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Participants:
- The Theory of Functionalism and Support for the European Union: Nicholas Clark, Susquehanna University
- Theorizing European Disintegration in Times of Complexity: Senka Neuman, University of Groningen
- Societal Education and the Education Bias in European Identity: Juan Fernández, University Carlos III of Madrid; Monika Eigmüller, Flensburg University
- Transforming the European Union's Image: Malgorzata Winiarska-Brodowska, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland

011. Immigration: Lived Experiences
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132
Participants:
- ‘Growing up’ in London: Young Romanian Migrants’ Partial Transitions to Adulthood: Laura Morosanu, University of Sussex; Alexandra Bulat, University College London
- Ethnosexism. Immigration and Sexual Politics: Gabriele Dietze, Humboldt Universität/Universität Basel
- Economic Inequality, Immigrants, and Selective Solidarity: Gabriele Magni, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Discussant: Giuseppe Sciortino, University of Trento

012. Mainstream Online Media Dealing with Europe's Historicity
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Chair: Luciana Radut-Gaghi, University of Cergy-Pontoise

Participants:
- German Media Narratives of Europe’s History: Hedwig Wagner, Europe University of Flensburg
- General Visions of Europe As Legitimations of European Project: Luciana Radut-Gaghi, University of Cergy-Pontoise
- Other Europeans from a European Perspective: Elisabeth Le, University of Alberta
- The Construction of an Online Story: The European Migrant Crisis: Axel Boursier, University of Cergy-Pontoise

Discussant: Hedwig Wagner, Europe University of Flensburg

013. Political Competition in a Multi-Dimensional Political Space
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1
Chair: Jane Gingrich, University of Oxford

Participants:
Luxury Goods Voting and Multi-Party Competition. Tarik Abou-Chadi, Humboldt-University Berlin; Mark Kayser, Hertie School of Governance

Explaining Voter Responses to Mainstream Parties’ Moderation Strategies. Jonathan Polk, University of Gothenburg; Johannes Karreth, Ursinus College

Party System Change and Coalition Politics in the Multiparty Systems of North-Western Europe. Sarah de Lange, University of Amsterdam; Tom van der Meer, University of Amsterdam

The Consequences of a Multidimensional Political Space for Issue Ownership Voting. Simon Lanz, University of Geneva; Nathalie Giger, University of Geneva

Discussant: Herbert Kitschelt, Duke University

014. Political Engagement from the Bottom Up
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Participants:
Agents of Change? Russian Political Migrants’ Activism and Transnational Socio-Political Remittances. Joanna Fomina, Polish Academy of Sciences
Grassroots Democracy in Early Modern Spain. Sarah Penny, Fordham University
Promoting Sustainable Civic Activism or a “Divided Civil Society”? Western Strategies of Supporting Civil Society in Ukraine. Susann Worschech, European University Viadrina

015. Regionalization and Europeanization
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)

Chair: Peter Clinton, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Participants:
How Are Top EU Policies on Minorities Challenged Locally? – Lessons for a Linguistically and Culturally Sustainable Europe from Two Southern European Countries. Eda Derhemi, University of Illinois at U-C
Longitudinal Network Analysis of the European Social Space. Emanuel Deutschmann, Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg; Jan Delhey, Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg; Monika Verhalye, Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg
Soft Assets: Regional and Minority Language Use in Two Francophone Regions of Europe in Light of the EU’s Strategic Goals on Multilingualism. Zsuzsanna Fagyal, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Immobilism By Design: Fiscal Devolution and Territorial Inequality in Italy. Rebecca Oliver, Murray State University; Julia Lynch, University of Pennsylvania
A Europe of (Macro-)Regions – the Alpine Macro-Regional Strategy and Sub-National Self-Empowerment. Melanie Plangger, University of Innsbruck

016. Shareholder Duties: A Driver for Transformation and Sustainability in EU Corporate Law
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251

Chair: Iain Macneil, University of Glasgow

Participants:
Shareholders’ Duties As a Vehicle for Transformation of EU Company Law. Hanne Birkmose, Aarhus University
Sustainability in EU Company Law - Towards a New Legal Form? Anne Mittwoch, University of Marburg
Nudging for Corporate Long-Termism and Sustainability. Florian Mösllein, University of Marburg; Karsten Engsig Sørensen, Aarhus University
Enforcement of Shareholder Duties: The Preferred Way to Sustainability? Konstantinos Sergakis, University of Glasgow

Discussant: Iain Macneil, University of Glasgow

017. Social and Political Cultures in Germany
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Melville Room

Chair: Louise Davidson-Schmich, University of Miami

Participants:
Empirical Construction of the Political Spectrum of Germany. Andranik Melik-Tangyan, Institute of Economic and Social Research (WSI) and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Constructing Hegemony: Germany's New Right and Its Intellectual Foundations. Hartwig Pautz, University of the West of Scotland
Fitting in, Standing out: Multivocality and Far Right Youth Subcultural Style in Germany. Cynthia Miller-Idriss, American University; Annett Graefe, New York University

Discussant: Alistair Cole, Sciences Po Lyon, University of Lyon

018. Solidarity, Satisfaction, and Segmentation. How Program Design and Welfare Regimes Shape Individual Attitudes and Outcomes in the field of Health Care
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room

Chair: Paulette Kurzer, University of Arizona

Participants:
Welfare State Institutions and Welfare State Attitudes: Using Privatization to Gain Causal Leverage on the Problem of Attitude Formation. Ellen Immergut, Humboldt University Berlin; Diana Burlacu, Humboldt University Berlin
Satisfaction with the Health Care System in the Netherlands. Karen Anderson, University of Southampton; Andra Roescu, University of Southampton
Portuguese Public Opinion Toward Healthcare in the Context of Crisis. Tamara Popic, University of Lisbon; Simone Schneider, Trinity College Dublin; Maria Asensio, University of Lisbon

Discussant: Paulette Kurzer, University of Arizona
019. The Political Economy of Monetary Solidarity: Understanding the Euro Experiment
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Chair: Deborah Mabbett, Birkbeck College
Discussants: Christopher Bickerton, Cambridge, Anke Hassel, Hertie School of Governance Erik Jones, Johns Hopkins University SAIS Jonathan White, London School of Economics and Political Science; Waltraud Schelkle, London School of Economics

020. The Political Presence of Diversity
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Chair: Karen Schönwälder, Max Planck Institute for the study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity
Participants:
Explaining Voters Preferences for Migrant Parties in the Dutch Elections of 2017. Elco Harteveld, University of Amsterdam; Anja Heelsum, University of Amsterdam; Aad van der Veen, University of Amsterdam; Floris Vermeulen, University of Amsterdam
Dissecting Intersectionality: Ethnicity, Gender, Race and Religion in Political Representation. Silvia Erzeel, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Discussant: Anja Heelsum, University of Amsterdam

021. The Politics of Far-Right and Far-Left Radicalism in Europe: Economies, Identities and Institutions
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Anatomy - Large LT
Chair: Milada Anna Vachudova, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Participants:
Radical Right Mobilization in Ukraine. Lenka Bustikova, Arizona State University
‘Part of the Elite’? Antineoliberal Populism and Trade Unionism in Italy and Spain. Enrico Padoan, University of Chile
Populism and Democratic Backslide in Central and Eastern Europe: The Role of Regional Organizations. Anna Meyerrose, The Ohio State University
Trade Shocks, Institutions, and Political Polarization: Evidence from France. Sara Watson, The Ohio State University
Discussant: Milada Anna Vachudova, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

022. The Power of Gender: Women and Political Disruption
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

Participants:
Memory and Countermemory: A Feminist Framework for the Politics of Memory Following Political Violence. Candice Orthals, Pepperdine University; Lori Poloni-Staudinger, Northern Arizona University
Gendering Brexit: Is There Room for Equality? Roberta Guerrina, University of Surrey
Shattering the Glass Ceiling in Eastern Europe? the Rise of Female Presidents. Ausrina Park, Siena College
Discussant: Judith Ezekiel, Wright State University

023. The Role of Leadership in EU Politics and Policy-Making: The Value of Theoretical and Methodological Cross-Fertilization I
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre
Chair: Henriette Mueller, New York University Abu Dhabi
Participants:
Explaining the Leadership Crisis in the EU: Agency, Structure and the Struggle Between Hegemonic Projects. Simon Bulmer, University of Sheffield
What Were They Thinking? an Analysis of European Finance Ministers’ Cognitive Maps During the Euro Crisis. Marj Swinkels, Utrecht University
Discussant: Femke Van Esch, Utrecht University

024. A Pivotal European Value under Stress: The Rule of Law Crises and their Impact on EU’s Political Integration
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201
Chair: François Foret, Université libre de Bruxelles
Participants:
The EU: Still “Integration Through Law”? Sabine Saurugger, Sciences Po Grenoble
Defining a Multifaceted Concept in a Multifaceted Organization: The Council of Europe and the Safeguard of Rule of Law Principles. Cristina Dallara, University of Bologna; Bartolomeo Cappellina, Sciences Po Bordeaux
The Role of the Venice Commission As a “Standard-Setter” in Rule of Law Promotion. Tetiana Kudria, Université libre de Bruxelles
Discussant: Ramona Coman, Université Libre de Bruxelles

025. The Political Economy of Brexit and the EU
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Chair: Zdenek Kudrna, EMUchoices.eu
Participants:
The Internal Market of the European Union with(out) the
026. Comparative Capitalism and European Integration (Part 2)

11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

Chair: Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

Participants:
- Rethinking the UK's Growth Model: Industrial and Skills Policies for the 'Knowledge Economy'. Steven Coulter, London School of Economics
- European Integration and Capitalist Diversity on Europe's Eastern Periphery. Dorothee Bohle, European University Institute
- Celtic Phoenix or Leprechaun Economics? The Political Economy of an FDI-Model within Europe. Aidan Regan, University College Dublin; Samuel Brazys, University College Dublin

Discussant: Alison Johnston, Oregon State University

028. Towards a Caring Society? The Role of Cultural Ideas, Institutions and Actors in the Historical Development of Care Policies, Session 2

11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

Chair: Klaus Petersen, University of Southern Denmark

Participants:
031. Education in France: Challenges, Representations, and Reforms
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Chair: Marie-Christine Koop, University of North Texas

Participants:
Educating the (Im)Migrant Child in Today’s France: Pedagogies, Challenges, and Success Stories. Marie Schein, Texas Christian University
French Schools on the Big Screen: Is the Republican Model Sustainable? Michele Bissière, University of North Carolina-Charlotte
Education Reforms in France Under the Hollande Presidency: Assessing the 2013 Law on the “Refoundation of the School”. Marie-Christine Koop, University of North Texas
Higher Education in France during the Hollande Presidency. Patricia Cummins, Virginia Commonwealth University

Discussant: Marie-Christine Koop, University of North Texas

032. European Identities and Government: Regionalism, Federalism, and Integration in the EU
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)

Participants:
Xenophobia and Anti-Europeanism: The Relevance of National and European Identities for Explaining Tolerance Towards Immigrants. Livia Garcia-Faroldi, University of Malaga, Spain
Below the Member State: A Comparative Study of Regional Compliance with European Union Legislation. Peter Clinton, Universitat Pompeu Fabra; Javier Arregui, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Discussant: Dora Kostakopoulou, University of Warwick

033. Financialization in Europe: Changing Forms of Money
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Chair: Alya Guseva, Boston University

Participants:
De-Vicing Consumer Credit. Envisioning a Future for Credit Cards in 1960s and 1970s Sweden. Orsi Huz, Uppsala University

Discussant: Alya Guseva, Boston University

034. Institutional Changes and Anti-Corruption Regulation in Europe
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A
Chair: Denis Saint-Martin, Université de Montréal

Participants:
The Small World Effect: Legislative Size and Political Resistance to Anti-corruption Reform. Denis Saint-Martin, Université de Montréal
Citizen Inc. 2.0 : The Transition to Corporate Citizenship in Europe. Maxime Boucher, Université de Montréal

Discussant: Andrea Wagner, MacEwan University

035. Left, Right, or Wrong? The (Ir)Relevance of the Left-Right Continuum in Analysis of Party Politics in Europe Today.
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1
Chair: Krzysztof Jasiewicz, Washington and Lee University

Participants:
The Different Meaning of Left and Right in Highly Industrialized Democracies. Detlef Jahn, University of Greifswald
Populism in Eastern Europe: Beyond Left and Right. Lenka Bustikova, Arizona State University
Dynamics of Change and the Meaning of Left-Right Identifications in Poland 1991-2015. Tadeusz Szawiel, University of Warsaw

Discussant: Krzysztof Jasiewicz, Washington and Lee University

036. Memory and Identity Politics in the Context of Crisis
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466
Chair: Aline Sierp, Maastricht University

Participants:
Post-War Nostalgia, Anti-EU Populism and EU-Skepticism in Austria. Christian Karner, University of Nottingham
Payment Cards in Europe: the Return of Nation-States. Akos Rona-Tas, University of California, San Diego; Alya Guseva, Boston University

Discussant: Akos Rona-Tas, University of California, San Diego
037. Mobilizations Around the Marketization of Welfare: The Cases of Health Care, Care, and Domestic Work
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall
Chair: Virginie Guiraudon, Sciences Po

Participants:
Emergence of a Migrant Care Work Force – Impact and Interaction of Marketization and Social Policies in Receiving and Sending Countries. Karin Gottschall, University of Bremen
New Coalitions in the French Personal and Household Services Sector. Virginie Guiraudon, Sciences Po; Clémence Ledoux, University of Nantes
Employers As Actors in Care and Household Service Markets: Mapping Employment Relations in the Case of Germany. Karen Shire, University Duisburg-Essen
Who Cares about Care Workers? Comparing Workers' Mobilisation in Three Marketised Care Sectors in the Netherlands. Franca van Hooren, University of Amsterdam

Discussants: Kimberly Morgan, George Washington University; Jane Gingrich, University of Oxford

038. Non-state Actors and Humanitarian Migration Management at the Delocalized EU Border (Part I)
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3

Participants:
Migrants at the Uneasy Borderland(s) of “Greece”: Routes”, “Transit” Points, and Unsteady Categories at and from the Shifting Geographies of the “Humanitarian” Regime Governing “Greece”. Aila Spithopoulou, Kings College University London
Keep Them There: Humanitarianism Overseas and the Politics of Containment. Karolina Follis, Lancaster University
Mapping Humanitarian Non-State Actors of Migration Management in Tunisia, Libya and Egypt. Paolo Cuttita, VU University Amsterdam
The Humanitarian Government of Migrant Workforce: The Role of the Italian Red Cross in the Agricultural District of Venosa. Carlo Caprioglio, University of Roma Tre

039. Solvency, Creditworthiness and Debt Repayment in the European Union
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Chair: Daniel Cardoso, FCSH-NOVA University of Lisbon

Participants:
Constructing Creditworthiness: Differing Conceptions of "Sound Public Finances" in Credit Ratings and in European Fiscal Surveillance, Their Institutional Origins and Their Implications for Policy Making. Waltraud Schellke, London School of Economics; Zsofia Barta, SUNY Albany Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy

040. Sustainability and Consumer Protection in the EU
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Chair: Mónika Józsa, Sapientia- Hungarian University of Transylvania, Faculty of Economics and Humanities

Participants:
Integrating National Civil Procedure and the (Sustainable) Protection of EU Consumer Interests. Stephanie Law, Max Planck Institute for International, European and Regulatory Procedural Law, Luxembourg
Social Sustainability, Human Rights and Unfair Personal Securities in Europe. Aurelia Ciacci Colombi, University of Groningen, Law Faculty
Legal Sustainability in Time of Crisis- the Case of Consumer Contract Fairness in Europe. Mónika Józsa, Sapientia- Hungarian University of Transylvania, Faculty of Economics and Humanities

Discussant: Andrea Fejos, University of Essex, School of Law

041. Sustainable Development Across EU Policy Fields
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)
Chair: Carlo Colombo, Tilburg University

Participants:
A Politico-Legal Analysis of EU and Member State Action: A Case-Study on the Sustainable Development Goals. Ries Kamphof, Universiteit LeidenKaleidos ResearchClingendael Institute
The Growing Importance of Commons Under the Paradigm of Sustainability. A European Perspective. Maria Dolores Sanchez Galera, University Carlos III Madrid
"Cost-Sharing Agreements, Intellectual Property and Taxation – a Study on Law, Development and Sustainability". Arthur Ignácio, University of Porto

Discussant: Ania Zbyszewska, University of Warwick

042. The Role of Leadership in EU Politics and Policy-Making: The Value of Theoretical and Methodological
Cross-Fertilization II
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre
Chair: Henriette Mueller, New York University Abu Dhabi

Participants:
Leadership By Default: The ECB and the Announcement of Outright Monetary Transactions. Magnus Schoeller, Institute for European Integration Research EIF, University of Vienna
Leadership or Leaderless? EU Foreign Policy in a Time of Crisis and Change. Lisbeth Åggestam, University of Gothenburg

Discussant: Simon Bulmer, University of Sheffield

043. Translating The Future: Investigating Art and The Deep Past As A Way of Learning How To Live Now
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Chair: Gnaomi Siemens, Columbia University
Discussants: Nyree Finlay, University of Glasgow; Paula Sutherland, N/A

044. Welfare State Reform in Post-Socialist Eastern Europe and Russia
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132
Chair: Vikki Turbine, University of Glasgow

Participants:
Welfare Governance, Service Delivery & Non-State Actors in Contemporary Russia. Eleanor Bindman, Queen Mary University London
Regional Variations of the Service Provision Reforms in Russia: Political, Economic & Bureaucratic Aspects. Anna Tarasenko, Higher School of Economics, St Petersburg, Russia
Overhauling Russia’s Child Welfare System: Ideas, Institutions & Agents of Policy Change. Meri Kalmala, University of Helsinki
Social Transformation & the Question of Post-Socialist Welfare Regimes in Contemporary Eastern Europe. Terry Cox, University of Glasgow

Discussant: Zhanna Chernova, Higher School of Economics, St Petersburg

045. Contentious Politics: Political Protests and Urban Unrest
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Participants:
Political Executives or Appointed Mandarins? Two Competing Conceptualizations of the European Commission. Bart Bex, Land University; Jan Pieter Beets, VU University Amsterdam
An Act of Desperation or a Political Act? Migrant Protest in Greece. Georgios Karyotis, University of Glasgow, Stratos Patrikios, University of Strathclyde; Dimitris Skleparis, Hellenic Foundation for European & Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP)

046. Financialization and Pension Reform
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Chair: Marek Naczzyk, University of Oxford

Participants:
Non-Corporatist Social Bargaining for Welfare Retrenchment: Public Pension Reforms in Southern European Countries. Sung Ho Park, Yonsei University, Wonju Campus
Sustaining the Un sustainable? Explaining the Maintenance of Defined Benefit Pension Schemes in Finland and the Netherlands. Ville-Pekka Sorsa, Hanken School of Economics; Natascha van der Zwan, Leiden University
Public Pension Reforms at the Crossroads - Financial Sustainability Vs Social Sustainability. Eusebi Colás, Univ. Pompeu Fabra

047. Food Security and Agricultural Transformation
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132
Participants:
Why Genetically Engineered Food Is Key to European Sustainability. Thomas Menn, United States Military Academy at West Point; Leena Scaria, None
The EU's Common Agricultural Policy Between Policy Stasis and Transformation: The Role of Ideas. Gerry Alons, Radboud UniversityBoston University
Across Species and National Boundaries: Transhumance in 21st Century Europe. Susanne Unger, American University
Protected Denominations of Origin (PDOs): A Commons for Late Capitalism? Thomas Abercrombie, New York University

Discussant: Rosa Fernandez, University of Chester

048. Immigration Research Network Meeting
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall

049. Migration and Adjustment
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)
Chair: Evren Yalaz, Universitat Pompeu Fabra Barcelona

Participants:
European Immigrants as Welfare Recipients in Poland. Perceptions and Practices of Using Welfare Systems
by different Categories of Foreigners in a Central European State. Katarzyna Andrejuk, Polish Academy of Sciences University of Warsaw

Unwillingly Adopting. Syrian Children in Old Europe. Victoria Koutsoupia, International Hellenic University

The Refugee Status, But What Next? Aspirations and Frustrations of Refugees in Europe. Anja Heelsum, University of Amsterdam

Language Roulette – the Effect of Random Placement on Refugees’ Labour Market Integration. Daniel Auer, University of Lausanne

050. Nation State and Economic Integration
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356
Chair: Katharina Meissner, Institute for European Integration Research EII, University of Vienna

Participants:
Technocracy, Nation State Control and the Market in the European Union: Patterns of Pooling and Delegation of Competences after the Crisis. Daniel Seikel, Institute of Economic and Social Research (WSI) at the Hans-Böckler-Foundation

The Implementation of Strengthened Economic Policy Coordination in the EU. Leon Kanthak, Cologne Center for Comparative Politics, University of Cologne

What Does the Marketization of the State Mean for Democratic Government in Advanced Capitalist Countries? the Missing Political Economy of the State. Abby Innes, LSE

Discussant: Anita Pelle, University of Szeged

051. Soft Power and Conditionality
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134

Participants:
Power of Conditionality Vs. Power of Ideas: The Influence of the EU and the OECD on National Policymaking Compared. Ebru Ertugal, Baskent University

The Limits of the EU's Soft Power: Authoritarian Resilience in Morocco. Jonathan Hill, King's College London

Do Anti-EU Attitudes in Russia and Turkey Threaten EU Cohesion? Marsha Olive, Bahcesehir University, Istanbul, Turkey

052. The Popularization of Space
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Chair: Thomas Hoerber, ESSCA-School of Management

Participants:
Where No European Has Gone before: Representations of Europe (an integration) in Science Fiction. Harald Köpping Athanasopoulos, ESSCA

The Astronautical Discourse in an English Primary School During the Principia ESA Mission. Andrew Thomas, Montfort University, Leicester

The Potential of Space Tourism for Space Popularisation: An Opportunity for the EU Space Policy? Antonella Forganni, ESSCA EU-Asia Institute

Discussants: Harald Köpping Athanasopoulos, ESSCA; Thomas Hoerber, ESSCA-School of Management

052.1. How to Get Published
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Chair: Elizabeth Walker, Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group

Participants:
Power of Conditionality Vs. Power of Ideas: The Influence of the EU and the OECD on National Policymaking Compared. Ebru Ertugal, Baskent University

The Limits of the EU's Soft Power: Authoritarian Resilience in Morocco. Jonathan Hill, King's College London

Do Anti-EU Attitudes in Russia and Turkey Threaten EU Cohesion? Marsha Olive, Bahcesehir University, Istanbul, Turkey

053. Transparency: a Transformative Value to Reform a Crisis-Shaken EU?
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre Room 201
Chair: Ramona Coman, Université Libre de Bruxelles

Participants:
The European Parliament, Transparency and Trilogues. Justin Greenwood, Robert Gordon University; Christilla Roederer-Rynning, University of Southern Denmark

EMU: Fostering Legitimacy through “Transparent” Economic Instruments? Marylou Hamm, Université libre de Bruxelles - Sciences Po Strasbourg

Discussant: Oriane Calligaro, Université libre de Bruxelles

054. Business Interests and the Development of the European Welfare State I
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1
Chairs: Pierre Eichenberger, University of Berne; Dennie Oude Nijhuis, Leiden University

Participants:
“No Monster like the Beveridge Plan”. Employers and the Shaping of the Welfare Mix in Switzerland. Pierre Eichenberger, University of Berne

Business Interests and the Costs of Welfare State Development. Dennie Oude Nijhuis, Leiden University

Employers and Social Policy in the UK, 1908-75. Paul Bridgen, University of Southampton

Business Interests and the Development of the German Welfare State. Thomas Paster, University of Southern Denmark

Discussant: Thomas Paster, University of Southern Denmark

055. Business Power and Finance: Business’ Channels to Shape Public Policy in the Aftermath of the Great Recession
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356
Chair: Alison Johnston, Oregon State University
Participants:

Public Anger, Business Power, and the Regulation of Finance in the UK and the US. Pepper Culpepper, University of Oxford

With Friends like These: Explaining Advocacy Coalitions over Financial Regulatory Policy. Stefano Pagliari, City University London

What Determines the Structural Power of Business? City Mayors and Their Concern for Growth. Raphael Reinke, University of Zurich

Discussant: Erik Jones, Johns Hopkins University SAIS

056. Citizenship Education for Non-Citizens
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132
Chair: Marc Helbling, WZB Berlin Social Science Center

Participants:

Discussants: Helen Haste, Harvard University; Liav Orgad, Radzyner School of Law Freie Universtat Berlin; Ruth Dtilmann, Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung; Ana Corrêa, Université Libre de Bruxelles

057. Competition, State Aid and the Level Playing Field
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3

Participants:


Conflict and Competition in French Hospital Policy. Genevieve Coderre-LaPalme, University of Greenwich; Charles Umney, University of Leeds

Italian Benefit Companies and Its Brothers. Towards a Transformation of Company Law in the Sense of Sustainability? Alessio Bartolacelli, University of Macerata

Discussant: Gregory Fuller, University of Groningen

058. Democracy and Brexit
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255

Participants:

Brexit and EU Citizenship: The Construction of European Solidarity in Germany Following the UK Referendum. Charlotte Galpin, University of Copenhagen

The Parliamentarization of Brexit. Kenneth Armstrong, University of Cambridge

The International Relations of English Local Authorities in the Shadow of Brexit. Carlo Panara, Liverpool John Moores University; Mike Varney, University of Hull

059. Ethno-National Minorities in Inter-State Relations
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Chair: David Smith, University of Glasgow

Discussants: Zsuzsa Csergő, Queen's University; Kristina Kallas, University of Tartu Narva College Bob Deen, Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe High Commissioner on National Minorities Office; Natalya Kosmarnskaya, Russian Academy of Sciences; Ammon Cheskin, University of Glasgow

060. EU Constitutionalism
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Chair: Kim Schepepele, Princeton

Participants:

Transformation from Within: Reinterpreting EU Constitutionalism's Equilibria in the Current Treaty Framework. Konstantinos Alexandris Polomarkakis, University of Bristol

EU Constitutionalism, Crisis and the Security of the European Project. Massimo Fichera, University of Helsinki

EU Treaty Revision, 1951-2015: Changing Rules and Norms and the Case for Reform. Dermot Hodson, Birkebeck College London; Imelda Maher, University College Dublin

061. European Economic Decision-Making and Gender Politics: Quota's on Corporate Boards in the European Union and North Western Europe
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 65A
Chair: Alison E. Woodward, Institute for European Studies

Participants:

Civil Society Activism for European Women on Boards. Alison E. Woodward, Institute for European Studies

Missing Women on Corporate Boards: A Case-Study of Belgium's Gender Board Quota. Hannelore Roos, Hasselt Universiteit

Implementation of Second Level Quotas in Finland: A Lesson for Europe? Anne Maria Holli, University of Finland

Discussants: Colette Fagan, University of Manchester; Sylvia Walby, Lancaster University

062. From Government Performance to Election: Decentralisation Dynamics Across the World
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Chair: Michael Bauer, German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer

Participants:

Explaining the Varieties of Performance of Local Governments Across New and Old Democracies. Eliska Drapalova, Hertie School of Governance

European Governance Monitor – Measuring Administrative Capacity and Performance. Julie Braun, Hertie School of Governance

Second-Order Election Effects in the European Multilevel Electoral System. Arjan Schakel, Maastricht University

2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall
Chair: Erik Bleich, Middlebury College
Discussants: John Bowen, Washington University in St. Louis; Elisabeth Becker, Yale; Justin Gest, George Mason University; Matthias Koenig, University of Göttingen; Jean Beaman, Purdue University

064. Lawmaking and Administration in the EU
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Participants:
Better Regulation Programs' Issues: Improving Regulation, Enhancing Legitimacy. Pierre-Yves Sagnier, University of Lille, France
Abusing the EU for Intergovernmental and Inter-Institutional Battles – How Sustainable Is the EU's System of Policy-Making? Analysis of Policy Success and Policy Failure in Contested Policy Areas. Isabel Winnwa, University of Bamberg
Rethinking EU State Aid Control in a Multi-Level Environment. Carlo Colombo, Tilburg University
Discussant: Richard Lang, University of Brighton

065. Past and Present: Dealing with Multiple Memories
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Participants:
Remembering the Present: Dealing with the Memories of Terrorism in the EU. Ana Milosevic, KU Leuven
Are National Heritages Becoming Deviant Narratives? David Duarte, NA
Using Contentious Tactics in Memory Politics: Insights from German Movements for Remembrance. Jenny Wüstenberg, York University

066. Redemption and Representation: Remembering War in Eastern Europe
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room
Chair: Sonja Avlijas, Sciences Po
Participants:
World War II on the Small Screen. German Apologia and Redemption Challenge European Narratives of War and Genocide. Volker Benkert, Arizona State University
The Museum Representation of National Socialist Perpetrators in Germany and Austria. Sarah Kleinnann, Institute of Saxon History and Cultural Anthropology, Dresden
Migrant Literature As Agency for Cultural Memory – Visions of Europe in Contemporary German-Language Literature from Eastern Europe. Jessica Ormer, University of Copenhagen
First World War Memories and the Conflict in Eastern Ukraine. Tea Sindbæk, University of Copenhagen

067. Responding to Asylum and Refugee Matters in Europe

2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Participants:
Conflict ing Values: New Member States and the Common European Asylum System. Jolan Nisbet, University of Glasgow
Explaining Variations in Eastern European States' Responses to the Migrant Crisis (2013-2015). Tatiana Rizova, Christopher Newport University
Comparing Europe's Response to Yugoslav and Syrian Refugees in the 1990s and 2010s. Irial Glynn, Leiden University
Will Europe Survive Its "Refugee Crisis"? Jeroen Doomernik, University of Amsterdam

068. Reviewing Intersections Between European Health Care and Social Change
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Chair: Shelley Grant, Queen Mary University of London
Participants:
Pre-Natal Technologies, Redesigning the Social Genetics of European Families. Shelley Grant, Queen Mary University of London
Heteronormativity in Health Policy: The Social (Re) Construction of the Lesbian Mother. Sarah Cooper, University of Exeter; Claire Dunlop, University of Exeter
The Politics of Reproductive Health: Setting the Agenda for Sex Education in Schools. Sarah Cooper, University of Exeter

069. Risks, Targets, Knowledge: The Ambivalent Informational Governance of European Migration Policies
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2
Chairs: Regine Paul, University of Bielefeld; Christina Boswell, University of Edinburgh
Participants:
The Drivers of Migration Governance. Andrew Geddes, European University Institute
Re-Interpreting Knowledge, Expertise and EU Governance: The Case of Security Research Policy & Its Implications for Migration. Emma Carmel, University of Bath
Targets and the Quest for Political Trust: Performance Targets in UK Immigration Policy. Christina Boswell, University of Edinburgh
Integration By Risk Analysis? Frontex and the Silent Harmonization of European Border Control. Regine Paul, Bielefeld University
Discussant: Christof Roos, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Anatomy
071. Social Movements: Reactions to Inequality
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Participants:
- Polarization in Attitudes to Income Inequality in Perceived Meritocracies. Karlijn Roex, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies; Tim Huijts, University of York; Inge Sieben, University of Tilburg
- At the Foot of the Grave: How Human Rights Workers Use Forensic Science to Challenge the Dominant Narrative of Violence in Post-Franco Spain. Nicole Iturriaga, University of California Los Angeles
- "Assessing the Embeddedness of Sustainable Community Movement Organizations (SCMOs) in Spain Since the 2008 Financial Crisis". Iván López, Universidad de Zaragoza; Richard Weiner, Rhode Island College

Discussant: Guya Accornero, Instituto Universitário de Lisboa

072. The European Economic Area: Is It Time for Reform Too?
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

Chair: Noreen Burrows, University of Glasgow

Participants:
- Strengths and Weaknesses of the EEA from a Norwegian Perspective. Tarjei Bekkedal, University of Oslo
- The EEA: An Alternative to the EU? Finn Arnesen, University of Oslo
- The Options for the UK Outside the EU: Continuing As a Member of the EEA or Giving Notice Under Article 128 EEA Agreement of Exiting the EEA Too? Rosa Greaves, University of Glasgow
- Free Movement of People Within the EEA: Is This Concept/Right the Same Within the EU? Maria Fletcher, University of Glasgow
- Checks and Balances in the EEA Agreement. Carsten Zatschler, EFTA Surveillance Authority

Discussant: Maria Fletcher, University of Glasgow

073. The International Politics of Secession
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466

Chair: Nick Brooke, University of St. Andrew

Participants:
- Nationalism and Self-Determination in Western Europe: The Secessionist Turn. André Lecours, University of Ottawa
- How Do International Politics Affect Secessionist Movements?: A Survey Experiment in Catalonia and Scotland. Diego Muro, University of St. Andrews
- Should the EU Have a Policy on Independence Referenda? Aleksandar Pavković, Macquarie University, Sydney

Discussant: Nick Brooke, University of St. Andrew

074. Welfare States and Social Rights
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)

Chair: John Connolly, University of the West of Scotland

Participants:
- Turkey's 'Catching Up' with the Southern European Welfare Regime: What Does This Mean for Welfare Regime Debates? H. Tolga Bolukbasi, Harvard University; Kerem Oktem, Bilkent University/Bielefeld University
- A Dynamic Theory of Gradual Institutional Changes: Evidence from Welfare State Reforms in Israel. Ronen Mandelkern, Tel Aviv University; Michal Koreh, University of Haifa
- Towards More Sustainable European (Economic) Integration: The Role of Social Rights. Susana Muñoz, University of Luxembourg

Discussant: Ellen Immergut, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

075. Participatory Democracy in the EU: Transnational Collective Action and its Impact on Democratic Legitimacy
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201

Chair: François Heinderyckx, Université libre de Bruxelles

Participants:
- The Development and Evolution of Values and Principles in the EU Integration Process – Principles of Participatory Democracy and Their Implementation in Today's EU. Luciano Morganti, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Léonce Bekemans, University of Padua
- The European Union, a Stakeholders' Democracy. From the European Studies to Democratic Experiments. Nicolas Hubé, Université Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne; Philippe Aldrin, Sciences Po Aix en Provence
- Participatory Democracy in the Digital Age. Value Orientation, Collective Mobilization and New Forms of Citizens' Engagement through Social Media. Hans-Joerg Trenz, University of Copenhagen
- Contestation of Ttip in Spain: Europe As a Political Playing Field. Luis Bouza, College of Europe; Alvaro Oleart Perez-Seoane, Université libre de Bruxelles

Discussant: Justin Greenwood, Robert Gordon University

076. Attitudes Towards Immigration
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre

Chair: François Heinderyckx, Université libre de Bruxelles

Participants:
- The Development and Evolution of Values and Principles in the EU Integration Process – Principles of Participatory Democracy and Their Implementation in Today's EU. Luciano Morganti, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Léonce Bekemans, University of Padua
- The European Union, a Stakeholders' Democracy. From the European Studies to Democratic Experiments. Nicolas Hubé, Université Paris I Panthéon Sorbonne; Philippe Aldrin, Sciences Po Aix en Provence
- Participatory Democracy in the Digital Age. Value Orientation, Collective Mobilization and New Forms of Citizens' Engagement through Social Media. Hans-Joerg Trenz, University of Copenhagen
- Contestation of Ttip in Spain: Europe As a Political Playing Field. Luis Bouza, College of Europe; Alvaro Oleart Perez-Seoane, Université libre de Bruxelles

Discussant: Justin Greenwood, Robert Gordon University
Chair: Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex

Participants:
The Framing of Immigration and Support for Redistribution: Experimental Evidence from the UK. Sabina Avdagic, University of Sussex; Lee Savage, King's College London

Social Benefit Competition, Altruism, and Attitudes Towards Restricting Immigrants' Social Rights. Gerda Hooijer, University of Oxford


Technological Change, Migration, and Political Attitudes. Andrea Geraci, University of Oxford; Stefan Thewissen, University of Oxford

Reinventing the Nation: Germany's Post-Unification Drive Towards Becoming a 'Country of Immigration'. Oliver Schmidtke, University of Victoria

077. Attitudes Towards the EU
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)

Participants:
How National Systems of Employment Relations Affect Euroscepticism. Antecedents, Repercussions and the Trade Union Response. Patrik Nordin, University of Tampere; Danat Valizade, University of Leeds

Making or Breaking the Union? Migrant and Refugee Crisis and Political Identification in Europe. Aleksandra Sojka, Harvard University Universidade de Granada

What Is to be Sustained, What Transformed? David Swartz, Boston University

078. Business Interests and the Development of the European Welfare State II
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

Chair: Dennie Oude Nijhuis, Leiden University

Participants:
Divisions within Business, Labor Mobilization and the (not so) Paradoxical De-Dualization of Belgian, British and French Occupational Pension Provision Since the 1980s. Marek Naczzyk, University of Oxford

Skills, Employers, and Work-Family Policies. Magnus Rasmussen, Aarhus University

Business Support for Private Pensions: The United States and the Netherlands Compared. Natascha van der Zwan, Leiden University

Business and the Development of Active Labor Market Policies in the the Netherlands, Sweden and the United States. Joshua Gordon, Simon Fraser University

Discussant: Thomas Paster, University of Southern Denmark

079. Business, Economics and Trade - Historical & Contemporary Perspectives
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3

Participants:
Economic Interests Vs Values: The Lessons (un)Learned from the EU and EAU. Oxana Karnaukhova, Southern Federal University

The Werner Committee and European Economic and Monetary Integration in the 1970s - Theoretical Debates and Political Networks. Elena Danescu, University of Luxembourg

More or Less Europe? Does the ‘Sharing or ‘Collaborative’ Economy Support a Theory of Continuing or of Differentiated Integration in the Single Market?'. Adrian Hawley, Royal Holloway University of London

Discussant: Zsofia Barta, SUNY Albany Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy

080. Education Policy and Skills
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132

Participants:
Restructuring High Skill Formation for the Knowledge Economy: Universities, Employers and the State in Germany and South Korea. Niccolo Durazzi, LSE

Economic Cooperation at the Crossroads of France, Germany, and Italy: Collective Skill Formation in Switzerland. Lukas Graf, University of St. Gallen

From “Ausländerklasse” (foreigner class) to Ethics Instruction – the Development of Diversity Management in Berlins Secondary Schools. Annett Graefe, New York University

Discussant: Julian Garritzmann, University Konstanz, Germany

081. EU Social and Economic Governance
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

Participants:
The Impact of Social Investment Perspectives on Gender Equality: Critical Review of the EU Childcare Strategy. Annick Masselot, University of Canterbury

A Strong Social Dialogue for Sustainable Development in Europe. Barbara Bechter, Durham University Business School


Sustainability: Septentrional and/or Meridional? Georgia Tres, Oakland Community College

Discussant: Emmanuelle Schön-Quinlivan, University College Cork

082. Higher Education: Research, Policy and Integration
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Participants:  
Reshaping Educational Research through Thematic Programs? Comparing Educational Governance and Contents in Germany, Norway, and the UK. Justin Powell, University of Luxembourg; Marcelo Marques, University of Luxembourg; Mike Zapp, University of Luxembourg

Building the European Higher Education Area: Reflexivity As a Policy Tool in University Quality Assurance. Adrienn Nyircsák, Central European University

The Right Turn in Hungarian Higher Education Policy. Norbert Sabic, Central European University

Discussant: Patricia Cummins, Virginia Commonwealth University

083. Horizontal Europeanization: Europe As an Emerging Social Entity Between the National and the Global Sphere  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Anatomy - Large LT  
Chair: Martin Heidenreich, University of Oldenburg

Participants:
Transnational Attachment As a Mediator Between Cross-Border Interaction and Supranational Identification: Evidence from Europe. Jan Delhey, Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg; Emanuel Deutschmann, Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg; Monika Verhalyte, Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg; Auke Aplowski, Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg


The Public Sector Dilemma: Marginal Flexibilization As a Consequence of European Crisis Management and Fiscal Austerity. Sven Broschinski, University of Oldenburg; Jenny Preunkert, University of Oldenburg

A Transnational Community of Purpose? The Professionalization of Lobbyists at the European Union. Christian Lahusen, University of Siegen; Frank Borchers, University of Siegen


The Contested Constitution of Wage Coordinating Institutions in Social Services from a Multi-Scalar Perspective. Nele Dittmar, University of Linz

Discussant: Juan Medrano, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid

084. Inequality and Redistribution  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

Participants:
Welfare Policy Configurations, Redistribution and Income Inequality in Post-Industrial Democracies. Klaus Armingeon, University of Bern; David Weisstanner, University of Bern

The Shift in Corporate Governance Ideology of the Swedish Social Democrats That Caused Increased Concentration of Top Incomes. Renira Angeles, Central European University

Does Financialization Increase Inequality in Post-Industrial Democracies? Evelyne Huber, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Bilyana Petrova, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; John Stephens, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Discussant: Karl Roex, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

085. Intersectional Inequalities in the Welfare State  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Room J7 (J361)

Participants:
Redistribution in the 19th Century: A New Measurement and Initial Results. Per Andersson, Lund University

Recovery from the Great Recession – a Lost Generation or an Enforced Selection Process? Hans Dietrich, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

Health in the Age of Austerity: Greece and Ireland. Susan Giaimo, Marquette University

In Defence of Public Services: Campaign Processes and Outcomes in British Healthcare and Social Security. Genevieve Codere-Lapalme, Greenwich University; Ian Greer, Cornell University; Lisa Schulte, Middlesex University

Discussant: Jonathan Hopkin, London School of Economics and Political Science

086. Progress on Banking Union and Prospects for Capital Union  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre  
Chair: David Cleton, Illinois State University

Participants:  
Mark Hallerberg, Hertie School of Government; Erik Jones, Johns Hopkins University; Amy Verduin, University of Victoria; Nicolas Véron, Bruegel/Peterson Institute for International Economics; Karel Lannoo, Centre for European Policy Studies

087. The Emergence of Transnational Social Citizenship: Mobility and Portability of Social Security Rights within the European Union  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2  
Chairs: Anna Amelina, Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main; Emma Carmel, University of Bath

Participants:
European Portability of Social Security Rights As a Paradigmatic Example of Transnational Social Citizenship. Anna Amelina, Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main

What Is the European Union Anyway? How the Governance of Social Security and Free Movement Can Illuminate
Our Understanding of the European Union. Emma Carmel, University of Bath

The Dominance of the National in the European Discourses of Portability? Florence Fröhlig, Sörentörn University

Mobile EU Citizens’ Inequality Experiences: Barriers in Accessing Social Security and the Informal Protection Strategies of Mobile Bulgarians. Jana Fingarova, Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main

Discussant: Regine Paul, Bielefeld University

088. The EU’s External AFSJ Law & Governance: Past, Present and Future Relations with Non-EU States & Organizations

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A

Chair: Maria Fletcher, University of Glasgow

Participants:
Between Internal LAWS and Global Practices: UN Instruments in the Eu’s Area of Freedom, Security and Justice. Elaine Fabay, City, University of London

The European Union's External Governance of Organised CRIME: A Ripple Effect or a Sinking Stone? Helena Carrapico, Aston University

Outside the AFSJ Is NOT so Free, Secure or Just? ‘Brexit’, Police and Customs Cooperation, and the Combatting the Sale of Counterfeit Goods. Ben Farrand, University of Warwick

The EU’S External AFSJ and the Relationship with Third Countries: Lessons Learned from Around the GLOBE Ahead of the Brexit Deal. Claudio Matera, University of Twente

Discussant: Maria Fletcher, University of Glasgow

089. The Partisan Politics of Growth Strategies

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Participants:
Social Partners’ Initiatives for Social Cohesion and Sustainable Growth. A Study in Two Territories of Southern Italy. Vincenzo Fortunato, University of Calabria; Marcello Pedaci, University of Teramo

Explaining De-Liberalisation in Developed Market Economies. Anna Fill, University of Bern; Pieter Tuytens, London School of Economics

The Stationary State: Explaining the Stagnation of Tax Revenues in the Advanced Industrial Democracies. Olivier Jacques, McGill University


Diminishing Returns: Egalitarian Collective Bargaining Institutions after the Crisis Onset. Rebecca Oliver, Murray State University

Discussant: Steven Coulter, London School of Economics

090. The Politics of Electoral Systems in Europe

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room

Participants:
Doomed to Discord? Electoral Institutions’ Effects on Political Divisiveness. Florence So, Aarhus University

Voting for Parties or for Candidates: Do Electoral Institutions Make a Difference? Elena Llaudet, Suffolk University

Second-Order Selections? The Determinants of Candidate Selection Processes for European Elections. Camille Kelbel, Université libre de Bruxelles

How Parties Help Their Preferred Candidates: Evidence from Spain. Elena Llaudet, Institute for Quantitative Social Science at Harvard UniversitySuffolk University

Presidents in EU Crises: Political Leadership Beyond Core Executives. Philipp Köker, Canterbury Christ Church University; Patricia Calca, New University of Lisbon

Discussant: Carles Boix, Princeton University

091. The Refugee Crisis as a Crisis of European Policy

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

Participants:
The Transformation of EU Migration Policy: Towards a New Model of Differentiated Governance. Foteini Asderaki, University of PiraeusUniversity of Piraeus, Greece; Eleftheria Markozani, University of Piraeus

Challenges and Shortcomings of the International Refugee Protection System: An Evaluation of the EU Asylum System. Merve Ozkan Borsa, Istanbul University

The Refugee ‘Crisis’, Public Administration and the Procurement of Services for Refugees in Greece. Katharina Sarter, Glasgow Caledonian University; Lena Karamandidou, Glasgow Caledonian University

Discussant: Tatiana Rizova, Christopher Newport University

092. The Rise of Political Meritocracy

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room

Chair: Pieter de Wilde, Social Science Research Center Berlin (WZB)

Participants:
Diploma Democracy: The Rise of Political Meritocracy. Anchrit Wille, Leiden University; Mark Bovens, Utrecht University

The Power of Economists Within the State. Johan Christensen, Leiden University

Discussants: Aina Gallego, Barcelona Institute of International Studies; Despina Alexiadou, University of Pittsburgh

093. Transformation Through Cooptation: Feminism and the Backlash Against Diversity in Contemporary Europe

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott
Building - Room 134
Chair: Esra Ozyurek, London School of Economics

Participants:
Boxed in: Minority Politicians’ Struggles with Identity Labels in Everyday Politics. Liza Mügge, University of Amsterdam

Appropriating Feminism & LGBTQ Rights: Racialized and Gendered Boundaries in Refugee Politics. Anna Korteweg, University of Toronto; Gokce Yurdakul, Humboldt University of Berlin

Co-Optation Considered: A Research Agenda. Sara de Jong, The Open University; Susanne Kimm, University of Vienna

Discussant: Leah Bassel, University of Leicester

094. Trust, Transparency and Multi-Level Governance: Findings from the UK, Germany and France
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466
Chair: Jean-Baptiste Harguindeguy, Universidad Pablo Olavide, Seville, Spain

Participants:
Measuring Trust and Transparency. Ian Stafford, Cardiff University

Trust, Transparency, and Multi-Level Governance in the UK, Germany and France: Exploring a Mixed Methods Approach. Alistair Cole, Sciences Po Lyon, University of Lyon

Trust and Transparency in Multi-Level Systems: The German Case. Dominic Heinz, University of Hannover

Discussant: Christophe Parnet, Sciences Po, Lyon

095. Understanding Central and East European Energy Security: Transition, Russia and the EU
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall
Chair: Wojciech Ostromski, University of Westminster

Participants:
Measuring Trust and Transparency. Ian Stafford, Cardiff University

Trust, Transparency, and Multi-Level Governance in the UK, Germany and France: Exploring a Mixed Methods Approach. Alistair Cole, Sciences Po Lyon, University of Lyon

Trust and Transparency in Multi-Level Systems: The German Case. Dominic Heinz, University of Hannover

Discussant: Christophe Parnet, Sciences Po, Lyon

096. What Legal Boundaries for the “Open Society” in Contemporary Europe?
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Chair: Giandonato Caggiano, University of Roma Tre (Italy)

Participants:
Lost in Diversity: Origins, Evolution and Prospects for ‘Cultural Diversity’ in Contemporary Europe. Francesca Ippolito, University of Cagliari

What Legal Identity for the “Open Society” in European Law?

Emanuela Pistoia, University of Teramo

Cultural Diversity and Protection of Gender Identity. Adriana Di Stefano, University of Catania

Which Role for the “Integration Clauses” in an Open Society? Daniela Vitiello, University of Roma Tre

Discussant: Pasquale Pirrone, University of Catania

097. Plenary Session: Judy Dempsey
6:00 to 7:45 PM - University of Glasgow Bute Hall
Chair: Eamonn Butler, University of Glasgow

Keynote Speaker:
Judy Dempsey, Carnegie Europe

Discussant: Anand Menon, Kings College London

098. Race, Racism, and Culture in Europe: Perspectives from the Netherlands
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132
Chair: Momin Rahman, Trent University

Participants:
Revisiting Race in European Sociology: The Case of Dutch Sociology. Jacob Boersema, Columbia University

Black Icons. Anti-Racism, Solidarity, and the Denial of Race in the Netherlands. Markus Balkenhol, Meertens Institute

Race, Class and Culture in the Dutch Security Field. Sinan Çankaya, VU University Amsterdam

Race, Gender and Kickboxing. The Empowerment-Paradigm in Sport Participation. Jasmijn Rana, Leiden University

Commonplace Culturalism in Amsterdam. Paul Mepschen, University of Amsterdam / Leiden University

Discussant: Sindre Bangstad, University of Oslo, Norway

099. Art and Sustainability in the Anthropocene
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room

Participants:
Art, Climate, and the Space in between. Melissa Fleming, Independent Artist

Art, Theory, Anthropocene. Martha Schwendener, NYU

Future Fossils: Plastiglomerates in the Age of Capital. Weiyi Chang, University of British Columbia

Art in the Anthropocene: The Digital Decay of Material Ecologies, Patrizia Costantin, Manchester School of Art

Discussant: Julie Reiss, Christie's Education New York

100. Legal Mobilization by EU Institutions and Member Thursday, July 13
State Governments
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Chair: Dagmar Soennecken, York University

Participants:
Why EU Institutions Litigate Against Each Other: Material Interests, Institutional Logic or Politics? Miriam Hartlapp, University of Leipzig
Allied through Litigation? The Cjeu and the External Powers of the European Parliament. Sabine Sauregger, Sciences Po Grenoble; Fabien Terpan, Sciences Po Grenoble
Political Trust and Bottom-up Litigation in the EU. Emmanuelle Mathieu, German Research Institute for Public Administration (Speyer); Michael Bauer, German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer
Compliance or ‘Rule Gain’? Why the European Commission Mobilizes EU Law. Andreas Hofmann, University of Gothenburg

Discussant: Lisa Conant, University of Denver

101. Rethinking European Democratization: Cultural and Socioeconomic Sources of Democratization and Democratic Stability
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Chair: Svend-Erik Skaaing, Aarhus University

Participants:
Suffering from Suffrage: Welfare State Development and the Politics of Negative Conditionality. Carsten Jensen, Aarhus University; Magnus Rasmussen, Aarhus University; David Andersen, Aarhus University
The Political Legacies of the Leninist Economic Revolution from Above. Michael Bernhard, University of Florida; Jeffrey Kopstein, University of California, Irvine
Restrictions on Passive and Active Voting Rights During the First Wave. Svend-Erik Skaaing, Aarhus University
Religious Origins of Democracy and Dictatorship: A Comparison of France and Spain, 1870s-1930s. Tiago Fernandes, New University of Lisbon

Discussant: Sheri Berman, Barnard College

102. Security Challenges in the EU’s South-Eastern Neighbourhood
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208
Participants:
Deconsolidation and Desecuritization in the Visegrad States: The Eastern Periphery of the EU in the New World Order. Attila Agh, Budapest Corvinus University
The Visegrad Defence Cooperation. Anna Molnar, Faculty of International and European Studies; Zoltán Szentes, National University of Public Service Budapest

Discussant: Stefano Sacchi, University of Milan

103. Components of European Citizenship and Identity
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Chair: Liza Mügge, University of Amsterdam

Participants:
The Erasmus+ Student Transformation: The Creation of a Sustainable EU Citizen? Arianne Schulz, University of California, Riverside
Components of European Citizenship and Identity. Cyril Jayet, Paris Sorbonne University
Migration and Europeanization of Citizenship in Central Europe and the Western Balkans. Jesse Amelsooort, University of Groningen; Senka Neuman, University of Groningen
Contemporary Transformation of the Citizenship Concept in Time of Globalization and Migration. Iryna Sofinska, Ukrainian Catholic University, Ukraine

Discussant: Christian Schweiger, Durham University

104. Democracy Under Pressure: Labour Reforms in Times of Crisis
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2
Chairs: Catherine Moury, FCSH-NOVA University of Lisbon; Angie Gago, FCSH-NOVA University of Lisbon

Participants:
Labour Market Reforms Under the Shadow of the Troika in Ireland and Portugal. Catherine Moury, FCSH-NOVA University of Lisbon; Angie Gago, FCSH-NOVA University of Lisbon
Europe As an Authoritative Resource. Reforming the Labour Market in Spain Under Austerity. Sergio González Begega, University of Oviedo; Ana Guillen, University of Oviedo; Angel Alonso, University of Oviedo
The Curious Case of Employers Against Deregulation: Collective Bargaining Reforms in Southern Europe During the Eurozone Crisis. Alexandre Afonso, Leiden University; Fabio Bulfone, European University Institute
The Politics of Labor Market Reforms Before and During the Sovereign Debt Crisis: The Case of Portugal. Daniel Cardoso, FCSH-NOVA University of Lisbon; Rui Branco, FCSH-NOVA University of Lisbon

Discussant: Stefano Sacchi, University of Milan

105. Different Interpretations of the Causes of the Euro Crisis
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255
Talking About Ukraine: Ukraine in the EU Parliamentary Discourse Before, During and After Euromaidan. Marie-Eve Bélanger, Global Studies Institute, University of Geneva/ Center for comparative and International Studies, ETH Zurich

Discussants: Christian Schweiger, Durham University
106. Erasmus Mundus: Transforming European Higher Education Through Joint Master Degrees
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A
Chair: Eamonn Butler, University of Glasgow
Discussants: Clare McManus, University of Glasgow; Bonnie Slade, University of Glasgow; Duncan Ross, University of Glasgow; Jenna Wright, University of Glasgow; Patsy Shields, University of Glasgow; Abi Beer, University of Glasgow; James Fitzgerald, Dublin City University

Participants:
Federal Dynamics and European Union Crisis Politics. Philipp Trein, University of Lausanne
Incongruence Between European, National and Regional Elections in the European Multilevel Electoral System. Arjan Schakel, Maastricht University
Think Nationally, Vote Locally: National Issues and Voting Behaviour in Local, Regional and European Elections in Spain. Laura Cabeza Pérez, SOCLIFE - University of Cologne

Discussant: Eliska Drapalova, European University Institute

107. Multi-level Elections, Brexit, and the Federalisation of the EU
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Chair: Michael Tatham, University of Bergen

Participants:
Determinants of Party Systems Size: Evidence from Europe and Latin America. Ekaterina Rashkova, Utrecht University; Yen-Pin Su, National Chengchi University
Is the Whole the Product of the Parts? The Institutionalization of European Political Parties and Party Systems Since 1848. Fernando Casal Bertou, University of Nottingham; Zsolt Enyedi, Central European University
The Electoral Cost of Coalition Compromise: How Not Controlling the Portfolios You Care about Leads to Electoral Defeat. Christian Jensen, University of Nevada, Las Vegas; Nathan Henceroth, University of Nevada, Las Vegas; Zachary Greene, University of Strathclyde

Circularity of the Political Spectrum of Germany and Policy Representation Therein. Andranik Melik-Tangyan, Institute of Economic and Social Research (WSI) and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

Discussant: Magda Giurcanu, East Carolina University

108. Organizations, Politics, and Creating Change for Women and LGBT People
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356
Chair: Jan Willem Duyvendak, Universiteit van Amsterdam

Participants:
LGBTI Organisations Claiming Human Rights Between the UK and the Commonwealth. Matthew Waite, University of Glasgow
Baltic Backsliding?: Explaining Anti-LGBT Developments in Lithuania after EU Accession. Martijn Mos,

Discussant: Michael Stambolis-Ruhstorfer, Université Bordeaux Montaigne

109. Parties and Voters in the Wake of European Democratization
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Anatomy - Large LT
Chair: Desmond King, Nuffield College, Oxford University

Participants:
Women and Electoral Participation in the Wake of Democratization. Carles Boix, Princeton University; Francesc Amat, IPEG-Barcelona; Jordi Muñoz, Universitat de Barcelona; Toni Rodon, London School of Economics
Shaping Competition: Allies’ Party Licensing and the Evolution of Support for the Extreme Right in Germany. Grigore Pop-Eleches, Princeton University; Giovanni Capoccia, University of Oxford

Parties, Legislators, and the Origins of Proportional Representation. Gary Cox, Stanford University; Jon Fiva, Norwegian Business School; Daniel Smith, Harvard University

Discussants: Volha Charnysh, Harvard University; Carissa Tudor, Princeton University

110. Party Systems: Competition and Coalition
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Forehall

Participants:
Determinants of Party Systems Size: Evidence from Europe and Latin America. Ekaterina Rashkova, Utrecht University; Yen-Pin Su, National Chengchi University
Is the Whole the Product of the Parts? The Institutionalization of European Political Parties and Party Systems Since 1848. Fernando Casal Bertou, University of Nottingham; Zsolt Enyedi, Central European University
The Electoral Cost of Coalition Compromise: How Not Controlling the Portfolios You Care about Leads to Electoral Defeat. Christian Jensen, University of Nevada, Las Vegas; Nathan Henceroth, University of Nevada, Las Vegas; Zachary Greene, University of Strathclyde

Circularity of the Political Spectrum of Germany and Policy Representation Therein. Andranik Melik-Tangyan, Institute of Economic and Social Research (WSI) and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

Discussant: Magda Giurcanu, East Carolina University

111. Pensions During and After the Financial Crisis
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1
Chair: **Tobias Wiss**, Hertie School of Governance

Participants:
- **Varieties of Risk Shifts: Divergent Regulatory Politics of Personal Pensions in Germany and Sweden.** *Karen Anderson, University of Southampton; Anke Hassel, Hertie School of Governance; Marek Naczyk, University of Oxford*
- **Staying Above the Fray: The Politics of Private Pensions.** *Deborah Mabbett, Birkbeck College*
- **Organising Private Social Protection - How to Explain Different Experiences with Collective Risk-Sharing in Denmark and the Netherlands.** *Pieter Tuytens, London School of Economics*
- **Pension Fund Regulation and Corporate Governance after the Financial Crisis: Why Do Pension Funds Differ?** *Tobias Wiss, Hertie School of Governance*

Discussant: **Waltraud Schelkle**, London School of Economics

### 112. Religion and Identity in Contemporary Europe
**9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Melville Room**

Participants:
- **Terrorist Attacks and Their Consequences for Anti-Immigrant Attitudes of Religious Individuals in Europe.** *Verena Benoit, University of Bamberg - Bamberg Graduate School of Social Science (BAGSS)*
- **Religion, Migration, and Gender in 21st-Century Germany.** *Barbara Becker-Cantarino, Ohio State University*
- **Boundaries Against Muslims in Europe.** *Bart Bonikowski, Harvard University; Kristina Simonsen, Aarhus University*
- **Europe’s Untouchables? Contemporary Caste and Purity in Mosques.** *Elisabeth Becker, Yale*

Discussant: **Brent Nelsen**, Furman University

### 113. Rethinking Gender and the Radical Right
**9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Court/Senate**

Chair: **Cynthia Miller-Idriss**, American University

Participants:
- **“Sexual-Modern Nativist Voters” - Do They Exist and Do They Vote for the Radical Right?** *Niels Spierings, Radboud University; Andrej Zaslove, Radboud University; Marcel Lubbers, University of Utrecht*
- **Edl Angels Stand Beside Not behind Their Men**: The Politics of Gender and Sexuality in Anti-Islamist Movements. *Hilary Pilkington, University of Manchester*

Discussant: **Hilary Pilkington**, University of Manchester

### 114. Technocracy and Repoliticization of European Economic Governance
**9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)**

Chair: **Petra Lancos**, Deutsches Forschungsinstitut für Öffentliche Verwaltung

Participants:
- **The Politicization of the European Central Bank: A Language-Based Analysis.** *Pier Domenico Tortola, University of Milan; Pamela Pansardi, University of Milan*
- **(De)Politicizing the Eurozone Crisis: Comparative Analysis of Political Parties Discourses on European Integration in Ireland and the United Kingdom.** *Alban Versailles, Université Catholique de Louvain; Virginie Van Ingelgom, Université catholique de Louvain*
- **A Systemic Politicization of the European Commission in European Economic Governance.** *Emmanuelle Schön-Quinlivan, University College Cork; Marco Scipioni, University College Cork*

### 115. The European Union’s Area of Freedom, Security and Justice in Transformation: An Evolving Multilevel Setting
**9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre**

Chair: **Hartmut Aden**, Berlin School of Economics and Law

Participants:
- **Cooperation Among Security Agencies in the European Union: Europeanisation of Public Administrations in Just Another Variation?** *Hartmut Aden, Berlin School of Economics and Law*
- **The EU's Evolving Civil Justice Arena: Policy Coordination and Its Impact on Administrative Structures in the EU and Its Member States.** *Helen Hartnell, Golden Gate University*
- **Privacy and Data Processing in the Jurisprudence of the Cjeu: An Area of Judicial Activism?** *Niovi Vavoula, Queen Mary, University of London*

Discussant: **Helen Hartnell**, Golden Gate University

### 116. The Politics of Corruption Control: Can the EU Make a Difference?
**9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)**

Chair: **Andreas Bågenholm**, University of Gothenburg

Participants:
- **"Kill Them with Kindness: How Party Strategies Influence Voters’ Tolerance of Political Corruption in Developing Democracies".** *Albana Shehaj, University of Michigan*
The Rise and Fall of Anti-Corruption Agencies in the European Union. Andrea Wagner, MacEwan University

Promoting Corruption Control in Post-Communist Europe after EU Accession: The Role of Opposition Parties in National Legislatures. Mert Kartal, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point

Elite Responses to Public Perceptions of Corruption in Party Finance: The (ir)Responsible Party Model? Samuel Power, University of Sussex

Discussant: Denis Saint-Martin, Université de Montréal


9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201

Chair: Wolfgang Weiß, Deutsche Universitaet fuer Oeffentliche Verwaltung

Participants:
- Changes in the European Administrative Space: Towards Sustainable Coordination? Yseult Marique, Deutsches Forschungsinstitut für Öffentliche Verwaltung, University of Essex, Universite Libre de Bruxelles
- The Effects of E-Government in the EU’s Multilayered Administration: Shaping Interactions. Eljalill Tauschinsky, Deutsches Forschungsinstitut für Öffentliche Verwaltung
- Between Harmonisation and National Identity: EU Directives and Its Transposition into National Law. Melanie Payrhuber, University of Administrative Sciences, Speyer

Discussants: Emmanuel Slautsky, Université libre de Bruxelles; Emilie Chevalier, Universite de Limoges

118. Understanding the Trade-offs Underlying Preferences on Social-Economic Policy

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3

Chair: Silja Häusermann, University of Zurich

Participants:
- Economic Crisis, Social Networks, and Policy Preferences. Jose Fernandez, CSIC; Alexander Kuo, Cornell University
- The Politics of Trade-Offs: Studying the Dynamics of Welfare State Reform with Conjoint Experiments. Silja Häusermann, University of Zurich; Thomas Kurer, University of Zurich; Denise Traber, University of Zurich
- How Much Are Citizens Really Willing to Pay for Childcare? Evidence from a Conjoint Analysis in a German City. Marius Busemeyer, University of Konstanz; Achim Goerres, University of Duisburg-Essen
- Public Preferences Towards Fiscal Policies: A Conjoint Experiment of Priorities and Trade-Offs. Björn Bremer, European University Institute; Reto Bürgisser, EUI
- The Austerity Debate and Mass Politics in Post-Crisis Economies. Yotam Margalit, Tel Aviv University; Michael Bechtel, Washington University in St. Louis; Kir Sanka, Stanford University; Jens Hainmueller, Stanford University

Discussant: Paul Marx, University of Southern Denmark

119. Values, Norms, and Ideology: Reasons for Joining and Leaving Extremist Groups

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466

Participants:
- Should I Stay or Should I Go? Analysis of Populist Radical Narratives in British Party Politics That Led to Brexit. Karen Umansky, Tel Aviv University; Itai Sened, Tel Aviv University
- Coping with State Repression: Strategies of the German Far Right. Fabian Virchow, University of Applied Sciences Duesseldorf
- Gender and Disillusionment from Violent Radical Racism. Kathleen Blee, University of Pittsburgh

Discussant: Fabian Virchow, University of Applied Sciences Duesseldorf

120. Varieties of Capitalism

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Participants:
- Ideology and Policy Preferences: The "Isms" and Crisis Response in Europe. Travis Nelson, University of Washington
- Pattern Bargaining in Germany: Does It Exist? and Why It Matters for EMU. Donato Di Carlo, Max-Planck-Institute for the Study of Societies
- The Struggle over the World Socioeconomic System – Can Europe and the USA Lead Humanity to a Better Future. Uri Zilbersheid, University of Haifa

121. Anti-Establishment Party Politics in Europe: Continuity and Transformation

11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466

Chairs: Bartek Pytlas, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich; Nicole Lugosi, University of Alberta

Participants:
- Populist Articulations of Euroscepticism and Nationalism: Lessons from Finland and Ireland. Nicole Lugosi, University of Alberta; Christian Schimpf, University of Mannheim - GESS
122. Memory for Sale: Security and Contested Memories in the EU
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132
Chair: Oxana Karnaukhova, Southern Federal University
Participants:
- Surplus Value of Memory: Russian ‘Cult of Dead Body’ and the Eastern Partnership. Victor Apryshchenko, Southern Federal University
- Memory, Integration, Eurasia and Russia. Oxana Karnaukhova, Southern Federal University
- Turbulent Times: Propagandistic Storytelling and Memory (Re-)Production in the Media and Beyond. Oliver Hinkelbein, University of Bremen
Discussants: Victor Apryshchenko, Southern Federal University; Hannes Meissner, City of Vienna Competence Team Black Sea Region

123. How Legal Mobilization by Citizens Varies Across Legal Systems
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Chair: Lisa Vanhala, University College London, Department of Political Science
Participants:
- The Movement Against Nuclear Power in the 1970s: Protest, Litigation and Opportunity Theory. Chris Hilson, University of Reading
- Europeans Before Their Courts? Why So Few Nordics Mobilize the Law. Marlene Wind, University of Copenhagen
- Environmental Mobilisation and Standing Rights in the EU: Towards a Level Playing Field? Aron Bazogyany, University of Life Sciences and Natural Ressources Vienna; László Szegedi, National University of Public Service, Budapest
- Stampede for Justice? Legal Mobilization before the European Court of Human Rights. Lisa Conant, University of Denver
Discussant: Sabine Saurugger, Sciences Po Grenoble

124. Rethinking European Democratization: Institutional and Organizational Conditions of Democratic Stability and Collapse
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Chair: Tiago Fernandes, New University of Lisbon
Participants:
- Programmatic By Association? How Authoritarian Successor Parties Shape Party Competition in Newer Democracies. Anna Grynawa-Busse, Stanford University; Monika Nalepa, The University of Chicago
- History of Electoral Intimidation and Democratic Stability: The Case of Weimar Germany. Volha Charnysh, Harvard University; Daniel Ziblatt, Harvard University
- Danish Exceptionalism in 1848: The Importance of Geopolitics. Jørgen Møller, Aarhus University

125. The Future of the Visegrad Cooperation in the EU
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208
Participants:
- The Visegrad Group As a New, Emerging Form of Differentiated Integration in EU. Boglárka Koller, National University of Public Service Budapest
- The Role of Visegrad Countries in Central and Eastern Europe. Beata Farkas, University of Szeged, Hungary
- Visegrad Between Domestic Politics and EU Policy: The Case of Hungary. Krisztina Arato, Eötvös Loránd University Budapest
Discussant: Attila Agh, Budapest Corvinus University

126. Word for Word: The Art of Translation
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Chair: Patrick Errington, University of St. Andrews
Discussants: Claudia Da ventry, Independent Researcher Sophie Collins, Currently & Emotion: Translations; Vanni Bianconi, Specimen:The Babel Review of Translations

11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356
Participants:
- Resilient Personalities. The Moderating Role of Human Values on the Negative Relationship Between Economic Hardship and Subjective Well-Being Across European Welfare States. Tim Reeskens, Tilburg University; Leen Vandecasteele, University of Tuebingen
- Cash and Care: The Historical Introduction of Capitalist Logic into Family Life. Birgit Pfau-Effinger, University of Hamburg
- Unemployment and Suicide in Highly-Protected Labour Markets. Karlijn Roex, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies
Discussant: Anthony Kevins, Aarhus University

128. Ambivalence of Europeanization: On the Influence of Conflict and Contingency in the Processes of "Making
Europe
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room
Chair: Susann Worschech, European University Viadrina
Discussants: Gregor Thum, University of Pittsburgh; Ayhan Kaya, European University Institute; Istanbul Bilgi University; Nicolas Hubé, Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne; Timm Reichelt, European University Viadrina Frankfurt (Oder), Germany

129. Anti-State Actors and European Constitutional Participation
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2
Chair: Benjamin Franks, University of Glasgow
Participants:
Anarchism After Brexit (and Before IndyRef 2): on Anarchist Engagements with Constitutionalism. Benjamin Franks, University of Glasgow
Anarchist Critiques of Democracy. Uri Gordon, University of Nottingham
Examination of Discourses in the Referendums, and How They Built up, or Questioned, Romanticised Nationalisms. Leigh French, Glasgow School of Art; Arianna Introna, Stirling University
Activism and Urban Territory: Towards a New Dimension of Political Municipalism (Co-presenter). Vicente Ordoñez, Jaume I University, Castellóin
Discussant: Jane Cavani, University of Glasgow

11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3
Chair: Adrian Favell, University of Leeds
Participant:
Brexit: Sociological Responses. Edited By William Outhwaite. William Outhwaite, University of Newcastle
Discussants: Virginie Guiraudon, Sciences Po; Juan Diez Medrano, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid; Didier Georgakakis, Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne; Adrian Favell, Sciences Po; William Outhwaite, Newcastle University; Ben Rosamond, University of Copenhagen

131. Corruption & Accountability
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)
Chair: Christopher Cooper, University of Ottawa
Participants:
Designing Regulatory Accountability. Alessia Damonte, University of Milan, Italy; Claudio Radaelli, University of Exeter; Claire Dunlop, University of Exeter
Networks of Power: "Les Personnalités" of Big Business and the EU. Grace Ballor, University of California, Los Angeles

Similar Origins, Different Destinations: Explaining Cross-National Variation in Post-Communist Europe’s Fight Against Corruption. Mert Kartal, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point
The ECB and Monetary Politics: Policy Consensus, Accountability and Coalition-Building. Sebastian Diessner, London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE)
The IMF As a Learning Agent: The Role of Accountability Processes in IMF Policy Formation. Iosif Kovras, City University of London; Nadia Hilliard, City University of London; Stefano Pagliari, University of Waterloo
Discussant: Carlos Waisman, University of California, San Diego

132. Democracy, Competencies, and Responsibility: The Territoriality of Politics in Advanced Democracies
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Anatomy - Large LT
Chair: Arjan Schakel, Maastricht University
Participants:
Partisan Politics and Public Investment in Education: A Regional Level Analysis of Education Spending in 15 OECD Countries. Julian Garritzmann, University Konstanz, Germany; Hanna Kleider, University of Georgia; Leonce Röth, University of Cologne
Making Regional Citizens – a Comparison of the Immigrant Integration Policies of Italian Regions and Spanish Autonomous Communities. Christina Zuber, University of Konstanz
Multi-Level Governance in Action: The Competence Allocation Preferences of Regional élites. Michaël Tatham, University of Bergen; Michael Bauer, German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer
Conceptualizing Federalization and De-Federalization in Democratic Settings. John Fossum, University of Oslo
Discussant: Christian Stecker, University of Mannheim

133. Environmental Consciousness and Policy
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Chair: László Szegedi, National University of Public Service, Budapest
Participants:
The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme: Lessons, Experiences and Implications for China. Xiang Deng, Sichuan University
Environment and Sustainability Policies After Brexit: Where Are Resources Going to Come from? Rosa Fernandez, University of Chester
The Beginnings of a European Environmental Conscience. Thomas Hoerber, ESSCA-School of Management
Resilience in a Town Plagued By Heavy Industry Presence: The Case of Taranto. Antonio Panico, Libera Università
Maria Santissima Assunta (LUMSA); Marinella Sibilla, Libera Universitá Maria Santissima Assunta

134. From the Streets to the Polls and Comeback: The Impact of Anti-Austerity Social Movements in Southern European Politics and Society
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Chair: Lorenzo Zamponi, European University Institute

Participants:
Continuity and Change in Organisation and Repertoire: Italian Social Movements after Anti-Austerity Protests. Lorenzo Zamponi, European University Institute
Politics after Austerity: Strategic Interactions Between Social Movements and Institutional Actors in Portugal, 2010-2015. Giusa Accornero, Instituto Universitário de Lisboa; Pedro Pinto, University of Cambridge

Discussant: Kostis Kornetis, New York University

135. International Norm Dynamics, Sexuality and the Family
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A
Chair: Matthew Waites, University of Glasgow

Participants:
International Surrogacy: Challenges to International Law. Andrea Büchler, University of Zurich
Teaching Democracies New Tricks: Same-Sex Unions and the Power of Social Learning. Kelly Kollman, University of Glasgow; Phillip Ayoub, Drexel University
Harmonizing the Family? International Private Law, Norm Diffusion and Marriage in the Early Twentieth Century. Julia Moses, University of Sheffield
Social Egg Freezing Experiences of Women in Turkey. Ipek Gocmen, Bogazici University; Azer Kilic, Koç University

Discussant: Matthew Waites, University of Glasgow

136. Party Systems: Representation and Accountability
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall

Participants:
The Third Vote Experiment: Vaa-Based Election to Enhance Policy Representation of the KIT Student Parliament. Andranik Melik-Tangyan, Institute of Economic and Social Research (WSI) and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Ethnic Minority Political Parties and Voter Accountability. Katharine Aha, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

137. Peripheries in Competition? The Politics and Political Economy of Convergence and Divergence in the EU
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre
Chair: Kevin Featherstone, London School of Economics and Political Science

Participants:
Good and Bad Banking on Europe’s Periphery: Pathways to Catching up and Falling behind. Martin Rhodes, University of Denver
The Politics of Austerity and Disembedded Recovery in the EU Periphery. Cornel Ban, Boston University
Frustrated Leadership: Russia’s Economic Alternative to the West. Juliet Johnson, McGill University
Financialization and Deindustrialization in the European Periphery. Stefano Solari, University of Padua

Discussant: Abby Innes, LSE

138. Populism and Xenophobia of the Left
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255
Chair: Hilary Silver, Brown University

Participants:
Liberal Values and Anti-Religious Sentiments. Marc Helbling, WZB Berlin Social Science Center University of Bamberg
Left-Wing Xenophobia in Europe. Svenja Kopyciok, Brown University; Hilary Silver, Brown University
From ‘Workers’ to ‘the People’: Left-Wing Populist Discourse in the European Parliament. Bart Bonikowski, Harvard University

Discussant: Mabel Berezin, Cornell University

139. Rethinking Democratic Backsliding in Central and Eastern Europe
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)
Chair: Daniel Brett, Open University

Participants:
Re-Thinking Europeanisation: The Negative Side of Inspiration, Coalition-Building and Substitution During Post-Communist Democratisation. Licia Cianetti, Royal
Backsliding by the Backdoor? Hollow Political Competition and the Concentration of Power in Postcommunist Europe. Seán Hanley, University College London; Milada Anna Vachudova, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Perpetually ‘Partly Free’: Post-Soviet Lessons on ‘Democratic Backsliding’ for Central and Eastern Europe. Eleanor Knott, London School of Economics

Discussant: Daniel Brett, Open University

140. Role of Financial Institutions
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Participants:
Arbiters or Meddlers? the Political and Policy Agenda of Sovereign Credit Rating Agencies. Alison Johnston, Oregon State University; Zsofia Barta, SUNY Albany Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy

Europe in Turmoil: Economic Governance in Europe and Weak Links. Shawn Donnelly, University of Twente

Rating Politics – the Influence of Credit Rating Agencies on Politics and Policy Choice in Europe. Zsofia Barta, SUNY Albany Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy; Kristin Makszin, Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Political Science

The Political Power of Finance: The Role of the Federal Advisory Council in the Setting of U.S. Monetary Policy. Ciarán O’Flynn, University of St. Gallen

141. Seeing "Illegal" Immigrants: State Monitoring Practices in Europe and Beyond
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1
Chair: Christina Boswell, University of Edinburgh

Participants:
Applying Differentiation Theory to the Study of Irregular Migration Control – Examples from High-Income Countries. Dita Vogel, University of Bremen

Historicizing State Construction of Migrant Illegality: Immigration Bureaucrats and the Construction of “Illegal” Immigrants in Postwar Canada. Jennifer Elrick, McGill University

Seeing Immigrants in Germany – Evidence from a Critical Juncture in the 1960’s and 70’s. Elisabeth Badenhoop, University of Edinburgh

Decent illegals – How Some Irregular Migrants in Italy Are Perceived Smoothly. Giuseppe Sciortino, University of Trento

Beyond Irregular Migration Governance: Zooming in on Migrants’ Agency. Eda Gemi, The European University of Tirana; Anna Triandafyllidou, European University Institute - EUI

Discussant: Andrew Geddes, University of Sheffield

142. The Political Economy of Brexit and the UK

11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201
Participants:
Must Mutual Recognition Transform into Mutually Assured Obstruction? Three Creative Suggestions for the United Kingdom’s Brexit Negotiators. Richard Lang, University of Brighton

Where’s the Great Transformation? Narrative, Uncertainty and Confirmation Bias in British Economic Policymaking. Kate Alexander Shaw, London School of Economics and Political Science

Britain’s Big Bang: The Precarious Success of a Policy Failure. Tami Oren, The Open University of Israel; Mark Blyth, Brown University

143. Thinking Green: Architecture, Jobs and Renewable Technologies
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Chair: Michael Briguglio, University of Malta

Participants:
A Civil Society Perspective of Sustainable Energy Policy and Green Jobs in Malta As a Small EU State. Maria Brown, University of Malta; Michael Briguglio, University of Malta

Challenges of the German Energy Turnaround By European Multi-Level Governance. Stefan Wurster, Bavarian School of Public Policy Technical University of Munich

Exploring the Role of Community Energy Companies in the Quest for ‘Energy Justice’. Severine Saintier, University of Exeter

144. Transformations in the Public Policy Process of the European Union
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Court/Senate
Participants:
Europeanisation & Multiple Stream Theory: A New Framework for Understanding the Influence of the EU on National Policies and Politics; The Case of Ehealth. Chloe Bérut, Sciences Po Grenoble, Université Grenoble Alpes

Coordination Capacity of European Union Agencies: Coordination within EU Agencies, Coordination with National Agencies. Jacint Jordana, Universitat Pompeu Fabra; Ischel Perez-Duran, Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals; Juan Triviño-Salazar, Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals

Divergence and Convergence? Lessons from EU Competition Policy. Francesca Vantaggiato, University of East Anglia; Hassein Kassim, University of East Anglia; Kathryn Wright, University of York

145. Peter Mair Legacy Lecture
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2
Chair: Fernando Casal Bertoa, University of Nottingham
Participant:  
**Nicole Bolleyer**, Exeter  
Discussant: **Sarah de Lange**, University of Amsterdam

146. European Integration & the Global Political Economy Research Network Meeting  
*12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room*

147. Gender and Sexuality Network Meeting  
*12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134*

148. Historical Study of States and Regimes Research Network Meeting  
*12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132*

149. Radicalism and Violence in Europe Meeting  
*12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A*

150. Social Attitudes and Well-being  
*12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356*  
Chair: **Miriam Kullmann**, Maastricht University  
Participants:  
*Anthony Kevins, Aarhus University; Carsten Jensen, Aarhus University; Kees van Kersbergen, Aarhus University; Alexander Horn, Aarhus University*  
An Alternative to Representation: Preferences for Citizens As Political Decision-Makers in Germany.  
*Sergiu Gherghina, Goethe University Frankfurt; Brigitte Geissel, Goethe University Frankfurt*  
Attitudes Towards European Integration at Times of Crisis: The Case of Greece.  
*Dimitris Tsarouhas, Bilkent University; Georgios Karyotis, University of Glasgow*  
Discussant: **Katarzyna Andrejuk**, University of Warsaw

151. Social Movements Meeting  
*12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251*

152. The 2017 UK General Election: Earthquake or Politics as Usual?  
*12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1*  
Participants:  
*Julia Lynch*, University of Pennsylvania  
*Jonathan Hopkin*, London School of Economics and Political Science  
*Anand Menon*, Kings College London  
*Jane Gingrich*, University of Oxford

153. Transnational Memory and Identity in Europe Research Network Meeting  
*12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)*  
154. Multi-speed Europe: Opportunities and Challenges as the EU27 Move Ahead  
*2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow*  
Participant:  
TBC, TBC, TBC

155. Studying Immigrants and Immigrant Experience  
*2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132*  
Chair: **Aubrey Westfall**, Wheaton College  
Participants:  
International Migration and Global Justice: Non-National Spaces, Migration Assemblages and the ‘Neoliberal Paradox’.  
*Fiona Adamson, School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), University of London*  
Intra-European Mobility and the Formation of a European Society.  
*Sören Carlson, Europa-Universität Flensburg*  
Dynamic Interplays and Trade-Offs: Civic-Political and Socio-Economic Inclusion of Ethnic Minorities in Britain.  
*Silvia Galandini, University of Manchester; Laurence Lessard-Phillips, University of Birmingham; Michael Smith, McGill University*  
Discussant: **Gerd Grözinger**, Europa-Universität Flensburg

156. The Study of Parties and Interest Groups: From Parallel to Overlapping Research Agendas  
*2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466*  
Chair: **Nicole Bolleyer**, Exeter  
Participants:  
The Role(s) of Members in Parties and Groups in Four European Democracies.  
*Nicole Bolleyer, Exeter; Patricia Correa Vila, Exeter*  
Challenger Parties’ Strategies Toward Interest Groups in Southern Europe Under Crisis.  
*Oscar Barbera, University of Valencia; Marco List, Nova University Lisbon; Costas Eleftheriou, University of Athens*  
The Regulation of Parties and Pressure Groups Compared: Evidence from Modern European Constitutions.  
*Gabriela Borz, University of Strathclyde*  
Discussant: **Kevin Deegan-Krause**, Wayne State University

157. Micro-Level Explanations of Legal Mobilization By Private Actors: Bringing Agents Back In  
*2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250*  
Chair: **Lisa Conant**, University of Denver  
Participants:  
Is Legal Mobilization for the Birds? Legal Opportunity Structures and Environmental Nongovernmental Organisations in the United Kingdom, France, Finland and Italy.  
*Lisa Vanhala, University College*
London, Department of Political Science

Mobilizing Anti-Discrimination Law to Implement New Rights.
The Incomparable Legal Strategies of British and French Trade Unions. Cécile Guillaume, Queen Mary University of London

Who Goes to Court? Social Partners and the Asymmetry of EU Law. Andreas Hofmann, University of Gothenburg

Theorizing Legal Mobilization in Europe: Do Dogs Bark Differently in Europe? Dagmar Soennecken, York University

Discussant: Miriam Hartlapp, University of Leipzig

158. Provenance Research Across Cultures and disciplines: Some New Approaches
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Chair: Nick Pearce, University of Glasgow

Participants:
Tapestries in the Burrell Collection – a Collaborative Approach to Provenance Research. Liz Hancock, University of Glasgow
Digital Provenance: Expanding Collaborations Between Universities and Museums to Tell Bigger Stories. Jane Milosch, Smithsonian Institute
Provenance and Due Diligence in the Art Trade: The Role of Databases. Christa Roodt, University of Glasgow

Discussant: Nick Pearce, University of Glasgow

159. Roundtable: Strategic Leadership in the EU after Brexit
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

Participants:
William Paterson, Aston University Professor Lothar Funk, University of Applied Sciences, Duesseldorf Eamonn Butler, University of Glasgow; Christian Schweiger, Durham University

Discussants: William Paterson, Aston University Professor Lothar Funk, University of Applied Sciences, Duesseldorf Eamonn Butler, University of Glasgow; Christian Schweiger, Durham University

160. Authors Meet Critics: The Political Sociology of a Changing EU
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall
Chair: Luis Bouza, College of Europe

Participants:
Questioning the Neoliberal Subject: Migrants’ Narratives of the UK Citizenship Test Process. Leah Bassel, University of Leicester; Pierre Monforte, University of Leicester
What Does Societal Integration Mean? in Defence of Comprehensive Reciprocity. Dora Kostakopoulou, University of Warwick
Integration Exams and the Borderlands of Belonging. Jessica Meroli, Queen’s University, Canada

Discussant: Virginie Guiraudon, Sciences Po

161. Away from the Mainstream: European Populism after the Great Recession
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)
Chair: Paul Marx, University of Southern Denmark

Participants:
Fuzzy or Veering? Party Positioning, Voter Congruence, and Electoral Support for Radical Right Parties in Western Europe. Jan Rovny, Science Po; Jonathan Polk, University of Gothenburg
The Rise of the Invisible Majority. Emanuele Ferragina, Sciences Po Paris; Alessandro Arrigoni, University of Oxford

Discussant: Paul Marx, University of Southern Denmark

162. Bailouts and Sovereign Debt
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

Participants:
Who’s Afraid of a Sudden Stop? Gregory Fuller, University of Groningen
Growth Models, Interest Group Formation and Economic Adjustment in the Eurozone Crisis. Sebastian Schneider, Free University Berlin
Parliamentary Control over Sovereign Borrowing and Debt Management. Philip Gross, University of Cologne; Christine Trampusch, University of Cologne

Discussant: Karen Anderson, University of Southampton

163. Becoming and Belonging: Naturalization in Comparative Perspective
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 65A
Chair: Anna Korteweg, University of Toronto

Participants:
What Does Societal Integration Mean? in Defence of Comprehensive Reciprocity. Dora Kostakopoulou, University of Warwick
Integration Exams and the Borderlands of Belonging. Jessica Meroli, Queen’s University, Canada

Discussant: Kristin Edquist, Eastern Washington University

164. Climate Justice & Governance in the EU
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

Participants:
EU Climate Governance -- after Brexit, What Next? Chi Ming Wang, Tonghai University
Remain or Abstain? How Did UK Environmental NGOs Engage with the Bright Side of the EU. Viviane Gravey, Queen’s University Belfast; Nathalie Berny, Sciences Po Bordeaux

Discussant: Kristin Edquist, Eastern Washington University

165. Corruption as a Threat to a Sustainable Europe
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Court/Senate
Chair: David Rueda, University of Oxford

Participants:
Understanding Electoral Accountability: Why Corrupt Parties

Discussant: Kristin Edquist, Eastern Washington University
Are Sometimes Rewarded and Sometimes Punished. Andreas Bågenholm, University of Gothenburg

Corruption and Electoral Candidates in Central and Eastern Europe. Allan Sikk, University College London

Outsourcing, Public Procurement, and Corruption Risk. Rasmus Broms, University of Gothenburg; Carl Dahlström, University of Gothenburg; Mihaly Fazekas, University of Cambridge

Corruption in Eastern Europe: A Challenge to a Common European Home? Kelly McMann, Case Western Reserve University

Police Reforms and Corruption Perceptions in Ukraine. Grigore Pop-Eleches, Princeton University; Graeme Robertson, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Discussants: Herbert Kitschelt, Duke University; Isabela Mares, Columbia University

166. Europe in the World: Challenges to EU Foreign Policy
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)
Participants:
Sustainability of Eu's Foreign Policy in the Eastern Neighbourhood. Ana Costea, National University of Political Studies and Public Administration

Practice What You Preach: How Human Rights Policies in EU Member States Affect the Legitimacy of the EU As a Foreign Policy Actor. Sara Kahn-Nisser, The Open University of Israel

The Support of Csdp (Crisis Management, Defence Cooperation) through Non-Csdp Instruments. Thomas Moran, KU Leuven

167. Europe: Sustainability and Environmental Realities
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Participants:
Lessons Learned from the Implementation of European Environmental Policy Models Under the Eu's 2020 Climate and Energy Package. Anca Mihalache, University of AberdeenEnergy Policy Group, Bucharest

Normative Power Markets: The Uneven Embedding of Sustainability Norms in Global Markets. Kelly Kollman, University of Glasgow; Alvise Favotto, University of Venice

Citizen or Consumers? How the EU Addresses Individuals Differently. Jan Pollex, University of Osnabrueck

Discussant: Stefan Wurster, Bavarian School of Public Policy Technical University of Munich

168. European Political Development Between States and Union
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3
Chairs: Orfeo Fioretos, Temple University; Anand Menon, Kings College London

Participants:
European Union Foreign Policy and the Political Development of the Union. Anand Menon, Kings College London

The Role of Foreign Direct Investment Policy in the Political Development of the EU. Sophie Meunier, Princeton University

Connecting Monetary Union and Political Development. Erik Jones, Johns Hopkins University SAIS

Discussant: Sheri Berman, Barnard College

169. Finance and Policy
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)
Chair: Sanna Salo, European University Institute
Participants:
The New Technocracy – Eurozone Financial Governance after the Crisis: Paradigm or Policy Change? Timo Blenk, University of St. Gallen

Structural-Informational Power in Finance: Signalling Games and the Politics of UK Banking Reform. Scott James, Kings College London

The Impact of the Euro on Domestic Saving and International Capital Flows. David Cleeton, Illinois State University; Syed Hussain, Illinois State University

170. Intersectional and Identitarian Spaces of Mobilisation
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Anatomy - Large LT
Chair: Lucy Finchett-Maddock, University of Sussex
Participants:
Framing Gender-Based Violence Discourses in the European Fathers' Rights Movement(s). Katarzyna Wojnicka, University of Gothenburg

With Whom to Share the Streets? Comparing Ally-Structure of Radical Left-Libertarian Movements in Four European Countries. Christian Fröhlich, National Research University Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia; Magnus Wennerhag, Södertörn University

The Figure of the ‘Urban’ Citizen: Comparative Analysis of Citizen Initiatives in the Aftermath of Right to the City Movements in Spain and Turkey. Mine Işlar, Lund University; Ezgi Irgil, Koc University

Discussant: Lucy Finchett-Maddock, University of Sussex

2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre
Chair: Laura Oso, Universidade da Coruña
Participants:
Spanish and LATIN American Intra-European Mobilities and Circularity. Laura Oso, Universidade da Coruña; Diego Lopez de Lera, Universidade da Coruña

Gains and Losses of Latin American Migrants Remigrating within Europe: The Case of Colombians,
172. Labour Markets in Transition
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356
Chair: Miriam Kullmann, Maastricht University

Participants:
Declining Labor-Labor Exchange Rate As A Cause of Inequality Growth. Andranik Melik-Tangyan, Institute of Economic and Social Research (WSI) and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Who Benefits from Short-Time Work? the Effect of Labour Market Policy on Electoral Behaviour. Flavia Fossati, University of Lausanne; Philipp Trein, University of Lausanne
‘More and Better Jobs’? Dimensions of Job Quality in Europe in Comparative Perspective, 1995-2010. Andreas Kornelakis, King’s College London; Michail Veliziotis, University of Southampton
Policy Makes Labor Politics, Too: How Public Sector Workers Form and Sustain Social Policy in the Post-Industrial Economy. Isabel Perera, University of Pennsylvania

Discussant: Alexandre Afonso, European University Institute

2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2
Chair: Jennifer Etrick, McGill University

Participants:
Sarah Craig, University of Glasgow; James Kennedy, University of Edinburgh; Marie Mc Andrew, Université de Montréal; Daniel Weinstock, McGill University

174. Occupational Welfare in Europe: Features, Determinants and Outcomes
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255
Chairs: Emmanuele Pavolini, Università di Macerata; David Natali, University of Bologna

Participants:
The Complex Interplay Between Social and Occupational Welfare and the Issue of Inequality. Emmanuele Pavolini, Università di Macerata
The Governance of Occupational Welfare. Sebastiano Sabato, European Social Observatory, OSE; Dalila Ghailani, European Social Observatory; David Natali, University of Bologna

The Role of Trade Unions in Pension Policy-Making and Private Pension Governance in Europe. Bernhard Ebbinghaus, University of Mannheim
State Regulators’ Institutional Entrepreneurship and the Push for (Responsible) Shareholder Engagement By US and UK Pension Funds. Marek Naczyn, University of Oxford

Discussants: Philippe Pochet, Université catholique de Louvain; Traute Meyer, University of Southampton

175. Social Cohesion, Ethnic Diversity, and the Re-Nationalization of Europe
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Chair: Zsuzsa Csergő, Queen's University

Participants:
Transnational Minority Rights Activism and European Integration. David Smith, University of Glasgow
Russia’s ‘Myth of Equality’: Yesterday and Today. Federica Prina, University of Glasgow
The Question of the Integration of the Hungarian Minority in Romania. Judit Molnar Sansum, University of Glasgow
Securitizing Ethnic Diversity – Current Challenges and Components for a New Research Design. Peter Haslinger, Herder Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe

Discussant: Kristina Kallas, University of Tartu

176. The Politics of Mobility
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134

Participants:
Political Mobilization Towards Home: A Cross-Movement and Cross-Context Comparison of Catalan and Spanish Emigrants. Evren Yalaz, Universitat Pompeu Fabra - GRITIM; Seda Akyin, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona; Joan Coma i Roura, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona; Eva Ostergaard-Nielsen, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
National Problems in Transnationalizing Europe: A Finnish Case-Study of Welfare State Brain-Drain. Johannes Niemelainen, Lappeenranta University of Technology; Juho Korhonen, Brown University
“Our so-Called Obliging Neighbours”. Russian-Finnish Cross-Border Co-Operation in the Crosshairs of Anti-Western Alarmist Rhetoric. Ilya Solomeshch, Petrozavodsk State University

177. The Queer Among Us: Policies and Attitudes toward LGBT People and their Families in Europe
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Chair: Nicholas Boston, CUNY Lehman College

Participants:
Parents or Partners? Contrasting French and U.S. Attitudes to Same-Sex Marriage and Parenting. Michael
Does Homophobia Divide Europe? Judit Takács, Institute of Sociology of The Hungarian Academy of Sciences; Ivett Szalma, Corvinus University of Budapest

Europeanization of Attitudes Towards Homosexuality: Exploring Social Learning Via Education. Conor O'Dwyer, University of Florida; Koen Slootmaeckers, Queen Mary University of London

LGBT Politics in Germany: Unification As a Catalyst for Change. Louise Davidson-Schmich, University of Miami

Discussant: Mieke Verloo, IWM, Institute for Human Sciences

178. Transitions, Ruptures, and Continuities in Postwar Italy
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room
Chair: Kate Ferris, University of Saint Andrews

Participants:
July 25th, 1943: The Fall of Mussolini As Affective Experience. Joshua Arthurs, University of West Virginia


The Enemy: The Politics and Propaganda of Italian Anti-Communism from Fascism to Democracy. Marla Stone, Occidental College

“the American Beauty Ideal in Italy: Cosmetic Advertising in the Italian Women’s Magazine Annabella, 1945-1965”. Jessica Harris, University of California, Los Angeles

Discussant: Kate Ferris, University of Saint Andrews

179. Which Europe is the UK Brexiting from? Pre- and Post-Referendum Discursive Strategies
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201
Chair: Félix Krawatczek, Nuffield College, University of Oxford

Participants:
Brexit’s Contested European Past. Rieke Trimčev, Universität Greifswald; Félix Krawatczek, Nuffield College, University of Oxford

Brexit’s a Priori in Common Sense Journalistic Discourse. Luciana Radut-Gaghi, University of Cergy-Pontoise

Brexit and the Role of the Press and Online Media in Re-Narrating Europe’s Discourse before and after the Referendum. Marzia Maccarelli, Goldsmiths College, University of London

Watching the Gathering Storm: The EU Seen through Party Manifestos 2010 to 2015. Ruth Breeze, University of Navarra

Discussant: Claudia Sternberg, UCL

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132
Chair: Julia Thomas, Notre Dame

Participants:
Disarming the Milieu: Evolution, Environment, and History in Interwar France. Isabel Gabel, University of Chicago

Moving Heaven and Mud: Concepts of Second Nature in German and Japanese Modern Dance. Ana Keilson, Columbia University

Individualizing the Threat to Human Nature: Genetic Reproductive Politics in Late-Twentieth-Century Germany. Kristen Loveland, Harvard University


Discussant: Julia Thomas, Notre Dame

181. Fiscal Policy and Crisis
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Participants:
All Bark and No Bite? the Effect of Politicization on the Implementation and Enforcement of European Economic and Fiscal Policy. Markus Haverland, Erasmus University Rotterdam; Reinout Van der Veer, Erasmus University Rotterdam

Powers, Eurobonds, Governance: Did the Eurocrisis Affect Preferences for Fiscal Integration? Francesco Nicolli, University of Amsterdam

Institutional Responses to the Eurozone Crisis. Remy Davison, Monash University

Discussant: David Cleeton, Illinois State University

182. Gender, Politics, and Europe through a Scottish Lens
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room
Chairs: Gill Allwood, Nottingham Trent University; Michael Stambolis-Ruhstorfer, Université Bordeaux Montaigne

Participants:
Brexit’s Contested European Past. Rieke Trimčev, Universität Greifswald; Félix Krawatczek, Nuffield College, University of Oxford

Brexit’s a Priori in Common Sense Journalistic Discourse. Luciana Radut-Gaghi, University of Cergy-Pontoise

Brexit and the Role of the Press and Online Media in Re-Narrating Europe’s Discourse before and after the Referendum. Marzia Maccarelli, Goldsmiths College, University of London

Watching the Gathering Storm: The EU Seen through Party Manifestos 2010 to 2015. Ruth Breeze, University of Navarra

Discussant: Nathalie Duclos, Université de Toulouse - Jean-Jaurès

183. Asylum and Migration
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)
Chair: Boris Heizmann, GESIS Cologne

Participants:
Empowering Migrant Women in the Netherlands: A Case Study of Hymenoplasty Consultations. Sherria Ayuandini, Erasmus University Rotterdam

Welfare State Systems and Notions of Solidarity in the ‘refugee Crisis’: A Comparative Perspective. Katharina Crepaz, Max Planck Institute for Social Law and
184. Can Solidarity Endure? Opportunities, Constraints and Prospects of Civic Solidarity in Europe
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Chair: Christian Lahusen, University of Siegen
Participants: Chair: Joanna Unterschütz, University of Business and Administration, Gdynia, Poland
- Political Solidarity As a Contentious Form of Political Participation. Eva Fernández Guzmán, University of Geneva; Marco Giugni, University of Geneva
- Born to Die? the Rise and the Death of Alternative Actions Organizations in Europe. Angelos Loukakis, University of Crete; Johannes Kiess, University of Siegen; Maria Kousis, University of Crete; Christian Lahusen, University of Siegen
- Sustainable Solidarity? Civil Society Action and Citizens’ Attitudes Towards Disabled People. a Comparative Analysis of Italy and the UK. Simone Baglioni, Glasgow Caledonian University; Veronica Federico, University of Florence; Nicola Maggini, University of Florence; Thomas Montgomery, Glasgow Caledonian University
- Opportunities for Transnational Solidarity Mobilisation? Civil Society Organisations in Support of Refugees in Greece, Germany and Denmark. Maria Kousis, University of Crete; Ulrike Zschache, University of Siegen; Hans-Joerg Trenz, University of Copenhagen

Discussants: Ross Campbell, University of the West of Scotland; John Fossum, University of Oslo

185. Collective bargaining transformation for sustainability
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Chair: Joanna Unterschütz, University of Business and Administration, Gdynia, Poland
Participants: Self-Employed Workers in the Sharing Economy and Collective Bargaining Rights – EU Competition Law As a Curse “Social Europe 4.0”? Dagmar Schiek, Queens University Belfast; Andrea Gideon, University of Liverpool
- Digital Work- Real Bargaining. How to Ensure Sustainability of Social Dialogue in Digital Era? Joanna Unterschütz, University of Business and Administration, Gdynia, Poland
- Sustainability and Transnational Collective Bargaining. Consuelo Chacartegui, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Discussant: Luca Ratti, University of Luxembourg

186. Crisis, Transformation and Expertize
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3
Chairs: Elke Heins, University of Edinburgh; Hartwig Pautz, University of the West of Scotland
Participants: D-Austerity: Is It Really Schäuble’s Fault? Dieter Plehwe, Social Science Research Center Berlin; Moritz Neujeffski, Berlin Social Science Center
- The Evolution of an Enduring Expertise: Understanding Irish Economists in Irish Public Discourse in the Great Recession. Brendan O’Rourke, Dublin Institute of Technology; Joseph Fitzgerald, Dublin Institute of Technology
- European Health Security Post-Brexit? Challenges and Prospects for Epistemic Integration. John Connolly, University of the West of Scotland

Discussants: Elke Heins, University of Edinburgh; Hartwig Pautz, University of the West of Scotland

187. Discussion on "The Post-Communist Mafia State"
by Bálint Magyar
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Chair: András Bozóki, Central European University
Discussants: Kim Scheppele, Princeton; András Bozóki, Central European University; Miklós Sükösd, University of Copenhagen

188. Disentangling Anti-Europeanism: Determinants and Varieties of party-based Anti-Europeanism
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255
Chair: Stefano Rombi, University of Cagliari
Participants: Euro sceptic or Europhile? Media Coverage of EU, Beyond Elections. Antonella Seddone, Université Catholique de Lille; Giuliano Bobba, University of Turin
- Life in the EP As a MSS MEP, PT in the Efdd. Simona Guerra, University of Leicester
- Eurosceptic or Anti-System? the Conditions for the Systemic Opposition to Europe. Michelangelo Vercesi, University of Pavia; Eugenio Salvati, University of Pavia

Discussant: Roberto Di Quirico, University of Cagliari (Sardinia, Italy)

189. European Memory: Universalising the Past?
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Chair: Gregor Feindt, Leibniz Institute of European History
Participants:  
Memory That Governs By Itself? Appropriations of Versailles Memory, Friedemann Pestel, Universität Freiburg

From ‘Flight and Expulsion’ to Migration: Contextualising German Victims of Forced Migration, Gregor Feindt, Leibniz Institute of European History

Made in France? the (Re-)Invention of Mai 68. Félix Krawatzek, Nuffield College, University of Oxford

Two Models of Universalising Memory Practices, Rieke Trimçev, University of Greifswald

Discussant: George Soroka, Harvard University

190. European Union in Crisis: (What) Can We Learn from Other Cases?
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

Chairs: Philipp Trein, University of Lausanne; Eva Thomann, Heidelberg University

Participants:
EU Referenda: What to Learn from the Swiss Case. Eva Thomann, Heidelberg University; Eva Heidbreder, University of Dusseldorf; Isabelle Stadelmann-Steffen, University of Bern; Fritz Sager, University of Bern

Cross-Sectoral Policy Integration in Energy Governance: The EU and International Governmental Organizations Compared. Jale Tosun, Heidelberg University; B. Guy Peters, University of Pittsburgh

Moving Beyond the Sui Generis Verdict: Comparing Management Reforms in the European Commission with Other International Organizations. Jörn Ege, German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer; Michael Bauer, German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer

It’s Policy Learning, Stupid!: Claire Dunlop, University of Exeter; Claudio Radaelli, University of Exeter

Regulating Complexity in the European Union – the Role of the European Centre for Decease Prevention and Control in the H1N1 Case. Esther Vershuis, Maastricht University; Jinhee Kim, Maastricht University

Discussants: Miriam Hartlapp, University of Leipzig; Philipp Trein, University of Lausanne

191. Institutions, Growth Models and Distributive Conflicts
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

Chair: Martin Höpner, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

Participants:
"Varieties of Capitalism, Growth Models and Inclusive Growth", Brian Nolan, University of Oxford; Stefan Thewissen, University of Oxford; Chloé Touzet, University of Oxford

"Growth Models, Varieties of Capitalism, and Income Inequality in the Era of Deindustrialisation", David Hope, London School of Economics and Political Science

"the Labor Politics of Growth Models and the Political Economy of Housing Prices", Alison Johnston, Oregon State University; Aidan Regan, University College Dublin

"Collective Bargaining, Wage Moderation, and Macroeconomic Performance Revisited". Lucio Baccaro, University of Geneva; Jonas Pontasson, University of Geneva

Discussant: Martin Höpner, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre

Chair: Anastasia Bermudez, Universidad de Sevilla

Participants:
Brexit before Brexit: The Impact on EU Mobilities to the UK. Alessio D’Angelo, Middlesex University; Eleonore Kofman, Middlesex University

Young Spaniards in London: Gender Relations and Transnational Strategies of Mobility. Almudena Cortes, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Migration to and from a Developed EU Country. New Trends and Modes of Portuguese Emigration to France and the UK. Pedro Gois, University of Coimbra; José Carlos Marques, Interdisciplinary Centre of Social Sciences (IPLerita)

Aspirations of Belonging. a Study of Romanians in London and Paris. Claudia Paraschivescu, University of Leeds

193. Labour Market Policy in Hard Times
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

Participants:
EMU, Divergence, and the Service Economy: Estimating the Contributions of Service Sector Wage-Setting to the Macroeconomic Problems of the Eurozone. Donato Di Carlo, Max-Planck-Institute for the Study of Societies; Alexander Spielau, Max-Planck-Institute for the Study of Societies

After the Social Crisis: The Transformation of Labor Relations and Work Organization at France Telecom. Virginia Doellgast, Cornell University; Maxime Bellego, University Aix-Marseille; Elisa Pannini, London School of Economics and Political Science

Neoliberal Reform and Labor Markets: Politicization in Central and Eastern Europe. Besnik Pula, Virginia Tech

Trade Union Membership, Redistribution Support and Party Choice. Nadja Mosimann, University of Geneva

The Declining Middle: Political Reactions to Occupational Change. Thomas Kurer, University of Zurich

Discussants: Dagmar Schiek, Queens University Belfast; Despina Alexiadou, University of Pittsburgh
194. Policy Responses to Immigration
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)

Participants:
Europe Under Siege. Ethnographic Perspectives on Fear and Security. **Alexandra Schwell, University of Vienna**

A Challenge for the EU (and the World): How to Cope with Refugees? **Gerd Grözinger, Europa-Universität Flensburg**

Immigrants Wanted: The Post Study Work Visa and the Politics of Migration in Scotland. **Aubrey Westfall, Wheaton College**

Ineffectiveness of Frontex and Easo during the Refugee Crisis: Partial Delegation, Multiple Principals, and Insufficient Capability. **Vittoria Meissner, Technical University Munich; Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt, Technical University Munich**

What Prospects for Change to Achieve a Sustainable EU Migration Policy? **Elif Cetin, University of Cambridge**

Discussant: **Silvia Galandini**, University of Manchester

195. Populist Party Transformation and Quality of Democracy in Europe
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1
Chairs: **Lori Thorlakson, University of Alberta; Nicole Lugosi, University of Alberta**

Participants:
“Abandoned, Isolated, Uprooted”: Images of Crisis on the Populist Right. **Jan Dobbernack, University of Lincoln**

Populism, Abstention and the Stigmatisation of the Working Class. **Aurelien Mondon, University of Bath**

Measuring the Impact of the Populist Radical Right on Quality of Democracy in CEE: The Discursive Dimension. **Lori Thorlakson, University of Alberta; Nicole Lugosi, University of Alberta**

Discussant: **Bartek Pytlas**, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich

196. Referendums and European Disintegration: Brexit and Beyond
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201

Participants:
Culture and Dis-Integration: Religion and the Brexit Vote. **Brent Nelsen, Furman University; James Guth, Furman University**

National Referendums Challenge the Sustainability of the EU. **Richard Rose, University of Strathclyde Glasgow**

Mapping Remainers' Discontents: The UK's EU Referendum Result and Permutations of Losers' Consent. **Anthony Salamone, University of Edinburgh**

What Does the Brexit Mean for NATO & European Security More Generally? **Benjamin Zyla, University of Ottawa**

Discussant: **Michael Keating**, U of Aberdeen

197. Responses to Radicalization
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Court/Senate
Chair: **Cynthia Miller-Idriss**, American University

Participants:
Feedback Loop of Violent Radicalisation: Rethinking Counter-Narratives in Context. **Chamila Liyanage, School of Advanced Study, University of London**

“There Are Good People Who Do Prevent”: Policy Detoxification on the Frontline of Preventing Violent Extremism. **Joel Busher, Coventry University; Paul Thomas, University of Huddersfield; Tufyal Choudhury, Durham University**

State and Civil Society Responses to the Radical Right. **Bénédicte Laumond, Université de VersaillesEuropa-Universität Viadrina**

The Rise of Islamophobia in Western Europe and the EU’s Response: Towards a Sustainable European CVE Model? **Aude Jehan-Robert, SAIS Johns Hopkins University**

The Rage Against Globalization: Betrayal of the Elites or Betrayal of Democracy? **Alberto Spektorowski, Tel Aviv University**

Discussant: **Fabian Virchow**, University of Applied Sciences Duesseldorf

198. Social Protest and Contention in Russia, Ukraine and Moldova
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Chair: **Magdalena Dembinska**, Université de Montréal

Participants:
Sanctioned Contention in Russia: The Institutionalisation of Consentful Contention. **Ammon Cheskin, University of Glasgow**

Aspirational Iconography: Becoming European in Postcommunist States. **Juliet Johnson, McGill University; Benjamin Forest, McGill University**

Unknown Unknowns: How Uncertainty Undermines Protest in Russia. **Samuel Greene, King's College London; Maxim Ananyev, UCLA**

Discussant: **Graeme Robertson**, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

199. Sustainable Pedagogies and Scholarship on Europe in the 21st century
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A
Chair: **Janet Horne**, University of Virginia

Participants:
Making a Religion out of Learning: What the Ordinary World Can Teach the University. **Michael Levenson, University of
Discussants: Lenka Bustikova, Arizona State University; Katya Makarova, University of Virginia

Participants: Religious and Ethnic Diversity
Chair: Karen Schönwälder, Max Planck Institute for the study of Germany

202. The Political Integration of Immigrants in Europe
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall
Chair: Christian Karner, University of Nottingham

Participants:
The Inter-Organisational Relations Between the European Union and International Organisations. Anne Wetzel, University of Mannheim

The Withdrawal from International Organisations and the Reversibility of the European Integration. Antonella Forgani, ESSCA EU-Asia Institute

Dealing with the Uncertainty of International Commitment: Challenges and Opportunities in the Field of Health Policy. Sabrina Germain, University of Surrey; Noreen O’Meara, School of Law, University of Surrey; Simon Usherwood, University of Surrey; Fabrizio Carinci, School of Health Sciences, University of Surrey

Discusssants: Lenka Bustikova, Arizona State University; Oriol Costa, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona and Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals

203. Welfare and Public Services Facing Austerity and Marketization
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208
Chair: Imre Szabo, Central European University

Participants:
Creating Legitimacy in Hard Times – How Governments Justify Controversial Health Care Reforms. Amandine Crespy, Université libre de Bruxelles; Imre Szabo, Central European University

The Second Enclosure of the Commons: Water Privatization and Marketization As an Austerity Policy. Petra Dobner, Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg

Housing As a Social Right or Means to Wealth? Policy Ideas and the Re-Emergence of the Housing Question. Dorothee Bohle, European University Institute; Leonard Seabrooke, Copenhagen Business School

The Challenge of ‘Shared Growth’ in the European Periphery. Niamh Hardiman, UCD

Educating for Mobility? . Jane Gingrich, University of Oxford

Discussant: Cornel Ban, Boston University

204. Plenary Session: Lord McConnell of Glenscorrodale
6:00 to 7:45 PM - University of Glasgow Bute Hall
Participant:
**FRIDAY, JULY 14**

205. **Saskia Sassen Keynote**  
8:00 to 9:00 AM - University of Glasgow Kelvin Gallery  
Chair: **Gisela Brinker-Gabler**, Binghamton University

Participants:  
- Crisis As Narrative, Narrative As History: Stories of the Greek Crisis. **Hara Kouki**, University of Durham  
- Generations and National Narrative in Spanish History: From the 1950s to the Present. **Pamela Radcliff**, University of California at San Diego  
- Does the Past Have Political Power? **Mabel Berezin**, Cornell University

Discussant: **Eduardo Romanos**, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

206. **Rethinking Migration**  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Melville Room  
Chair: **Gisela Brinker-Gabler**, Binghamton University

Participants:  
- Of Bodies and Borders: **Navid Kermani**, Elfriede Jelinek and Jenny Erpenbeck on Migration. **Monika Shafi**, University of Delaware  
- Enlightenment As an Intercultural Project: **Navid Kermani**’s Travelogues in the Context of the European Refugee Crisis. **Elke Segelcke**, Illinois State University  
- Finding Identity Between Assimilation and Resistance. Voices of “Ungrateful” Migrant Authors in Swiss Literature. **Min Zhou**, Roger Williams University  
- A European Utopia: **Maxi Obexer**’s Materialist Intervention. **Friederike Eigler**, Georgetown University

Discussant: **Renata Schellenberg**, Mount Allison University

207. **Crises and Transformations in Europe**  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1  
Chairs: **John Fossum**, University of Oslo; **Jozef Batora**, Comenius University

Participants:  
- EU Crises, Solidarity and the Public Sphere: Towards Differentiated Integration. **Asimina Michailidou**, University of Oslo; **Hans-Joerg Trenz**, University of Copenhagen  
- Europe Entrapped: The Rise of the Pseudocrat. **Agustin Menéndez**, University of Leon, Spain; **John Fossum**, University of Oslo  
- Interstitial Organizations and Innovation in EU Governance. **Jozef Batora**, Comenius University  
- Wicked Crises and Legitimacy in Today’s European Union. **Johannes Pollak**, Institute For Advanced Studies, Vienna; **Sonja Puntscher-Riekmann**, University of Salzburg

Discussant: **Deirdre Curtin**, European University Institute

208. **Memory and National Narratives in Times of Crisis**  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253  
Chair: **Kostis Korneitis**, Carlos III University

Participants:  
- Crisis As Narrative, Narrative As History: Stories of the Greek Crisis. **Hara Kouki**, University of Durham  
- Generations and National Narrative in Spanish History: From the 1950s to the Present. **Pamela Radcliff**, University of California at San Diego  
- Does the Past Have Political Power? **Mabel Berezin**, Cornell University

Discussant: **Eduardo Romanos**, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

209. **Current controversies on health inequalities in Europe**  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Kelvin Gallery  
Chair: **Julia Lynch**, University of Pennsylvania

Participants:  
- Current Controversies on Health Inequalities in Europe II. **Fabra Meri Koivusalo**, National Institute for Health and Welfare  
- Current Controversies on Health Inequalities in Europe III. **Ted Schrecker**, Durham University  
- Current Controversies on Health Inequalities in Europe. **Sigrun Olafsdottir**, University of Iceland

Discussant: **Paulette Kurzer**, University of Arizona

210. **Institutionalization of sustainable development as norm and narrative**  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Forehall  
Chair: **Christine Hackenesch**, Deutsches Institut fuer Entwicklungs politik

Participants:  
- From Asymmetry to Dialogue? Collective Imbalances, Common Challenges and Societal Mainstreaming in the Conceptual Evolution of the EU Development and Sustainability Agendas. **Cristina Blanco Sío-López**, European University Institute (EUI), Florence (IT)  
- Human Security in EU Foreign Policy: Lessons from the Asia Pacific. **Evangelos Fanoulis**, Metropolitan University Prague  
- Buzzword or Leitmotiv? Sustainability and the Transformation of the Political Order in Europe. **Thomas Henökl**, German Development Institute

Discussant: **Christine Hackenesch**, Deutsches Institut fuer Entwicklungs politik

211. **Labour market policies in the era of pervasive austerity: a European perspective (Session I)**  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3  
Chair: **Philippe Pochet**, Université catholique de Louvain

Participants:
Reforming the Unreformable. Labour Market Policy Changes and the New Path of the Italian Politics. Patrik Vesan, University of Aosta Valley

The German Exception: Welfare Protectionism Instead of Retrenchment. Werner Eichhorst, Institute for the Study of Labour; IZA Bonn; Anke Hassel, Hertie School of Governance

Discussant: Janine Leschke, Copenhagen Business School

212. New perspectives on the EU administration: the European Commission and the Court of Justice of the European Union — socialization and politicization

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208
Chair: Michael Bauer, German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer

Participants:
- Culture or Social Domination? New Internal Battles and the Integration of the New Comers from Enlargement into the Commission. Didier Georgakakis, Université Panthéon-Sorbonne, Paris, France
- Beyond Organizational Socialization — or the Difference That a Department Makes. the Case of the European Commission. Sara Connolly, University of East Anglia; Husseins Kassim, University of East Anglia
- Follow the Leader? the Effect of Commissioners from Eurosceptic Countries on Commission Staff Attitudes. Benny Gey, Norwegian Business School; Zuzana Murdoch, University of Bremen and University of Agder
- Questioning the Executive: Politicizing the Appointment of European Commissioners. Anchir Wille, Leiden University; Carly Relou, Leiden University

Discussant: Brigid Laffan, European University Institute

213. The effects of social investment reforms: Impact and measurement

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255
Chair: Emmanuelle Pavolini, University of Macerata

Participants:
- Childcare and Labour Markets: What Makes Social Investment? Margarita León, ‘Rmón y Cajal’, Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona, Spain; Costanzo Ranci, Politecnico di Milan; Zyad Ibanez, European University Institute; Stefanie Sabatinelli, Politecnico di Milano
- Explaining the Matthew Effect in Child Care Services: Combining Micro and Macro Factors. Emmanuele Pavolini, University of Macerata; Win Van Lancer, University of Antwerp
- Good Intentions and Matthew Effects: Access Biases in Participation in Active Labour Market Policies. Giuliano Bonoli, University of Lausanne; Fabienne Liechti, University of Lausanne

Discussant: Bea Cantillon, University of Antwerp

214. Between Two Unions: Brexit and the Nations and Regions

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Chair: Anand Menon, Kings College London

Participants:
- Post-Brexit Scenarios for the Irish Border. Katy Hayward, Queen's University, Belfast
- Differentiated Integration and Brexit: Theories and Practices. Paul Gillespie, University College Dublin
- A Constitutional Moment in the Island of Ireland. Jennifer Todd, University College Dublin
- Reconciling ‘Remain’ and ‘Leave’: Northern Ireland and the EU Referendum. Mary Murphy, University College Cork

Discussant: Michael Keating, U of Aberdeen

215. Comparative Populism: Europe and the Americas

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)
Chair: Carlos Waisman, university of california, san diego

Participants:
- European Populism: Moving Beyond the Radical Right? Carlo Ruzza, University of Trento
- Echoes of the 1930s in Contemporary Hungarian Populism. Kim Scheppele, Princeton
- Populism and the Second Great Transformation: Neoliberal Globalization, the European Union, and the Crisis of Democracy. Dietmar Schirmer, Zeppelin University

Discussant: Peter Kingstone, King's College London

216. Hybrid Regimes in Europe

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Chair: Akos Rona-Tas, University of California, San Diego

Participants:
- An Externally Constrained Hybrid Regime: Hungary in the EU. András Bozóki, Central European University; Daniel Hegedus, Freedom House
- Authoritarianism in the Information Age: The Centrality of Authoritarian Media and Communication Policies in Establishing and Maintaining Hybrid Regimes. Miklos Sako, University of Copenhagen
- Populist Radical Right Opposition to an Illiberal Regime. Jeffrey Murer, University of St. Andrews
- The Political Economy of Illiberalism in Hungary. Gabor Scheiring, University of Cambridge

Discussant: Eszter Simon, University of Birmingham

217. Managing Migration and Asylum: The Domestic Level

9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466
Chair: Eda Gemi, The European University of Tirana

Participants:
- Willing to Share the Burden? Attitudes Towards the Allocation of Asylum-Seekers in Comparative Perspective. Boris Heizmann, GESIS Cologne; Conrad Ziller, University of Cologne
- Citizenship without Social Rights? EU Migrants' Access to Welfare Rights in Comparative Perspective. Roxana Barbulescu, College of Europe
- Double Standards? Electoral Acceptance of Immigrant and Emigrant Dual Citizenship in the Netherlands. Maarten Vink, Maastricht University; Hans Schmeets, Maastricht University; Statistics Netherlands; Hester Mennes, University of Amsterdam
- “Political Rights in the Age of Migration: The Case for Immigrant Voting”. Ron Hayduk, San Francisco State University

Discussant: Lucy Mayblin, University of Warwick

218. Nation-Building, Democracy and the Welfare State
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)
Chair: Sheri Berman, Barnard College

Participants:
- Between Historical Legacies and the Politics of Nation-Building: Explaining Variance in Social Investment Agendas Across the Baltic States. Sonja Avlijas, Sciences Po
- Democratic Deconsolidation: The Empirical Evidence. Yascha Mounk, Harvard University; Roberto Foa, University of Melbourne
- On the Adaptability of Democracy and Its Institutions: Changing the EU into a Sustainable Process of Integration. Matteo Laruffa, LUISS Guido Carli University
- Sham Democracy in Authoritarian Regime. Popular Discussion of the Soviet 1936 Constitution. Olga Velikanova, University of North Texas

219. Past and Present Crises in Party Systems
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Participants:
- Europeanization through Crises? the German Post-Communist –Left and the Reflection of the Recent Crises. Andreas Goffin, Charles University
- Political Turmoil in Yugoslavia during 1989-1990 and the Albanian Issue. Fati Iseni, University "Mother Teresa"

220. Post-Brexit Prospects and Projections: LGBT/Queer Polish Perspectives
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Chair: Roch Dunin-Wąsowicz, London School of Economics and Political Science

Participants:
- Unpacking the Meanings of ‘a Normal Life’ Among Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Eastern Europeans in Scotland. Francesca Stella, University of Glasgow
- Polish Lgbts and Social Media in the Post-Brexit UK. Lukasz Szulc, University of Antwerp
- “If I Stay or If I Go I Don’t Do White Anymore”: Libidinal Cosmopolitanism Influences on Post-Brexit Projections Among a Cohort of Gay-Identified Polish UK Residents. Nicholas Boston, CUNY Lehman College

Discussant: Sanja Badanjak, University of Wisconsin - Madison

221. Re-Regulating Markets for Social Goals
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A

Participants:
- Social Goals in Public Procurement: Regulatory Complements or Compensation for Welfare States? Miriam Hartlapp, University of Leipzig
- From Free Market to Social Policies. Remapping Regulatory Cooperation and Regional Governance in Mercosur. Andrea Bianculli, Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals (IBEI)
- Soil Protection As Persistent Non-Decision or: Why Is There No European Soil Protection Policy? Henning Deters, University of Vienna

Discussants: Matteo Jessoula, University of Milan; Jale Tosun, Heidelberg University

222. Role of the European Parliament for a Modern Europe
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Court/Senate

Participants:
- The Committees of the European Parliament: Establishing Influence in Times of Change. David Alexander, University of Glasgow
- The ‘Schengen Laboratory’: The Role of the EP in Promoting the Inclusiveness and Sustainability of the Free Movement of Persons from 1985 to the Present. Dr. Cristina Blanco Sío-López, EUI
- Political Agency of the European Parliament in International Risk Governance: Partisan Actor, Gatekeeper or Democratic Safeguard? Frank Wendler, University of Washington
- Party Group Switching in the European Parliament: A
223. Social and Environmental Sustainability and the Transformation of EU Labor Law
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Chair: Ania Zbyszewska, University of Warwick
Participants:
- Sustainability and Decent Work. Consuelo Chacartegui, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
- Sustainable Labour Regulation: What Does a Feminist Perspective Offer? Ania Zbyszewska, University of Warwick
- Promoting Social and Environmental Sustainability: What Role for Public Procurement? Miriam Kullmann, Maastricht University
Discussant: Saskia Klosse, University of Maastricht

224. State of Emergency: Is France Transforming?
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Chairs: Jean Beaman, Purdue University; Jennifer Fredette, Ohio University
Participants:
- Racialization and Religion: Making Sense of Islamophobia in Europe. Nasar Meer, University of Strathclyde
- Secular Contours. Boundary Drawing of Claim-Making in France. Angéline Escafré-Dublet, Universite Lyon 2
- "Je Suis Charlie’ Vs. ‘Je Suis Ahmed’: The Relationship Between Race and Islamophobia in France in the Wake of Charlie Hebd. Jean Beaman, Purdue University
- The State of Emergency and Muslims in France. Jennifer Fredette, Ohio University
Discussant: Erik Bleich, Middlebury College

225. Sustainable Ecology and Green Spaces in Europe
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132
Participants:
- Green Stewards of Istanbul: Environmentalism, Public Parks and Urban Governance. Basak Durgun, George Mason University
- Replanting the Colony: Sustainable Ecology and Nationalist Memory. Daniel Shea, Mount Saint Mary College
- Transformative Geographies and Ecodiscourses in the Post-1989 Cultures of the Central and Eastern Europe. Irene Sywenky, University of Alberta, Canada
- Transforming Landscape, Transforming Culture: Representations of the Humber Estuary. Eveline de Smalen, Rachel Carson Center, LMU Munich
Discussant: Kate Kennon, Fordham University

226. The New Faces of Socio-Economic Governance in the EU: Flexibility, Conditionality, Ownership
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201
Chair: Sofia Perez, Boston University
Participants:
- When Member States Look Daggers at Each Other’s. Analyzing Ownership and Conditionality As New Modes of Governance in the EU Policy Making. Ramona Coman, Université Libre de Bruxelles
- Reforming Labor Markets in the Eurozone: Italy and France Compared. Stefano Sacchi, University of Milan; Beatrice Magistro, University of Washington
- Negotiating Constraints. Structural Reforms and National Ownership in the EU. Amandine Crespy, Université libre de Bruxelles²
- The Dutch and the European Semester: In Search for Flexibility, Conditionality, Ownership. Sonja Bekker, Tilburg University
- The European Semester and EU Social Policy. Paul Copeland, QMUL
Discussant: Sofia Perez, Boston University

227. The Past and Future of European Trade Policy
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre
Chair: Sophie Meunier, Princeton University
Participants:
- The Long Path to Foreign Direct Investment Policy in the European Union. Sophie Meunier, Princeton University; Lauge Poulsen, University College London
- History Matters: Institutional Influence in EU Trade Negotiations. Magdalena Frennhoff Larsen, University of Westminster
- Proving Its Worth? Parliamentarisation of EU Trade Policy and Its Effects. Guri Rosén, University of Oslo - ARENA Centre for European Studies

228. The Sustainability of Policy Reforms
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Chair: Raphael Reinke, University of Zurich
Participants:
- Why Do Consolidations Persist? the Political Economy of Fiscal Adjustment in a Long-Term Perspective. Lukas Haffert, University of Zurich; Zsofia Barta, SUNY Albany Rockefeller College of Public Affairs
and Policy
Excessive Policy Volatility: A Framework for Analysis with Some Illustrations from Recent Pension Reforms. Achim Kemmerling, Central European University; Kristin Makszin, Hungarian Academy of Science, Institute for Political Science
Provisional Title: The Economy As a Knowledge Problem: Unforeseen Consequences, Adaptive Actors and the Dynamics of Complex Economic Systems. Aris Trantidis, European University Institute
Discussant: Deborah Mabbett, Birkbeck College

229. Whose Knowledge Counts? Expert and Lay Narratives in Political Debate on Immigration
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356
Chair: Randall Hansen, University of Toronto
Participants:
‘Let’s Take Back Control’ and Other Effective Bullshit: Immigration in the European Union Referendum Campaign. James Hampshire, University of Sussex
Most Are Educated and Want to Work: Characterizing Refugees and Competing Economic and Humanitarian Narratives of the “Refugee Crisis” in Germany. Jennifer Elrick, McGill University
Pushes and Pulls: Asylum Migration the Allure of the Simple Explanation. Lucy Mayblin, University of Warwick
Immigration Targets, Quantification and the Suppression of Complexity. Christina Boswell, University of Edinburgh
Discussant: Randall Hansen, University of Toronto

230. How the Past Shapes Political Action and Social Protest
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Chair: Mabel Berezin, Cornell University
Participants:
Public Memory of the Transitions and Social Movements in Spain and Greece. Kostis Kornitis, Carlos III
Founding Coalitions: The Historical Roots of Democratic Quality in Southern Europe, 1968- 2000s. Tiago Fernandes, New University of Lisbon
Memories of the Revolution and Opposition to Austerity in Portugal, 2010-2015. Tiago Carvalho, University of Cambridge; Pedro Pinto, University of Cambridge
Protest Cycles and Their Legacies: Analyzing the Effects of the Past in Spanish Contention during the Crisis . Eduardo Romanos, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Discussant: Robert Fishman, Carlos III University Madrid

231. Social Welfare and Health Issues in Europe
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3
Chair: Genevieve Codere-DePalme, University of Greenwich
Participants:
Can Work-Life Balance Policies Foster Happiness within the Family? a Comparison of Traditional Versus New Family Arrangements. Alvaro Martinez, University of Sheffield
Discussant: Sarah Cooper, University of Exeter

232. Between and Across Borders
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room
Chair: Nicole Shea, Council for European Studies
Participants:
Memory and History Written from the European Periphery: Ilma Rakusa and Marica Bodrozic. Michelle Brüssow, Binghamton University
Transterritorialized Literature: Migrant Women Writers in Intercultural Germany . Yolanda Garcia Hernandez, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid
(Dés)Intégration? the Sustainability of Integration Policies in the Twenty-First Century French Banlieue. Jocelyn Wright, The University of Texas at Austin
Discussant: Friederike Eigler, Georgetown University

233. Labour market policies in the era of pervasive austerity: a European perspective (Session II)
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3
Chair: Janine Leschke, European Trade Union Institute
Participants:
No Longer Fit for Purpose? Consolidation and Catching-up in Irish Labour Market Policy. Fiona Dukelow, University College Cork
Retrenchment, Conditionality and Flexibility: UK Labour Market Policies in the Era of Austerity. Elke Heins, University of Edinburgh; Hayley Bennett, University of Edinburgh
Labour Market Reforms at the Era of Pervasive Austerity. Sotiria Theodopoulos, European Trade Union Institute-ETUI
Discussant: Philippe Pochet, Université catholique de Louvain

234. New perspectives on the EU administration: the Council, European Parliament, and the Court of Auditors
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208
Chair: B. Guy Peters, University of Pittsburgh

Participants:

One EU Civil Service or Many? the General Secretariat of the Council of the European Union and the European Commission Compared. Hussein Kassim, University of East Anglia; Sara Connolly, University of East Anglia; Michael Bauer, German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer; Renaud Dehousse, European University Institute; Brigid Laffan, European University Institute; Andrew Thompson, University of Edinburgh


Discussant: B. Guy Peters, University of Pittsburgh

235. What should the CES and social epidemiology learn from one another?
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Kelvin Gallery
Chair: Sigrun Olafsdottir, University of Iceland

Participants:
What Should the CES and Social Epidemiology Learn from One Another? Clare Bambr, Durham University

What Should the CES and Social Epidemiology Learn from One Another? II. Jason Beckfield, Harvard University

What Should the CES and Social Epidemiology Learn from One Another? III. Julia Lynch, University of Pennsylvania

Discussant: Bernice Pescosolido, Indiana University

236. Who would want that? Public opinion and parties’ preferences towards social investment policies
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255
Chair: Julian Garritzmann, University Konstanz, Germany

Participants:
Against Your Own Interest? Analysing Social Investment Policy Preferences from a Gender Perspective. Julian Garritzmann, University Konstanz, Germany; Hanna Schwander, University of Bremen

Stratified Childcare - Stratified Attitudes? Institutional Characteristics of Childcare Services and Their Consequences for Work-Family Attitudes. Erik Neimanns, University of Konstanz

Public Preferences Towards Social Investment: Testing the Importance of Class in a Multilevel Analysis. Bjoern Bremer, European University Institute

Catching up or Falling behind? the Politics of Labor Market and Family Policy Reforms in Southern Europe. Reto Bürgisser, EUI


Discussant: Carsten Jensen, Aarhus University

237. Academic Writing for Digital Spaces: A Roundtable
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Participant:
Discussants: Katrine Jensen, EuropeNow Emily Rutherford, Journal of the History of Ideas; Stephen Khan, The Conversation

238. Central & Eastern Europe
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Participants:
The Crisis of Neoliberalism in Eastern Europe. Hilary Appel, Claremont McKenna College; Mitchell Orenstein, University of Pennsylvania

Economic Convergence in Europe: Arrested Development? Silvia Merler, Johns Hopkins SAISBruegel - Brussels Economic Policy Think Tank

The Eastern E.U. Challenge: The Political-Economic Shift in Hungary and Poland. Erwin Erhardt, University of Cincinnati

"the Tragedy of Orbanism: Budapest Baroque Extended". Karl Benziger, Rhode Island College; Richard Weiner, Rhode Island College

The Return of Economic Nationalism to East Central Europe - a Model in Crisis? Vera Scepanovic, European University Institute

Discussant: Clara Volintiru, University of Bucharest

239. Conflict and Religious Repercussions on Voting States
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Participants:
The Religious Repercussions of the European Crisis. Josef Hien, University of Milan and WZB Berlin Social Science Center

Ideological Similarity and the Quest for Political Self-Determination. Decentralization and Salient Ideological Conflict Dimensions in Islamic, Catholic and Protestant Countries from 1900-2015.
240. Critical Action and Its Effect on the Welfare State  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)
Participants:
- How Workfare Shapes Social Solidarity: Cross-National Trends in Workfare and Public Opinion Since the 1980s. Alexander Horn, Aarhus University; Anthony Kevins, Aarhus University; Kees van Kersbergen, Aarhus University

- Direct Democracy, the Structure of Government and Welfare State Expansion 1930-2000. André Walter, University of St. Gallen

- Establishing the Potential for Relational and Critical Action Research within Scottish Public Service Reform. Claire Byrner, University of Glasgow; James Henderson, University of Edinburgh

- The Conditioning Effect of Party Linkages on Attitudes on Health Care Provision. Alexandru Moise, Central European University; Evelyne Hübscher, Central European University

241. EU External Relations  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre
Chair: Andreas Bågenholm, University of Gothenburg
Participants:
- The Government Sponsored Network in European Union External Relations. Kostas Kourtikakis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Ekaterina Turkina, HEC Montreal; Evgeny Postnikov, University of Melbourne

- Sustaining Change: ‘Structural Power Europe’ and Sustainable (Eastern) Neighbourhood Transformation. Andriy Tyushka, College of Europe (Natolin Campus)

- Bureaucratic Power Europe? the Role of Joint Bodies in EU External Relations. Markus Gastinger, TU Dresden

- Unpacking De-Europeanization in New Member States and Beyond: How EU Instruments Forge Perverse Outcomes. Ebru Ertugal, Baskent University

Discussant: Evgeny Postnikov, University of Melbourne

242. EU Trade Policy: Ambition Without Coherence?  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Chair: Alasdair Young, Georgia Tech
Participants:
- EU Trade Policy: Strategic, Coherent and Effective? Chad Damro, University of Edinburgh

- Transatlantic Trade Negotiations: Revisiting the Coherence-Effectiveness Nexus. Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt, Technical University Munich

- Investor Protection As a Threat to Democracy: The Potency and Limits of a Frame. Gabriel Siles-Brugge, University of Warwick

- Ambition Cometh before the Fall? the EU and Ttip. Alasdair Young, Georgia Tech

Discussant: Sophie Meunier, Princeton University

11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Court/Senate
Participants:


- The Appointment of Coordinators in the European Parliament. Alice Arnaldi, Université libre de Bruxelles; Nathalie Brack, Universite libre de Bruxelles


Discussant: Andreas Maurer, University of Innsbruck

244. Financialization, Private Interests, and the State  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A
Chair: Agnes Orban, University of Cologne
Participants:
- The Market As Prison? Firms’ Reactions to Public Policies. Raphael Reinke, University of Zurich


- Central Banks As Market Makers: The Global Diffusion of Repo Markets. Daniela Gabor, University of West England

- Noisy Politics, Resilient Expectations? Local Governments’ Swap Crisis from a Comparative Perspective. Florian Fastenrath, University of Cologne; Agnes Orban, University of Cologne; Christine Trampusch, University of Cologne

Discussant: Waltraud Schelkle, London School of Economics

245. Immigrant Policies in Europe's Old Immigration Countries: Integration, Exclusion, Old and New Differentialism?  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201
Chair: Phil Triadafilopoulos, University of Toronto at Scarborough
Participants:


- The Appointment of Coordinators in the European Parliament. Alice Arnaldi, Université libre de Bruxelles; Nathalie Brack, Universite libre de Bruxelles


Discussant: Andreas Maurer, University of Innsbruck

- The Market As Prison? Firms’ Reactions to Public Policies. Raphael Reinke, University of Zurich


- Central Banks As Market Makers: The Global Diffusion of Repo Markets. Daniela Gabor, University of West England

- Noisy Politics, Resilient Expectations? Local Governments’ Swap Crisis from a Comparative Perspective. Florian Fastenrath, University of Cologne; Agnes Orban, University of Cologne; Christine Trampusch, University of Cologne

Discussant: Waltraud Schelkle, London School of Economics
246. Managing Migration and Asylum: The European Level
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466
Chair: Pedro Gois, University of Coimbra

Participants:
The Limits of the “Agency Governance” in Managing Migration: Analysis of the EU’s Hot Spot Approach at the Greece Borders. Satoko Horii, University of Buckingham Akita International University

The 2015 Migration Crisis As a Challenge to the Eu's Social and System Integration. Marko Mrakovčić, Faculty of Law, University of Rijeka; Nikola Petrović, Institute for Social Research in Zagreb

Governance of the External Dimension of Migration: Eu-Turkey Refugee Deal. Cigdem Nas, Yildiz Technical University

Discussant: Karin Schittenhelm, University of Siegen

247. Memory, Regimes and Practices
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

Participants:
Transforming History: The Ukrainian Conflict and the Politics of the Past. George Soroka, Harvard University

Perspectives on Cultural Memory and Security in Lithuania Since the Ukraine Crisis. Frances Harrison, Binghamton University

Surplus Value of Memory: Russian ‘Cult of Dead Body’ and Eastern Partnership. Victor Apryshchenko, Southern Federal University

248. Party System Institutionalization and New Forms of Representation in Central and Eastern Europe
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Participants:
Poland's Surprising Eurosceptic Turn: Why It Matters for Europe's Future. Molly O'Neal, University of Texas at Austin; Kerry Longhurst, Collegium Civitas

Evaluating the Need for Democracy Assistance: Surveying Youth in Target Countries. Paulina Pospieszna, Adam Mickiewicz University of Poznan


Political Leadership in Central and Eastern Europe: Transactional or Transformational? Clara Volintiru, University of Bucharest; Sergiu Gherghina, Goethe University Frankfurt

The Trade-Off Between Wealth and Power: Understanding Polish Economic Nationalism. Rafał Riedel, Opole University; Rachel Epstein, University of Denver

249. Political Outsiders as Transformative Actors in European Politics
Social Exclusion and National Identity in the UK: An FMri Study. Sujin Hong, University of Edinburgh

Delayed Reaction? Comparing Twitter Follower Behaviour in Two Constitutional Referendums. Clare Llewellyn, University of Edinburgh

Discussant: Claudio Radaelli, University of Exeter

252. Youth Transitions and Policy Innovation in Europe: Promising Trends and Tough Challenges
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251
Chair: Ana Guillen, University of Oviedo, Spain

Participants:
Comparing and Contrasting the Performance of School-to-Work Transition Regimes in the EU. Kari Hadjivassiliou, Institute for Employment Studies, United Kingdom; Arianna Tassinari, University of Warwick; Werner Eichhorst, Institute for the Study of Labour, IZA Bonn; Florian Wozny, Institute for the Study of Labor, IZA

Policy Transfer and Innovation for Building Resilient Bridges to the Labour Market. Maria Petmesidou, Democritus University of Thrace, Greece; Maria González Menéndez, University of Oviedo

Reforming VET Policies during the Crisis in Spain and Italy: What Mix of Policy Learning and Policy Transfer. María González Menéndez, University of Oviedo; Rodolfo Gutiérrez, University of Oviedo, Spain; Emmanuele Pavolini, University of Macerata

Youth and the Social Economy in Greece: Policy Learning for Enhancing Employment Opportunities. Sofia Adam, Democritus University of Thrace; Maria Petmesidou, Democritus University of Thrace, Greece

Discussant: Nigel Meager, Institute for Employment Studies, United Kingdom

253. Youth Unemployment in Europe: Beyond the Official Statistics
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2
Chair: Jennifer Shore, Heidelberg University

Participants:
The Role of Education and Training in Smoothing the School to Work Transition and Reducing Youth Unemployment. Emily Rainsford, Newcastle University

Transition from School to Work in Times of Economic Crisis: The Case of Spanish Young People Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET). Mihaela Vancea, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona; Mireia Utzet, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona

What Low Youth Unemployment Rates Don’t Tell Us: Young Germans’ Paths to Economic Self-Sufficiency. Jennifer Shore, Heidelberg University; Bettina Schuck, Heidelberg University

Perceived and Objective Employability Among Young Unemployed. Monika Muehlhoeck, University of Vienna; Nadia Steiber, University of Vienna; Bernhard Kittel, University of Vienna

Responsibility Attribution in the EU's Multilevel System: The Issue of Youth Unemployment. Jale Tosun, Heidelberg University; Carolin Rapp, University of Bern; Inta Mierina, University of Latvia

Discussant: Emily Rainsford, Newcastle University

254. Coping with the Economic Crisis
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A

Participants:

Why Spend on Social Investments? Determinants of Social Investment Reforms in the Time of the Euro Crisis. Stefano Ronchi, University of Cologne - GKSOCILIFE

Truth Commissions after Economic Crises: Political Learning or Blame Game? Iosif Kovras, City University of London; Shaun McDaid, University of Huddersfield; Ragnhild Hjalmarsson, Hertie School of Government

Discussant: Stefano Solari, University of Padua

255. Creative Transformations in Arts and Media
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Chair: Leah Bassel, University of Leicester

Participants:
Constructing the Unauthorized: European Press Portrayal of Immigration. Alexander Caviedes, State University of New York, Fredonia

Creative Transformations: Islam, Lived Religion, and Urban Cultures in Germany. Petra Kuppinger, Monmouth College


Linking Heritage to Rural Landscapes: Two Feminist Perspectives in Recent European Film. Mine Eren, Randolph-Macon College

Discussant: Hedwig Wagner, Europe University of Flensburg

256. National & European Identity
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250

Participants:
Estonia: Transforming the Self and Space. David Edwards, University of Glasgow

Constructing Common Identity in a Time of Change: The Evolution of Online Public Discourses on European
Identity in Italy. Elizaveta Matveeva, Irkutsk State University

Europe's Britain: Analysing European Views of Britain in Europe. Tim Oliver, LSE

257. Political Economy and Welfare Research Network Meeting
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

258. Political Parties, Party Systems and Elections Research Network Meeting
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

259. Territorial Politics and Federalism Meeting
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132

260. Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room

Participants:
Societal Mobilization in the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: A Social Network Analysis. Evgeny Postnikov, University of Melbourne; Ekaterina Turkina, HEC Montreal
An Emerging Public Sphere in the European Union? the Public Debate and Mobilisation Around the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). Joke Matthieu, Vrije Universiteit Brussel; Didier Caluwaerts, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Historical Consistency in Ttip Rhetoric. Leif Eliasson, East Stroudsburg University; Patricia Garcia-Duran, University of Barcelona
The Impracticality of Four-Way Transatlantic Economic Negotiations: A Multidisciplinary Analysis. Yan Cimon, Laval University; Richard Ouellet, Laval University; Érick Duchesne, Laval University

261. Borders in Post-Brexit Europe
1:00 to 4:00 PM - University of Glasgow Court/Senate

Participants:
Kirsty Hughes, Scottish Centre on European Relations
Catherine Stihler, MEP
Matt Carthy, MEP
Katy Hayward, Queens University Belfast, NI

262. The Poetics of Crossings Borders
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room
Chair: Gisela Brinker-Gabler, Binghamton University

Participants:
Negotiation/Négation of Double Names and Attempted Hybridity in Djebar’s “Le Corps De Félicie. Rebecca Forney, Binghamton University (SUNY)
New Ecologies: Migritude, Migration and Olumide Popoola’s Poetic Work. Arina Rotaru, NYU Shanghai

Linked Security: Expanding Networks and Opening Cracks of Identification in the Narrative Fissures of Olumide Popoola and Annie Holmes’s Breach. Vanessa Plumly, SUNY New Paltz

The Invisible Vanguard: Reflections on Political Movements and Contemporary Avant-Garde Formations. James Harding, University of Maryland

Discussant: Monika Shafi, University of Delaware

263. National Narratives and the EU: Towards Union or Disunion I
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1
Chair: Hussein Kassim, University of East Anglia

Participants:
East-Central Europe in the Process of Reinventing the Past: National and European Identity in the Troubled Years after Brexit. Attila Agh, Budapest Corvinus University
The Good European: Italy at the Heart of Europe and Europe at the Heart of Italy. Vincent Della Sala, University of Trento
Ireland's EU Narrative. Brigid Laffan, European University Institute

Discussant: Anand Menon, Kings College London

2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Chair: Hara Kouki, University of Durham

Participants:
Criminalizing Protest and Picketing during the Crisis: Historical Origins of a Recent Change. Julia Lopez, Universitat Pompeu Fabra
A History of Fragility: The Political Roots of Banking Crisis in Spain. Sebastián Royo, Suffolk University
The Politics of Compliance or Resistance: A Historical Perspective on Italy and Spain's Responses to the Eurocrisis. Sofia Perez, Boston University
How Greek National History Has Shaped Welfare and Education Politics in Greece Under the Economic Crisis. Dimitrios Sotiropoulos, University of Athens

Discussant: Cornel Ban, Boston University

265. Changing practices of international cooperation: Policy coherence and nexus-management
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall

Participants:
The ENP, Its Implementation and the Domestic Factor. Patricia Bauer, University of Dundee


A New Typology for Global Development: Moving Beyond
the Dichotomy of Rich and Poor Countries.
Christine Hackenesch, Deutsches Institut fuer Entwicklungspolitik

Discussant: Mark Furness, Deutsches Institut fuer Entwicklungspolitik

266. Politics, public opinion and social investment reform
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Humanities LT G255
Chair: Marius Busemeyer, University of Konstanz

Participants:
    Public Demand for Social Investment Policies: New Supporting Coalitions for the Welfare State? Julian Garritzmann, University of Konstanz/University of Zurich; Marius Busemeyer, University of Konstanz; Erik Neimanns, University of Konstanz

Political Dynamics of Family Policy Modernization in Post-Industrial Welfare States. Silja Häusermann, University of Zurich; Christine Zollinger, University of Zurich

The Welfare State and Political Involvement of Vulnerable Groups: Does Social Investment Make a Difference? Paul Marx, University of Southern Denmark; Christoph Nguyen, University of Southern Denmark

Discussant: Emmanuele Pavolini, University of Macerata

267. Workshop: Neoliberal Epidemics - How neoliberalism threatens health and how to fight back
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Kelvin Gallery
Chair: Ted Schrecker, Durham University

Discussants: Lisa Garnham, Glasgow Centre for Population Health Katherine Smith, University of Edinburgh; Jennie Popay, Lancaster University

268. Banking integration and the ECB during the Euro-crisis
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J373)

Participants:
    The Silent Empowerment of the ECB during the Euro Crisis. Tony Mueller, Technical University Munich; Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt, Technical University Munich

The Defender of Last Resort: Financial Political Power and the Role of the European Central Bank Since the Crisis. Manolis Kalaitzak, University College Dublin

Differentiated Integration in the Eu's Banking Market: Empirical Analysis. Zdenek Kudrna, University of Salzburg; Sonja Puntscher-Rickmann, University of Salzburg

United We Stand: Banking System Structure and State Preferences in European Banking Union. Christopher Mitchell, The George Washington University

Discussant: Martin Rhodes, University of Denver

269. Does Europe Make a Difference? The Effect of Being European on the Relations Between Federal, Regional and Municipal Governments
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Chairs: Gijs Jan Brandsma, Universiteit Utrecht; Nathalie Behnke, University of Konstanz

Participants:
    Derangement or Development? Political Economy of EU Structural Funds Allocation in New Member States - Insights from the Hungarian Case. Judit Kalman, Centre for Economic and Regional Studies, Hungarian Academy of Sciences


Social Costs, Economic Strength and State Capacity of Sub-National Units in Germany – Effects of National and European Re-Distributive Finance Streams. Nathalie Behnke, University of Konstanz

Transnational Executive Bodies: EU Policy Implementation Between the EU and Member State Level. Gijs Jan Brandsma, Universiteit Utrecht

Discussants: Nathalie Behnke, University of Konstanz; Gijs Jan Brandsma, Universiteit Utrecht

270. EU Decision-Making and Policies
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208
Chair: Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt, Technical University Munich

Participants:
    The responsiveness of national and supranational actors to interest groups in the EU. Andrew Judge, University of Glasgow; Robert Thomson, University of Strathclyde

Networked Power Europe. Exploring the Role of Networks in EU Foreign Policy-Making on the International Criminal Court. Oriol Costa, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona and Institut Barcelona d'Estudis Internacionals; Patrick Müller, University of the Basque Country

The Civil Servant As Homo Europaeus: Varieties of European Experience Among EU Commission Staff. Seamus Montgomery, University of Oxford

'Divided' Commission, or How Directorates Generals Affect Legislative Outcomes in the EU. Anastasia Ershova, University of Konstanz

Equipped for Politics? the European Parliament and Trilogues. Justin Greenwood, Robert Gordon University; Christilla Roederer-Rynning, University of Southern Denmark

Evolution and Transformation of the Value of Sustainable Peace in the European Discourse. Maria Angeles Alaminos Hervas, Valencian International University
271. EU Migrants in the UK After the Brexit Vote: Perceptions and Challenges to Belonging  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356  
Chair: Ronald Ranta, Kingston University  

Participants:  
For the First Time Here in This Country I Felt like an Immigrant: Identity, Citizenship and EU Immigration after the UK-EU Referendum. Eleanor Knott, London School of Economics  
'We Have a Right to be Here!': EU Citizenship and Belonging. Nevena Nancheva, Kingston University  
Diversity and Division: The Polish Diaspora in the UK. Gabriella Elgenius, University of Gotthenburg  

Discussant: Nevena Nancheva, Kingston University  

272. Europe and Migration: Sustainability and/or Crisis  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2  
Chair: Saime Ozcurumez, Bilkent University  

Participants:  
Sustainability through Ethnic Entrepreneurship. Rıza Baris Ulker, Central European University  
Transformation of Migration (Control) to/in Europe: Wastelands, (No)Belonging, Transnational Citizenship. Merve Bedir, Delft University of Technology  
Sustainability and Crisis Response Capacity: Refugees and Health in Greece and Turkey. Saime Ozcurumez, Bilkent University  

Discussant: Levent Soysal, Kadir Has University  

273. Mobilizing Minorities in Comparative Perspective: Micro-dynamics of Ethnic Groups, Organizational Strategies, and the State  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room  
Chair: Erin Jenne, Central European University  

Participants:  
Electoral Politics in Beirut: Between Civic and Sectarian Identities. Stephen Deets, Babson College  
Multi-Scalar Politics and Civil War: The New Geography of Turkey’s Kurdish Conflict. Fiona Adamson, School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), University of London  
The the Absence of Insurgency: Moldovans within the Soviet Borderland Insurgencies of 1945-1952. Carter Johnson, Higher School of Economics  

Discussant: Stephen Deets, Babson College  

274. Neoliberal Labor Market Reforms & Workers' Rights  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)  

Participants:  
Dismantling or Maintaining Collective Labour Regulations Under Conditions of Free Labour and Service Mobility: The Cases of the German and Norwegian Construction Sectors. Sandra Engelbrecht, Hertie School of Governance  
A New Wave of Union Militancy: Organizing Hotel Workers in an Era of Hyper Flexible Employment. Lucas Franco, University of Minnesota  
Liberalizing through Conversion: Multinational Corporations and the Future of Codetermination in Germany. Sidney Rothstein, University of Pennsylvania  

Discussant: Virginia Doellgast, Cornell University  

275. Political Parties: Crisis & Solidarity  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)  
Chair: Zachary Greene, University of Strathclyde  

Participants:  
Christian Democracy and the Political Foundations of Social Solidarity. Dennie Oude Nijhuis, Leiden University  
Economic Crisis and Party System Change: The Populist Factor in Greece, Portugal and Spain. Luis Ramiro, University of Leicester; Marco Lisi, IPRI-New University of Lisbon; Myrto Tsakatika, University of Glasgow  
The Anti-Establishment Rhetoric of Radical Political Parties in Western Europe: An Analysis of Conditions That Lead to This Strategy. Belén Fernández-García, University of Granada  
Legislative and Popular Oversight: The Democratic Control of the EU's Common Foreign and Security Policy. Ewoud Lauwerier, University of Lausanne  

Discussant: Fernando Casal Bertoa, University of Nottingham  

276. Radicalization and the Long-Term Impact of Terror Movements  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre  

Participants:  
Mounting Terror Threat Challenging the Sustainability of European Social Security. Zeren Langjia, Sichuan University/Ghent University; Jian SHI, Sichuan University  
Managing Risk with Migration Rhetoric: A Comparison of France, Germany, and the US. Kirk Miller, Northern Illinois University; Kristen Myers, Northern Illinois University  
Comparing Apples and Oranges? of German Skinheads and Jihadi Terrorists. Dorle Hellmuth, The Catholic University of America  
The Growing Role of Women in Terror Movements. Jennifer Davis, National Intelligence University; Rachel Lewis, National Intelligence University  

Discussant: Fernando Casal Bertoa, University of Nottingham
Discussant: **Kathleen Blee**, University of Pittsburgh

**277. Sexual Democracy and its Discontents: Citizenship, Sexuality, and Religion in Europe**  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A  
Chair: **Markus Balkenhol**, Meertens Institute

Participants:  
- Towards a Dialogue Between Muslims and LGBT People: Pathways and Pitfalls. **Momin Rahman**, Trent University  
- Beyond Sexual Nationalism. Who Are the Allies of Queer Muslims?. **Dino Sahonic**, Foundation Maraf  
- Pride and Its Discontents. Sexual Politics, Secularism, and Cultural Alterity. **Paul Mepschen**, University of Amsterdam / Leiden University

Discussant: **Jan Willem Duyvendak**, University of Amsterdam

**278. Simulations of EU Decision-Making as Active Learning Tools: Design and Effects**  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251  
Chairs: **Peter Bursens**, University of Antwerp; **Rebecca Jones**, Widener University

Participants:  
- Effects of EU Simulation Games on Pupils’ Political Competencies. **Monika Oberle**, Universität Göttingen  
- Theory into Practice: Teaching the European Union within a Simulation. **Nicholas Clark**, Sussexhanna University  
- Preparing US Students for an EU Simulation. **Rebecca Jones**, Widener University  
- Exploring the Development of Affective Learning Outcomes in Simulations. **Dorothy Duchatelet**, University of Antwerp; Peter Bursens, University of Antwerp

Discussant: **Heidi Maurer**, Maastricht University

**279. Social Media and Social Political Context**  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room

Participants:  
- Trashopolis: The Digital Recycling of “Trash Television” in Neoliberal Italy. **Salvatore Giusto**, University of Toronto  
- Digital Architectures and Deliberative Potentials: Citizen Debate on Facebook and Twitter during the Brexit Campaign. **Anamaria Dutceac Segesten**, Lund University; Michael Bossseta, University of Copenhagen  
- Social Media and Migration Crisis in the Western Balkans: A Space for Democratic Socialization. **Alexandrina Iremciuc**, University of Geneva, Switzerland  
- Eurosceptic Messages Vs. News with a European Agenda in the European Union. **Elena Kaliberda**, Carleton University

Discussant: **Noreen O’Meara**, School of Law, University of Surrey

**280. States and Crises: Reconfigurations, New Modes, and Roles**  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre  
Chair: **Erik Jones**, Johns Hopkins University SAIS

Participants:  
- Reconfigured European Policy States in a Globalizing World.. **Patrick Le Galès**, Sciences Po, CEE, CNRS  
- Immigration Control and the Many Hands of the State. **Kimberly Morgan**, George Washington University  
- Governing Futures: States and the Management of Expectations.. **Jenny Andersson**, Sciences Po, CEE, CNRS  
- Tracking the State in a Liberal Economy.. **Niamh Hardiman**, UCD

Discussant: **Orfeo Fioretos**, Temple University

**281. The Future of Effective Fundamental Rights Protection in EU Law: Where Is It Headed?**  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466  
Chair: **Noreen O’Meara**, School of Law, University of Surrey

Participants:  
- Is There a Role for Fundamental Rights in EU Healthcare? **Clemens Rieder**, Queen’s University Belfast  
- The Future of EU Citizens’ Rights – Will Fundamental Rights be Further Forgotten? **Adrienne Yong**, University of Hertfordshire  
- Fundamental Rights in the European Arrest Warrant – Is There Effective Protection? **Ermioni Xanthopoulou**, King’s College London University of Hertfordshire  
- The Responsiveness of the European Court of Human Rights to the European Crisis. **Erik Voeten**, Georgetown University  
- Cameras in the UK Supreme Court. **Nancy Marder**, Illinois Institute of Technology

Discussant: **Noreen O’Meara**, School of Law, University of Surrey

**282. The Political Economy of Europe’s Housing Bubbles**  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201  
Chair: **Ben Ansell**, University of Oxford

Participants:  
- Housing Bubbles and Support for Incumbents. **Peter Thisted Dinesen**, University of Copenhagen  
- Speculative Urbanism: A Genealogy of Land Speculation in Spain. **Javier Zacares Moreno**, University of Warwick  
- The Financialization of Housing and Affordability in the Private Rental Sector. **Caroline Dewilde**, Tilburg University
283. The Sustainability of Gender Regime Transformations in Europe
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
Chair: Karen Shire, University Duisburg-Essen
Participants:
- Theorizing Changes in Gender Regimes and Gendered Institutions during the Crisis: Complexity Theory and Intersectionality. Sylvia Walby, Lancaster University
- Capturing Dynamics of Changing Gender Inequality: Regimes, Institutions and Indices. Karin Gottschall, University of Bremen
- Transforming Conservative Gender Regimes in Inter-Regional Comparison: Germany and Japan. Karen Shire, Ochanomizu University
- Theorizing Complex Inequalities: Gender Regimes, Regulations, and Change. Heidi Gottfried, Wayne State University
Discussant: Georgina Waylen, The University of Manchester

284. Beyond National Boundaries
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Melville Room
Chair: Nicole Shea, Council for European Studies
Participants:
- The Literary Production of Nations without States. Giovanni Dettori, Binghamton University
- Towards European Literature: The Post-Yugoslav Literature of Dubravka Ugresic. Renata Schellenberg, Mount Allison University
- Transnational Subjects Challenging European Notions of Subjectivity and National Identity: Erpenbeck’s Alternative Narrative. Sonja Klocke, University of Wisconsin, Madison
- Contemporary Satire in Fiction of Migration and the Question of Intersectionality. Steffen Kaupp, University of Notre Dame
Discussant: Elke Segelcke, Illinois State University

285. But seriously: what can we do to reduce health inequalities?
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Kelvin Gallery
Chair: Jason Beckfield, Harvard University
Participants:
- But Seriously: What Can We Do to Reduce Health Inequalities? (III). Katherine Smith, University of Edinburgh
- But Seriously: What Can We Do to Reduce Health Inequalities? Christine Brown, World Health Organization
Discussant: Julia Lynch, University of Pennsylvania

286. Exploring continuity and change in international cooperation and global partnerships
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Forehall
Chair: Niels Keijzer, Deutsches Institut fuer Entwicklungs politik
Participants:
- Assessing the Incorporation of Climate Change Adaptation in EU Development Efforts Towards Sub-Sahara Africa. Frederik De Roeck, Ghent University
Discussant: Evans Fanoulis, Metropolitan University Prague

287. Demographic Change, Politics, and Policy Dilemmas in Hungary and Poland
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Turnbull Room
Chair: Krzysztof Jasiewicz, Washington and Lee University
Participants:
- The Triumph of Novelty over Experience: Social Policy Responses to Demographic Crises in Hungary and Poland Since the EU Enlargement. Tomasz Inglot, Minnesota State University, Mankato, USA
- Demographic Policies Held Hostage By Politics: The Case of Hungary. Peter Krekó, Eötvös Loránd University of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary
- Policies, Politics, and Poetics of Aging Societies: Anthropological Perspectives on Aging in Poland. Jessica Robbins-Ruszkowski, Wayne State University
- Migration and Socio-Economic Transition: Lessons from the Polish Post-EU-Accession Migration Experience. Paweł Kaczmarczyk, Centre of Migration Research, University of Warsaw, Poland; Enrique Aldaz-Carroll, World Bank; Paulina Holda, World Bank; Joanna Nestorowicz, Centre of Migration Research, University of Warsaw, Poland
Discussants: Tsleta Petrova, Columbia University; Christian Bodewig, World Bank

288. Discourses of Sustainability, Unsustainable Policies and Transformative Citizenship Practices in Asylum and Migration in Europe
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow East Quad Lecture Theatre
Chair: Nicola Montgana, Middlesex University
Participants:
- Is There an Alternative? a Critical Discussion of the Notion of Sustainability in Relation to Migration, Citizenship and the European Union. Elisabeth Kirtsoglou, Durham University
- Refugees’ Reception System in Italy: An Unsustainable Social Time-Bomb? Alessio D'Angelo, Middlesex
289. Electoral Rights in Europe: Advances and Challenges
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A
Chair: Sara Bernard, University of Glasgow
Discussants: Helen Hardman, University of Glasgow Olga Chernishova, European Court of Human Rights, Council of Europe Amaya Ubeda, Venice Commission, Council of Europe Petra Roter, Department of International Relations, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ljubljana Joanna Ferrie, University of Glasgow School of Social & Political Sciences Vladimir Unkovski-Korica, Central & East European Studies, School of Social & Political Sciences Kanstantsin Dzehtsiarou, University of Liverpool; Carole Ewart, Freedom of Information in Scotland

290. Europe and the Balkans: Legacies and Identities
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3
Participants:
- From Peacekeeper to Norm-Producer: A History of the Challenging European Involvement in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Sophie Gueudet, Sciences Po Aix-en-Provence - Ludwig Maximilian University (Munich)
- Colonialism in Europe: Imperial Legacies in the Balkans. Bogdan Popescu, University of Chicago
- Zivila Hrvatska: The Intersection of Croatian National Identity and EU Membership. Austin Doehler, Gordon College
- "Bullets and Blessings: Effects of Protracted Conflicts on Distributive Politics in Developing States". Albana Shehaj, University of Michigan; Evgenia Kitaevich, University of Michigan

291. European Entrepreneurship and Migrant Businesses
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J7 (J361)
Chair: Brendan O’Rourke, Dublin Institute of Technology
Participants:
- Making Locality: Rethinking Migrant Businesses through Corner Shops in Berlin. Anlam Fitz, Emory University
- Opportunities for Entrepreneurship in Europe: An Examination of Startup and Business Development Indices. Natalie Novick, University of California -- San Diego
- Still Seeking Coordination? Assessing German Business Interests in Digitalized Manufacturing. Timo Weishaupt, University of Goettingen; Jan Weckwerth, University of Goettingen

292. History and National Identity

293. Housing in Transition: Sustainable Urban Development
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Carnegie Room
Chair: Claire Bynner, University of Glasgow
Participants:
- Does Poverty Mean Troublemaking? Garib v the Netherlands and Its Effects on Sustainable Urban Development. Carlo Colombo, Tilburg University
- Micro Spaces of Social Interaction in the Superdiverse Neighbourhood. Claire Bynner, University of Glasgow
- Industrial Sites in Transition. Mari Ferring, WSP Sweden; Gabriella Olshammar, University of Gothenburg; Eva Rittsél, County Administrative Board of Stockholm
- The Political Regulation of Diversity-Related Conflicts in the Public Space. Juan Triviño-Salazar, Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals; Flora Burchianti, GRITIM-UPF
Discussant: Caroline Dewilde, Tilburg University

294. Intergenerational Transmission in Times of Economic Transformation
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - G466
Chair: Monika Muehlboeck, University of Vienna
Participants:
- The Gender Aspects of Inter-Generational Transmission of Work Values - to Whom to Look up to? Julia Warmuth, University of Vienna; Monika Muehlboeck, University of Vienna; Bernhard Kittel, University of Vienna
- Like Parent like Child? Intergenerational Social Capital Transmission and the Effect on Economic Self-Sufficiency in the UK. William Maloney, Newcastle University; Emily Rainsford, Newcastle University
- Does the Experience of Intergenerational Mobility Have Political Consequences? Evidence from the Cupesse Survey. Bettina Schuck, Heidelberg University;

Discussant: Brad Blitz, Middlesex University
1. Jennifer Shore, Heidelberg University

4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

Participants:
- Securitising Migration through Discourse and Practices: The Case of Greece. Foteini Kalamtsi, University of Macedonia, Greece
- The Semantics of the Forced Migration Master Narrative in the Public Discussion Space of Latvia. Liena Galeja, Latvian Academy of Culture
- Irregular Migration and Three Contradictions of Neoliberal Neofunctionalism. Harald Köpping Athanassopoulos, ESSCA
- Mass Movements and Foreign Policy Behavior in Europe. Adam Van Liere, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse; Erica Edwards, Miami University Ohio

Discussant: Kirk Miller, Northern Illinois University

296. Nation State and Political Integration
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow John McIntyre - Room 201

Participants:
- Differentiated Economic Integration: Saving or Destroying the European Project? Anita Pelle, University of Szeged
- Supranationalisation Fading? European Union Politics and the European Parliament after Lisbon. Katharina Meissner, Institute for European Integration Research EIF, University of Vienna; Magnus Schoeller, Institute for European Integration Research EIF, University of Vienna
- Democratic Legitimacy in the EU Member States: How the Political Functions of National Parliaments Have Changed after the Crisis. Matteo Laruffa, LUISS Guido Carli University
- The EU's Legitimacy Crisis and the Multilevel Parliamentary System. How a Europeanisation of National Parliaments Can Contribute to a Solution. Peter Bursens, University of Antwerp

297. New Ideas on EU Integration and European Identity
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

Participants:
- Bridging the Competing Views of European Cultural Integration: The Transformative View of Culture As a Means to Promote Growth and Employment. Maria-Luz Suárez, University of Deusto
- Federal Union in a New Light: The Importance of Not Confusing Internationalists with Europeanists. Jens Ramberg, University of Gothenburg

298. Prison Education and Social Transformation: Comparing and Connecting

299. Reconfiguring European Higher Education: Enhancing Diversity, Access, and Success for All
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132

Chair: Lisa Price, Oregon State University

Discussants: Bradley Boovy, Oregon State University; Nana Osei-Kofi, Oregon State University; Rahel Kuflu, Södertörn University

300. Sustainability And Transformation Of Mutual Trust And Mutual Recognition In The Area Of Freedom Security And Justice
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J10 (J355)

Chair: Ester Herlin-Karnell, Free University Amsterdam

Participants:
- Constitutional Rights in the “Area of Freedom, Security and Justice”. Ester Herlin-Karnell, Free University Amsterdam
- Subsidiarity, Proportionality and the Legitimacy of EU Criminal Law. Irene Wieczorek, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
- Mutual Trust As a Balancing Principle in EU Criminal Justice Cooperation. Auke Willems, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
- The Case-Law of the Court of Justice on Free Movement and Its Possible Impact on European Criminal Law. Leandro Mancano, University of Edinburgh
- In Member States, We Trust? Alternative Qualified Mutual Trust. Ermoni Xanthopoulou, University of Hertfordshire

Discussant: Ester Herlin-Karnell, Free University Amsterdam

301. Sustainable Accountability in the EU: Challenges and New Approaches
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

Chair: Hartmut Aden, Berlin School of Economics and Law

Participants:
Indexing Accountability Power: Assessing the Accountability Capacity of Two EU Watchdogs. Mark Bovens, Utrecht University; Anchrit Wille, Leiden University

Value for Money? Financial Accountability of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM). Aneta Spenderzhara, Maastricht University; David Howarth, University of Edinburgh

The Normative Framework of Financial Accountability in the EU: The European Court of Auditors in Search for Legitimacy. Hartmut Aden, Berlin School of Economics and Law

The Role of Education in Scrutiny, Governance and Democratic Oversight. Ben Duke, Keele University, UK

Discussant: Paul Stephenson, University of Maastricht

302. The EU After the Crises: Thriving or Striving?
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250
Chair: Hans-Joerg Trenz, University of Copenhagen

Participants:
What Is the Role of the EU in the Global Market for Higher Education and Research? Meng-Hsuan Chou, Nanyang Technological University; Andrea Gideon, University of Liverpool

Foxes in the Henhouse? Comparing Eurosceptic and Non-Eurosceptic Parliamentary Behavior. Nathalie Brack, Université libre de Bruxelles; Anne-Sophie Behm, FRS-FNRS, Cevipol, Université libre de Bruxelles

Euroscepticism in the Brexit Era: Anxiety, Rage and Uncertainty. Simona Guerra, University of Leicester

The Brexit Paradox. How Leaving the EU Just May Mobilize Pro-European Support in Britain. Kristine Mitchell, Dickinson College

Discussant: Hans-Joerg Trenz, University of Oslo

303. Vulnerable Populations and Social Policy
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow JWS - Room J15 (J375)

Participants:
Temporary Agency Work and Social and Labour Rights: A Uniquely Precarious Arrangement? Gabriella Alberti, Leeds University Business School; Chris Forde, Leeds University Business School; Liz Oliver, Leeds University Business School; Michael Doherty, Maynooth University; Dagmar Schiek, Queens University Belfast

Integrated Research on Aging Policies and Potential Poverty for Senior Citizens in European Welfare States. Jia Xu, University of Hamburg

Life Satisfaction of Older People in Germany through the Vision of Household Determinants - a New Measurement of Quality of Life. Xiangjun Ren, University of Hamburg

Lifelong Learning Policies for Disadvantaged Young Adults in Scotland: A Cultural Political Economy Approach. Queralt Capsada-Munsech, University of Glasgow; Kevin Lowden, University of Glasgow; Oscar Valiente, University of Glasgow

Discussant: Michel Goyer, University of Birmingham

Comparative capitalism and European Integration

001. Comparative capitalism and European Integration (Part 1).
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

026. Comparative capitalism and European Integration (Part 2).
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

The ‘control gap’ in migration policy research

002. The capacity of liberal states to enforce migration control: Part 1.
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

027. The capacity of liberal states to enforce migration control. Part 2.
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

The Role of Values in EU governance

003. The Role of Values in EU Governance: « Human Dignity » from Theory to Practice.
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Room 201

024. A Pivotal European Value under Stress: The Rule of Law Crises and their Impact on EU’s Political Integration.
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Room 201

053. Transparency: a Transformative Value to Reform a Crisis-Shaken EU?
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Room 201

075. Participatory Democracy in the EU: Transnational
Collective Action and its Impact on Democratic Legitimacy.
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Room 201

Towards a Caring Society? The Role of Cultural Ideas, Institutions and Actors in the Historical Development of Care Policies

004. Towards a Caring Society? The Role of Cultural Ideas, Institutions and Actors in the Historical Development of Care Policies, Session 1.
Wednesday, July 12, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

Wednesday, July 12, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

Building Bridges: New Points of Intersection Between Art and the World

099. Art and Sustainability in the Anthropocene.
Thursday, July 13, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Turnbull Room

Thursday, July 13, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Turnbull Room

158. Provenance Research Across Cultures and disciplines: Some New Approaches.
Thursday, July 13, 2017
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Turnbull Room

Explaining Variation in European Legal Mobilization

100. Legal Mobilization by EU Institutions and Member State Governments.
Thursday, July 13, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250

Thursday, July 13, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250

Thursday, July 13, 2017
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250

Rethinking European Democratization

101. Rethinking European Democratization: Cultural and Socioeconomic Sources of Democratization and Democratic Stability.
Thursday, July 13, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

Thursday, July 13, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

Challenges and Perspectives for the EU after Brexit

102. Security Challenges in the EU’s South-Eastern Neighbourhood.
Thursday, July 13, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Room 201

125. The Future of the Visegrad Cooperation in the EU.
Thursday, July 13, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

159. Roundtable: Strategic Leadership in the EU after Brexit.
Thursday, July 13, 2017
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

The Many Voices of Europe: Contemporary Literature of Migration

206. Rethinking Migration.
Friday, July 14, 2017
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Melville Room

232. Between and Across Borders.
Friday, July 14, 2017
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Melville Room

262. The Poetics of Crossings Borders.
Friday, July 14, 2017
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Melville Room

Friday, July 14, 2017
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Melville Room
National histories and the politics of crisis
208. Memory and National Narratives in Times of Crisis.  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Friday, July 14, 2017  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253
Friday, July 14, 2017  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

The Politics and Sociology of Health Inequalities
Friday, July 14, 2017  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Kelvin Gallery
235. What should the CES and social epidemiology learn from one another?  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Kelvin Gallery
285. But seriously: what can we do to reduce health inequalities?  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Kelvin Gallery

European and Global Dimensions of Sustainability
210. Institutionalization of sustainable development as norm and narrative.  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Forehall
265. Changing practices of international cooperation: Policy coherence and nexus-management.  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Forehall
286. Exploring continuity and change in international cooperation and global partnerships.  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Forehall

Labour market policies in the era of pervasive austerity: a European perspective
211. Labour market policies in the era of pervasive austerity: a European perspective (Session I).  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3
233. Labour market policies in the era of pervasive austerity: a European perspective (Session II).  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3

New perspectives on EU administration
Friday, July 14, 2017  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208
Friday, July 14, 2017  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

The Future of the Social Investment State: Policies, Politics, and Outcomes
213. The effects of social investment reforms: Impact and measurement.  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255
236. Who would want that? Public opinion and parties’ preferences towards social investment policies.  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255
266. Politics, public opinion and social investment reform.  
Friday, July 14, 2017  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255
Reserarch Network Sessions

Elections and Electoral Politics

145. Peter Mair Legacy Lecture
Thursday, July 13
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

European Integration and Global Political Economy

001. Comparative capitalism and European Integration (Part 1)
Wednesday, July 12
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

019. The Political Economy of Monetary Solidarity: Understanding the Euro Experiment
Wednesday, July 12
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - East Quad Lecture Theatre

025. The Political economy of Brexit and the EU
Wednesday, July 12
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - East Quad Lecture Theatre

026. Comparative capitalism and European Integration (Part 2)
Wednesday, July 12
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

039. Solvency, creditworthiness and debt repayment in the European Union
Wednesday, July 12
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Turnbull Room

086. Progress on Banking Union and Prospects for Capital Union
Wednesday, July 12
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre

Different Interpretations of the Causes of the Euro Crisis

105. Different Interpretations of the Causes of the Euro Crisis
Thursday, July 13
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

122. Memory for Sale: Security and Contested Memories in the EU
Thursday, July 13
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132

142. The Political economy of Brexit and the UK
Thursday, July 13
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Room 201

146. European Integration & the Global Political Economy Research Network Meeting
Thursday, July 13

12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - Melville Room

168. European Political Development Between States and Union
Thursday, July 13
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3

179. Which Europe is the UK Brexiting from? Pre- and Post-Referendum Discursive Strategies
Thursday, July 13
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Room 201

191. Institutions, Growth Models and Distributive Conflicts
Thursday, July 13
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

Labour market policies in the era of pervasive austerity: a European perspective (Session I)

211. Labour market policies in the era of pervasive austerity: a European perspective (Session I)
Friday, July 14
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3

227. The Past and Future of European Trade Policy
Friday, July 14
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre

268. Banking integration and the ECB during the Euro-crisis
Friday, July 14
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - JWS - Room J15 (J375)

280. States and Crises: Reconfigurations, New Modes, and Roles
Friday, July 14
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - JWS - Stevenson Lecture Theatre

European Union and Integration

097. Plenary Session: Judy Dempsey
Wednesday, July 12
6:00 to 7:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Bute Hall

204. Plenary Session: Lord McConnell of Glenscorrodale
Thursday, July 13
6:00 to 7:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Bute Hall

Gender and Sexuality

022. The Power of Gender: Women and Political Disruption
Wednesday, July 12
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

061. European Economic Decision-Making and Gender Politics: Quota’s on Corporate Boards in the European Union and North Western Europe
Wednesday, July 12
068. Reviewing intersections between European healthcare and social change  
Wednesday, July 12  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134

093. Transformation through Cooptation: Feminism and the Backlash against Diversity in Contemporary Europe  
Wednesday, July 12  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134

108. Organizations, Politics, and Creating Change for Women and LGBT People  
Thursday, July 13  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

135. International Norm Dynamics, Sexuality and the Family  
Thursday, July 13  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A

147. Gender and Sexuality Network Meeting  
Thursday, July 13  
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134

177. The Queer Among Us: Policies and Attitudes toward LGBT People and their Families in Europe  
Thursday, July 13  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251

182. Gender, Politics, and Europe through a Scottish Lens  
Thursday, July 13  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Melville Room

220. Post-Brexit Prospects and Projections: LGBT/Queer Polish Perspectives  
Friday, July 14  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251

249. Political Outsiders as Transformative Actors in European Politics  
Friday, July 14  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250

Friday, July 14  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A

283. The Sustainability of Gender Regime Transformations in Europe  
Friday, July 14  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134

101. Rethinking European Democratization: Cultural and Socioeconomic Sources of Democratization and Democratic Stability  
Thursday, July 13  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

109. Parties and Voters in the Wake of European Democratization  
Thursday, July 13  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Anatomy - Large LT

124. Rethinking European Democratization: Institutional and Organizational Conditions of Democratic Stability and Collapse  
Thursday, July 13  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 253

148. Historical Study of States and Regimes Research Network Meeting  
Thursday, July 13  
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132

178. Transitions, Ruptures, and Continuities in Postwar Italy  
Thursday, July 13  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Melville Room

1. Immigration

002. The capacity of liberal states to enforce migration control: Part 1  
Wednesday, July 12  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

027. The capacity of liberal states to enforce migration control. Part 2  
Wednesday, July 12  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

048. Immigration Research Network Meeting  
Wednesday, July 12  
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - Forehall

056. Citizenship Education for Non-Citizens  
Wednesday, July 12  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132

Wednesday, July 12  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Forehall

069. Risks, Targets, Knowledge: The ambivalent informational governance of European migration policies  
Wednesday, July 12  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

098. Race, Racism, and Culture in Europe: Perspectives
from the Netherlands
Thursday, July 13
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132

138. Populism and Xenophobia of the Left
Thursday, July 13
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

141. Seeing "Illegal" Immigrants: State Monitoring Practices in Europe and Beyond
Thursday, July 13
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

163. Becoming and Belonging: Naturalization in Comparative Perspective
Thursday, July 13
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

201. The Political Integration of Immigrants in Europe
Thursday, July 13
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - G466

224. State of Emergency: Is France Transforming?
Friday, July 14
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 250

229. Whose Knowledge Counts? Expert and Lay Narratives in Political Debate on Immigration
Friday, July 14
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 356

288. Discourses of Sustainability, Unsustainable Policies and Transformative Citizenship Practices in Asylum and Migration in Europe
Friday, July 14
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - East Quad Lecture Theatre

International/Global Relations

204. Plenary Session: Lord McConnell of Glenscorrodale
Thursday, July 13
6:00 to 7:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Bute Hall

Political Economy and Welfare

097. Plenary Session: Judy Dempsey
Wednesday, July 12
6:00 to 7:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Bute Hall

004. Towards a Caring Society? The Role of Cultural Ideas, Institutions and Actors in the Historical Development of Care Policies, Session 1
Wednesday, July 12
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

018. Solidarity, Satisfaction, and Segmentation. How Program Design and Welfare Regimes Shape Individual Attitudes and Outcomes in the field of Health Care
Wednesday, July 12
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - School of Health Policy - Room 135

028. Towards a Caring Society? The Role of Cultural Ideas, Institutions and Actors in the Historical Development of Care Policies, Session 2
Wednesday, July 12
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

044. Welfare State Reform in Post-Socialist Eastern Europe and Russia
Wednesday, July 12
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 132

054. Business Interests and the Development of the European Welfare State I
Wednesday, July 12
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

Wednesday, July 12
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Anatomy - Large LT

078. Business Interests and the Development of the European Welfare State II
Wednesday, July 12
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

111. Pensions During and After the Financial Crisis
Thursday, July 13
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

161. Away from the Mainstream: European Populism after the Great Recession
Thursday, July 13
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - JWS - Room J15 (J375)

174. Occupational Welfare in Europe: Features, Determinants and Outcomes
Thursday, July 13
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

185. Collective bargaining transformation for sustainability
Thursday, July 13
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134
186. Crisis, Transformation and Expertize  
Thursday, July 13  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Gannochy Seminar Room 3

203. Welfare and Public Services Facing Austerity and Marketization  
Thursday, July 13  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - John McIntyre - Teaching Room 208

213. The effects of social investment reforms: Impact and measurement  
Friday, July 14  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

221. Re-Regulating Markets for Social Goals  
Friday, July 14  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A

228. The Sustainability of Policy Reforms  
Friday, July 14  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 134

236. Who would want that? Public opinion and parties’ preferences towards social investment policies  
Friday, July 14  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

257. Political Economy and Welfare Research Network Meeting  
Friday, July 14  
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

266. Politics, public opinion and social investment reform  
Friday, July 14  
2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Humanities LT G255

287. Demographic Change, Politics, and Policy Dilemmas in Hungary and Poland  
Friday, July 14  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Turnbull Room

Political Parties and Party Systems

145. Peter Mair Legacy Lecture  
Thursday, July 13  
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

Public Policy and Administration

097. Plenary Session: Judy Dempsey  
Wednesday, July 12  
6:00 to 7:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Bute Hall

182. Gender, Politics, and Europe through a Scottish Lens  
Thursday, July 13  
4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Melville Room

Radicalism and Violence in Europe

021. The Politics of Far-Right and Far-Left Radicalism in Europe: Economies, Identities and Institutions  
Wednesday, July 12  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Anatomy - Large LT

113. Rethinking Gender and the Radical Right  
Thursday, July 13  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Court/Senate

119. Values, Norms, and Ideology: Reasons for Joining and Leaving Extremist Groups  
Thursday, July 13  
9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - G466

149. Radicalism and Violence in Europe Meeting  
Thursday, July 13  
12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - Room 656A

Social Movements

035. Left, Right, or Wrong? The (Ir)Relevance of the Left-Right Continuum in Analysis of Party Politics in Europe Today.  
Wednesday, July 12  
11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMP Yudowitz Seminar Room 1

121. Anti-Establishment Party Politics in Europe:
134. From the Streets to the Polls and Comeback: The Impact of Anti-Austerity Social Movements in Southern European Politics and Society
   Thursday, July 13
   11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251

145. Peter Mair Legacy Lecture
   Thursday, July 13
   12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2

151. Social Movements Meeting
   Thursday, July 13
   12:45 to 2:00 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Conference Room - 251

170. Intersectional and Identitarian Spaces of Mobilisation
   Thursday, July 13
   2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Anatomy - Large LT

Teaching and Learning

204. Plenary Session: Lord McConnell of Glenscorrodale
   Thursday, July 13
   6:00 to 7:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Bute Hall

Territorial Politics and Federalism

062. From government performance to election: decentralisation dynamics across the world
   Wednesday, July 12
   2:00 to 3:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Turnbull Room

094. Trust, Transparency and Multi-Level Governance: Findings from the UK, Germany and France
   Wednesday, July 12
   4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Gilbert Scott Building - G466

107. Multi-level elections, Brexit, and the federalisation of the EU
   Thursday, July 13
   9:00 to 10:45 AM - University of Glasgow - East Quad Lecture Theatre

132. Democracy, Competencies, and Responsibility: The Territoriality of Politics in Advanced Democracies
   Thursday, July 13
   11:00 to 12:45 PM - University of Glasgow - Anatomy - Large LT

190. European Union in Crisis: (What) Can We Learn from Other Cases?
   Thursday, July 13
   4:00 to 5:45 PM - University of Glasgow - WMB - Hugh Fraser Seminar Room 2
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EUROPEAN BORDERS OF EUROPE
Narratives, Concepts and Practices in the Present and the Past
Mats Andrén, Thomas Lindkvist, Ingmar Söhrman and Katharina Vajta [Eds.]
214 pages • Hardback

FROM CLANS TO CO-OPS
Confiscated Mafia Land in Sicily
Theodoros Rakopoulos
236 pages • Hardback

CULTURAL BORDERS OF EUROPE
Narratives, Concepts and Practices in the Present and the Past
Mats Andrén, Thomas Lindkvist, Ingmar Söhrman and Katharina Vajta [Eds.]
214 pages • Hardback
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Theodoros Rakopoulos
236 pages • Hardback

HIGHER EDUCATION IN CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE:
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CREATING A NEW PUBLIC UNIVERSITY AND REVIVING DEMOCRACY
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Until 1945, Europe was a wretched battlefield. Wars, rivalries and ambitions had robbed the Continent of stability, of prosperity, of peace and of a special identity. The end of World War Two changed the dynamics. The establishment of what is today’s European Union bestowed an extraordinary sense of hope, of peace, of reconciliation and of democracy, all along supported by the United States.

This is what the Europe now has to defend – not only against outsiders, but from within. Europe is torn between doubters, populists and sceptics who even question the EU’s relevance and those, like Emmanuel Macron, Wolfgang Schaueble and a handful of others who stand up for a Europe that is based on values, on progress, on facing the future, although they may differ about the direction. They share two things. The transatlantic relationship, the bedrock of post-1945 Europe, cannot be taken for granted. Europe can no longer piggy back on American security. And Europe cannot close down shop to globalization or digitilization.

If Europeans don’t embrace change and are not prepared to defend their values, they will undo what the founding fathers set out to achieve when it was founded 60 years ago in Rome. Non-democratic countries will be gleeful. It would usher in the decline if not eclipse of the West as we know it. Sleep walking has run its course.


Anand Menon (Discussant) is Professor of European Politics and Foreign Affairs at Kings College London. He also directs the Economic and Social Research Council Initiative on the UK in a Changing Europe. Previously, he has held positions at Sciences Po, Columbia University and NYU. He has written on many aspects of contemporary Europe including the EU politics and institutions and European security. He is co-editor of the Oxford Handbook of the European Union (OUP, 2012) and author, amongst other things, of Europe: The State of the Union (Atlantic Books, 2008). He has written widely on European integration for publications including the Financial Times, Prospect, The Guardian, The Daily Telegraph, The Times and Le Monde. He is a member of the European Council on Foreign Relations and an associate fellow of Chatham House.
Rt Hon Lord Jack McConnell of Glenscorrodale

Transforming approaches to Conflict and Development.

Where now for Europe?”

July 13 | 6:00 – 7:45pm, Bute Hall, University of Glasgow

Lord McConnell’s keynote will look at recent failures in the multilateral system and public disillusionment with institutions and leaders across Europe and beyond. It will address the future of multilateral institutions including the European Union, advocating new approaches to development and peacebuilding to meet today’s global challenges. Lord McConnell will argue that conflict prevention needs a new direction for the 21st Century, understanding causes and embracing different identities, within the context of the Sustainable Development Goals.

Jack McConnell (Keynote Speaker) was First Minister of Scotland from 2001 to 2007 and UK Special Representative for Peacebuilding 2008-2010. Lord McConnell is a Board member of the UK/Japan 21st Century Group and the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy in Berlin. He acts as an international consultant and guest lecturer to companies, universities and others; is Trustee or Patron of several charities engaged in development and conflict prevention, including as Chair of the McConnell International Foundation, with a particular interest in the life chances of vulnerable young people. He currently serves as Vice President of UNICEF UK, and he is Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on the UN Global Goals. From 1999 to 2011, Jack McConnell was the Member of the Scottish Parliament for Motherwell and Wishaw. He was Scotland’s Minister for Finance 1999-2000 and Minister for Education, Europe and External Affairs 2000-2001. Lord McConnell was a leading member of the Scottish Constitutional Convention from 1989 to 1998; President of the Legislative Regions of Europe 2004; and was appointed to the House of Lords in 2010. He grew up on the Island of Arran in Scotland and was a Mathematics teacher in Secondary (high) Schools before entering Parliament.

Anton Muscatelli (Discussant) has been Principal and Vice-Chancellor of the University of Glasgow since October 1, 2009. From 2007-2009 he was Principal and Vice-Chancellor of Heriot-Watt University. An economist, his research interests are monetary economics, central bank independence, fiscal policy, international finance and macroeconomics. Professor Muscatelli chairs the Scottish Government’s Standing Council on Europe, a non-political group set up to provide expert advice to Scottish ministers on protecting Scotland’s relationship with the EU. He is also a member of the Scottish Government’s Council of Economic Advisers. He was a member of the steering group of the Lord Stern Review into university research funding, commissioned by Jo Johnson MP, Universities minister. Professor Muscatelli is a Trustee of the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) Europe, a member of the Board of Glasgow Life, and Chair of the Commission on Economic Growth for the Glasgow City Region. He is a Director of USS (Universities Superannuation Scheme) and President of the David Hume Institute. He is also a member of the Board of Directors of the National Centre for Universities and Business.
The Civic Reception for the 24th International Conference of Europeanists will be held at the Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum on Thursday, July 13, following Lord McConnell's keynote address. The reception is open to registered participants only and is funded with a generous grant from the Lord Provost and Glasgow City Council offices.
Roundtable Event: Borders in Post-BREXIT Europe

Friday, July 14

1:00-2:00 pm
Carnegie/Senate Room
Sponsored lunch for invited guests and roundtable ticket holders

2:00-4:00 pm
Court/Senate Room
Roundtable Discussion

Catherine Stihler, MEP (Labour, UK)
Matt Carthy, MEP (Sinn Féin, IE)
Dr Katy Hayward, (Queens University Belfast, NI)

Welsh Government representative (TBD)
Scottish Government representative (TBD)

Moderator: Kirsty Hughes, Director of the Scottish Centre on European Relations

Following the UK’s decision to withdraw from the European Union and as BREXIT negotiations get under way, we seek to explore the challenges (and possible solutions) faced by governments (national and devolved), businesses and citizens around the issue of borders. With our distinguished panel, we will be discussing issues like customs and movement of people, goods and services between the UK and the EU, on the Ireland of Ireland and beyond.

The event will be live streamed.

**Please note that this event requires a FREE ticket. Non-ticket holders will not be able to attend. Please register for your ticket at www.bordersinapostbrexiteurope.eventbrite.com

This event is sponsored by the European Parliament Information Offices in Edinburgh and Dublin and the Council for European Studies
Roundtable Event: Multi-speed Europe: Opportunities and Challenges as the EU27 Move Ahead

Thursday 13th July 2017
Randolph Hall, Main Building, University of Glasgow

1:30-2:00 pm – Doors open, Tea and Coffee provided
2:00-3:45 pm – Roundtable Discussion

Moderator: Dr Nicole Shea, Director · Council for European Studies

While Brexit preoccupies public life in the UK, the EU27 perspective is more varied – attentive to the sizeable challenges facing Europe and the globe, including the economy, security, external migration and climate change, and of course different national politics in the member states. Although the EU27 (unlike the UK) are resolved to facing these challenges together within the Union, there is disagreement over how to move European integration forward. Should multi-speed Europe be intensified, with a committed core leading the way, for others to follow later? Should the EU refocus more intently on core business – namely, the internal market? Should power in fact be passed back to the national level to ensure the sustainability and legitimacy of the European project? Looking ahead, what shape will the post-Brexit EU take? Alongside the Council for European Studies International Conference in Glasgow, join us as we discuss the prospects for the Union of 27.

**Please note that this event requires a FREE ticket. Non-ticket holders will not be able to attend. Please register for your ticket at https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/multi-speed-europe-opportunities-and-challenges-as-the-eu27-move-ahead-registration-35175410600**

This event is sponsored by the European Commission, Scottish Centre for European Research and the Council for European Studies